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WEATHER INDICATIONS.

Boston, Oct. 15.—Manager Kobinson of the
West Shore line has been in Boston to-day,
negotiating with the Fitchburg railroad managers in relation to a new freight line to be
established in December.
Mr. Robinson is
just from Montreal, where arrangements have
been made with iho Grand Trunk by which
heavy passenger trains are to be run between
New York and Chicago upon the opening of
the Weet Shore in December.
The establishment
of
this
new
ally of the Grand
Trunk, in connection with the project of
that road
to
lease the Central Vermont
and Boston & Lowell whereby the Grand
Trunk can secure a consolidated line from
Chicago to London, Portland afld Boston, will
lead it is predicted to a demand on the part of
the Grand Trunk for one-half the east bound
traffic from Chicago destined for New York
and New England, and the same proportion of
the West bound traffic from these points.

Washington, Oct. 1G.
The indications for New England to-day are
fair weather, northerly winds,tising barometer,
stationary or slight fall in temperature.
The special bulletin says the temperature has
fallen from 10 to 20 degrees in the New EngMASSACHU SETTS.
land, Middle Atlantic states, and from 2 to 10
degrees in the South Atlantic and Gulf States,
The New Time Standards.
Tennessee, Ohio valley, and lower Lake region
and has risen slightly in the upper Lake
Boston, Oct. 15 —The new time standards
region, upper Mississippi and Missouri valley. haying been adopted at a session of the GenerNortherly winds prevail in New England, al and Southern Railway Time conventions,
the Middle and Somh Atlantic, West Gulf
have also been adopted by Harvard College,
States, Tennessee, and Ohio valleys; and east- and the necessary change will go into eflect in
erly in the Lake region, Mississippi aDd Mis- •Boston a month hence. The suggestion of the
souri valleys.
The winds on the coast are
Fire Commissioners that the change be made
blowing with a velocity of 25 to 40 miles an on a Sunday will be followed,andlou November
hour, due to area of high pressure moving 18 the noon bells will be struck fifteeu minutes
eastwardlv over the country.
and forty-four seconds later than by the pre
Generally fair weather prevails in all dis- sent standard. The hands of all public clocks
tricts east of the Rocky Mountains. Fair cool
of which the commissioners have charge will
weather is indicated for New England and
be moved to correspond with the new plan.
Middle Allantic States Wednesday, and fair
Thus “Boston time” will be no more, and
weather in Tennessee, Ohio valley and lower
Philadelphia time will be substituted in its
Lake region with slowly rising temperature.
place. All almanac calculations for tides and
moon will be subject to 15 3-4 minutes
alteration according to our clocks.
LATEST MARINE NEWS.

Lime Laden Schooner in Trouble.

Belfast, Oct. 15.—Schooner Ella of Bucksport, from Rockland with lime, sprung aleak
at her wharf here to-day.
Her cargo will
probably be a total loss.
Fierce dale on (be English Coast.
Plymouth, Oct. 15—A fierce gale lias been
Two of Her
raging on the coast to-day.
Majesty’s training ships were driven into collision and subsequently went ashore near this
port, where they now remain in a dangerous

position.

MAINE.

Electric New..

Boston, Oct. 15.—The business of tbe Merchants’ Electric L’gbt and Power Company,
of this city,—working the American System of
Electric Lighting—is assuming proportions beyond anything ever claimed for it by the Directors and Officers of the Company.
The
Treasury Stock of the Company placed upon
the market a few weeks ago has proved a very
The sale closed
popular investment stock.
Saturday night, and the result far exceeded
the expectations of the Directors.
In view of
the success of the sale, ir is now considered
that the remaining stock is really a better purchase, at $12.50 per share, than it was at $10
at the commencement.
The oompany is now making preparations
for the immediate construction of a new central Htatiou with a capacity for one thousand

lights.

The Shatv Bros.’ Failure.
Boston, Oct. 15. -The investigating committee has called a meeting of the creditors of
Sbaw Bros., at the Shoe and Leather Ex-

change, Thursday, Oct. 18th, at 2p.m. The
story which the committee will tell will make
perhaps tho most interesting chapter of New
England financial history ever printed.
AUGUSTA.

Daniel W. Sullivan of Augusta has sold bis
colt “Constellation” to a Chelsea gentleman.
Augusta is to have a new brass baud.
Seventy-five thousand copies of tbe Maine
Farmers’ Almanac will be issued this year,
says the Kennebec Journal.

The preferred stock of the American Electric
and Illuminating Company continues strong
the market at $12.25 to $13 per share. It is
stated on good authority that the directors are
considering the payment of another extra|quarterly dividend ou the first of December.
Tbe Cape Cod Canal Company will begin
work next Monday evening, working by electric light, and has contracted with the American Electric
and Illuminating Company to
supply tbe necessary machinery and lamps of
Thompson-Houstou system for this purpose.
on

Creditors’ meeting.
Boston, Oct. 15.—At a meeting of the creditors of Hall & Rowe, boot and shoe manufacturers, today their liabilities were stated at
The investigating
$01,876; assets $57,455.

committee made no formal recommendations
ts terms of settlement, but the firm have
submitted a propositiou of 75 ce -ts on the dollar. No action was taken on this offer.
The mackerel Catch.
Sandwich,Oct. 15.—The amount of mackerel
caught on the Cape the past week is unusually
small. Fishermen off Chatham are doing excellent, catching bass in seines. Dog fish are
unusually plenty, thousands being caught in
the Sandwich weirs.
as

BANGOB.

Testimony has been recently received from
Hon. Joseph Carr, Commissioner, before sev-

eral Alabama claimants who desire to recover
damages. Messrs. Moses Giddings and C. D.
Dole seek to recover for the loss of the ship
Golden Rocket and were represented by their
connsel, J. Butterfield, Esq., of Washington.
F. A. Wilson, Esq., appeared for Hugh Ross
who sought damages for the loss of the brig
Wm. McGilvery. C. E. Monroe, Esq., of the
firm of Metcalf, Hale & Monroe, has appeared
for the following claimants of war premiums:
John L. Crosby, Samuel D. Thurston, Morse
& Co., John H. Jarvis, Charles Pierce and D.
R. Stockwell & Co. The vessels on which war
premiums are claimed are as follows: Nevada,
Katahdin, Fourth of July, Premier. Baron de
Castiue, Mollie Metcalf, Charles A Littlefield,
Dunbarton, Evening Star, Fannie Butler,
Kate Walker, Monitor, M»ry Patten, Renehaw, S. P. Smith, Scandinavian, Templar
and Greyhound.
CANTON

Oxford District Lodge of Good Templars
held its October session at Canton, Friday.
In the evening a public temperance meeting
was largely attended, and addressed bv Grand
Worthy Chief Temolar Torsey, Hon. John P.
Swasey, Rev. Robert Scott and others.
DAMABItCOTTA.

Mrs. Ann, wife of Captain Robert Morton of
She is at
Damariscotta, is 86 years of age.
work on a braided rug, (very fine) which is
now seventeen feet and sixteen inches in circumference, and which aheintends to make of
sufficient dimensions to cover a 14x14 foot
room.
She has finished one of smaller dimenShe has also made three
sions this season.
patchwork quilts of very small pieces, all of
which the old lady has accomplished since the
first of January, besides coloring the rags for
the rugs and assisting in taking care of two

great grandchildren.
SABATTIS.

Stetson L. Hill, Esq., of Sabattis owns one of
the first pianos ever made in this conntry. His
mother played on it,.and it has been in his
It is of about the size
family over 100 years.
of a melodeou, narrower and a little longer,
and so light that one may easily pick it up and
The frame of the
carry it across the room.
The strings
piano is made entirely of wood.
are of brass and very light.
The action of the
piano i$ weak. Feeble tones only can be obtained, however vigorous the thumping. Compared with the modern piano forte, this old instrument is but a toy.
YARMOUTH.

Miss Willa L. Haskell, of Yarmouth, who
from Wellesley College this year
and who was first in mathematics and second
in her class, left last week for Springfield, 111.,
to teach mathematics in a leading female seminary there.

graduated

WASHINGTON.

a
fire department
and hose company in order to get the benefit of
its new water works. The officers of the department are: Charles Hale, chief engineer;
Boland McBoy, first assistant.
The company
has 1,200 feet of hose and has taken the name
of “Payson Tucker Hose Co., No. 1.” It has
a hose cart of the latest pattern.
There are
twenty men in the company, which is officered
as follows: Elliot Wood, foreman; B. O. Kelly
f^rst assistant; Wm. Whitman, second assistant; Eugene French, clerk and treasurer.
The company tried their hose and pump
the
other day. The test was satisfactory.
About Thanksgiving day a levee will be holden for the purpose of raising funds for
purchaslUg

UUUUlUIOi

IN GENEEAX.

Daring the past

v, eek the crew of laborers
the Piscataquis extension has been increased by the arrival of one hundred and twentyfive Italians.

on

Chief Justice Peters, who has been sufferfrom an affection of the eyes is better, and
his speedy recovery is anticipated.
John B. Gough has numerous engagements
to lectnre in Maine this month.
The Kenuebec ice dealers complain that it
has been a bard year for them, and that on the
average no money has been made, Borne concerns losing where others have made a profit.
Ice has been cheap and labor high.
Notwithstanding the discouragements of the year past
the companies are making preparations to fill
their ho useB.

ing

THE ST. ALBANS FAILURES.
Eigbl Additional Writ*

Served

on

Law-

Brainerd,
St. Albans, Vi., Oct. 15 —Eight more writs
have been issued on behalf of the depositors
against Lawrence Brainard of the Trust Company. They are actions on cases in common
law, and are based on misappropriations of
lands belonging to others.
Brainerd was arrested, bnt gave bail in the sum of 810,000, A.
O. Brainerd becoming bis bondsman. Much
dissatisfaction is expressed throughout the
county at the delay iu the trial of Brainerd on
the grand jory indictments, Judge Joyce having seen fit to continue the oases to the April
The State Attorney has petitioned for
term.
a chauge of venue, and wantB to try the most
important of these cases iu AndiBon county.
rence

Motion for a preliminary injunction to restrain the collection of taxes assessed in the
city on the real estate and capital Btock of the
New York Elevated Railroad Company and
the Manhattan Road was yesterday denied iu
the U. 8. District Court.

McDonald of Manchester; Emery J. Randall
of Great Falls, and John D. Swaiu, superintendent of the Nashua Iron and Steel Works
of Nashua; Timothy B. Crowley, of the Co-operative Iron Company, also of Nashua, N. H.,
and Thomas SaDds,
manufacturer of ice
cream freezers, Nashua, N. H
Father McDonald disputed the right of a
committee of Congress to come into New
Hampshire to inquire into the affairs of its

people.

To this Senator Blair replied that citizens of
New Hampshire were citizens of the United
States and exercised their right as sach by
voting for members of the United States Congress and for President of the United States;
that the National Senate and House of Representatives had always exercised tire right of
sending committees anywhere in the United
States to gather any information needed by
either house, and that tho present committee
was acting under a resolution of
the Senate,
but it was not their desire to compel any one
to state what they preferred not to state but if
he knew any grievances that the laboring people suffered, the committee would like to
know them.
Father McDonald then went on
to say the tenemeut houses were very hot in
summer on account of their flat roofs and
were not properly heated in winter; and they
did not exercise any supervision over the food
supplied by boarding house keepers, which
was often bad.
Other witnesses testified iu regard to their
different industries.
Col. B. C. Doan, superintendent of the
Manchester Print Works, testified that the
company employs 350 hands including several
eDgravers and printers.
High skilled sketchmen receive from 822 to 828 per week;
engravers 822 to 826, and printers 828. The most
skilful laborers are foreigners but the rnoBt
skilled sketcbmeu are Americans trained in
ttie Manchester shops.
The company piy
8250,000 annually for drugs and coloring, on
which they pay an average duty of 25 per
cent; consume 25,000 tons of coal annually.
The number of hours of labor is ten par day.
Lillian Maynard aud Lizzie McClure, mill
operatives, testified that the mill corporations
treated their employes fairly and a good feeling toward their employers were entertained
Charles A. WasoD, master of the State
of New Hampshire, testified.
FarmGranges
ers living in remote
places from towns and
are
villages
going behind, having no market
for wbat they produce.
Hence many have
left the State. Some villages remote from the
center of population have diminished half of
their population since the war.
Farm hands
are

scarce.

The result of harvests is not much affected
owing to increased facilities from improved
machinery. Farm laborers oommaud from $20
to $25 per mouth and board. If manufacturing were Btopped in New Hampshire farmers
would be ruined, as they would have to compete with farmers of the prairies. Politics is not
known iu New Hampshire granges. Farmers
believe the patent laws work hardships to
them, owing to the difficulty of ascertaining
the rightful pateutee. Haws should be passed
holding innocent purchasers harmless in case
of purchase from infringers. Farmers also
believe railroads should be restricted iu their
right to charge rates at will. Taxation should
be more adjusted to make the burdeus fall
more on the bondholders aud moneyed
men,
and less on the farmers and house owners.
James C. Adams, Secretary of the State
Board of Agriculture of Nesv Hampshire, corroborated in eome respect the testimony of Mr.
Wason.
Alphonso Crosby, a journeyman carpenter,
said the rates of wages in all mechanical trades
were seriously
affected by demoralization
caused by drink and drunken mechanics who
are obliged to accept work on any terms when
they become sober, aud all wages finally adjust themselves to the terms accepted by them.
Kev. Dr. C. W. Wallace said that Manchester with a population of 40,000 depended entirely on manufactures. Stop the mill wheels
aud the city would not sell for ten cents on the
dollar. Such poverty and wretchedness as existed ceuld in most cases be traced to whiskey
and tobacco. Ten cents a day spent for cigars
would keep a family of four in flour. The
tax on rum and tobacoo should be made to pay
all the expenses of the government.
The
credit system induces extravagance in the
purchaser, dishonesty in dealers and should be
abandoned by all.
The members of
the committee resumed
taking testimony at 9 o’clock and sat all day
till 10 o’clock this;evening when their laborr in
Manchester closed.
To-morrow morning they
go to Boston. Mr. Kimball, clerk of the committee lias been obliged to go home to Portsmouth on account of sickness.

Important Supreme Court Decision.

Washington, Oct. 15.—A decision was rendered by the supreme court of the United
States today in five civil rights cases|based ou
the

first

and

second

sections of

the thirteenth or fourteenth amendment to the
constitution. The decision however is held to
apply only to the validity of the law iu States
and not iu ihe DLtrict of Columbia where tbe
legislative power of Congress is unlimited. So
lar as .-Mates are concernea me two

sections

or

law above referred to are declared unconstitutional and void. Justice Bradly rendered tbe

opinion.
General ahcnuan’t Retirement.
General Sherman has selected Col. Tourtelotte and Colonel Bacon as members of his staff
to remain with him in St. Louis after being relieved from command of the army and until
he is placed on the retired list.
General Poe
of bis stall will resume his duties in the engineer corps, and General
Tidbali, another aid
de camp, has been assigned to command of the
artillery school at Fortress Monroe.
General Sherman will leave Washington tonight for Cleveland to attend the reunion of
the society of the Army of the Tennessee.
Commissioner of Patents.
Secretary Teller today received a telegram
from Hon. Ber j. Butterworth of Ohio, exCoiigressuiau from the Cincinnati district, accepting the position of commissioner of patents.

The Duty on Cigars.
The secretary of the treasury has decided
that the ad valorem duty ou cigars shall be
based upon the value of the cigars including
the value of the boxes; i. e., the value of the
cigars shall be taken in a boxed condition.
IK iseeilancous.
The Corean Embassy will leave Washington
today for San Francisco.

ENFORCING THE BLUE LAWS

Connecticut

People Arrested

for

Driving

Sabbath.
New Haven, Conn., Oct. 15.—A. L. Babcock, of A. L. Babcock & Co., a rich carriage
trimming manufacturer of this city, was arrested yesterday while out driving with his wife
near this city,
and accused of breaking the
Sabbath. The charge is brought under the old
Bine laws, enacted in the early part of the last
Mr. Babcock, when arrested, was
century.
taken to the farm houBe of Henry Platt, in
East Haven, one of the constables making the
There he found nearly a score of other
arrest.
nrisouers, all in custody for tbe same offence.
on

xne omcers

the

maxing

no arrest acsea unaer me

direction of Grand Jaror Thom peon of the
town of Bast Haven, to whom complaints had
been made by residents of the hamlet of Foxon that people from New Haven were continually breaking the Sabbath by driving through
that place, mucli to the annoyance of its good
people. Nearly all the prisoners were accompanied by their wives or sweethearts, who
were arrested as participants in the crime, and
there were loud complaints of ill-treatment.
They had been kept crowded together like so
many cattle daring the entire afternoon, in a
barn-yard, rain falling daring a part of the
lu the evening they were arraigned betime.
fore Justice Tuttle, and all who conld not give
security in $25 to appear for examination tomorrow
afternoon were locked up. No carriages were stopped by the officers making the
In every instance they took their
arrests.
prisoners at a point on the Foxon road, where
nuts from a group of hickory trees had fallen
Whenever a man
thickly upon the ground.
left bis wagon to pick np the nuts he was arrested and marched oS to Constable Palmer’s

pound.
Punic in

THE LOUISIANA CANVASS.

the Civil

Rights act of March 1,1875. They are respectively prosecutions under the act for not admitting certain colored persons to equal accommodation aud privileges in inns or hotels, in
railroad cars, theatres, etc.
The court holds
that Congress bad no constitutional authority
to pass the sections in question under either

WIHTHROY.

Winthrop has organized

Asked to Assist.

Connecticut Schoolroom.
Oct. 15.—An alarm of
fire this lore noon in Elm street school building,
during the session caused COO pupils to rush
headlong down stairs, panic stricken.
Mauy
were knocked down and
trampled upon. One
girl had her collar bone broken, another had
an eye badlj cut, while a
third sustained seyereinternal injuries and was rendered insensible. Mauy others were bruised.
The fire
caught in a waste paper room near the furnace
and was easily subdued.
a

Watekbuby, Conn.,

The funeral of Rev. Dr. A. N. Arnold occurred in Providence, R. I., yesterday afterAddresses were made by Rev. Dr.
noon.
Stockbridge, Rev. Dr. Hovey of Newton Theological Institution. Ex-Senator Doolittle of
Wisconsin was present among the mourning
friends.

tVnrin

Wards Between the Warring Democratic Factions.

New Orleans, La.. Oct. 15.—The following,
from the Vienna Sentinel, is given to show the
warmth of the present gubernatorial campaign
in tho State, which the Democrats are having
all to themselves.
The Sentinel supports Ogden of the White League, against McEnery
the Ouachita bulldozer. The Republicans are
taking no part in the contest:
We object to Gov. McEnery,1 because he is
habitually addicted to the use of intoxicating
liquors, gets drunk and degrades the honorable position he occupies at present ; has done
it repeatedly and will do it again.
We cannot
understand how a sober people can conscientiously support a,'man for such au exalted and
important position who 6ets such au example
before the morfUs of the country as Gov. McEnery has repeatedly done since he bas been
It is, indeed, a deplogovernor of the State.
rable sight, and one calculated to inspire any
sober man with snpreme disgust, to see the
chief executive of a proud State staggering
along the streets of the capital city of the
State in a beastly state of intoxication, or hear
him disturbing the peace and quietness of a
neighborhood in midnight bacchanalian revelry.
The Rappel Louisiana, published by a
nephew of ex-Gov. Rodman, in St. James parish, contain, a long article defending the late
Gov. Wiltz from the charge made by Gov.
Sam McEnery’s friend, that Wiltz, and not
his successor, was responsible for the land
swindle of the John McEnery ring.
The
statement is made that Richardson, the land

register,

was

appointed by Gov. McEnery

to

carry out tbe behests of the land ring, on the
suggestion of Gov. Wiltz, and that he was appointed in tbe face of the evidence fully submitted to Sam McEnery, that Richardson had
altered and forged some land warrants and had
been detected therein by Auditor Jumal, who
took the warrants away from him and turned
them back to the land office. The name of the
author of this charge, one of the most conspicuous fighting creoles
of Louisiana, scared off
the service of any challenge from friends of
McEuery or of Richardson, who might want to
make a fighting matter of it.

NEW YORK.

President of a

Laud Ciiaut

Company

Ar-

resieui

New York, Oct. 15.—Frank R. Sherwin,
lately president of tbe Maxwell Land Grant
Company, was put under arrest to-day in an
action begun at th# instance of the stockholders

of that concern all of whom are Dutchmen
Justice Donohue of
living in Amsterdam.
New York issued tbe order for his arrest and
fixed bail at $75,000. Sherwin is charged with
having converted to his own use 180 bonds of
the origiual company, each of the valne of
£100 sterling, instructed to him by the compauy to pay mortgages on tracts of land in
New Mexico and Colorado. He is accused of
having realized $91,000 on securities. Sherwiu said he was the victim of a malicious conspiracy, vhe result of a bitter quarrel with the
Dutchmen who believed he had the best of the
bargain in a recent sale of his share to them
for $750,000.

Washington, Oct. 15.—Thus

far the

pen-

sion bureau has received only one coinmUlrication in answer to the publication of names of

pensioners. The writer mentions three persons, whose names appear in the list, who lie
believes are not entitled to pensions. In this
case, and in all similar cases whioh may arise,
the “confidential communication circular” ot
the bureau will be sent to the complainant,
This circular is a request for all information at
the command of the writer, together with
of witnesses from whom evidence may
be obtained. The answer will be considered
confidential if the complainant so desires, bnt
the rights of no man will be determined upon
confidential communications.
The case will
be settled by proper testimony, taken in the
presence of the complainant, or with his full
names

knowledge.

Commissioner Dudley believes that tho pub-

lication of the list was not a wise measure, as
he is informed that many pension attorneys
have already begun to distribute their circulars by the thousand, aud are working thfir
full office force night and day in mailing them
to pensioners.
He estimates that each pensioner drawing less than 320 per month will
receive from five to fifty circulars from claim
agents urging him to apply for an increase.
The result will doubtless be a flood of applica
tious upon the pen“ion office, which will cause
delay in the reaular work of the bureau aud
clog the progress of cases now on file, as all applications must receive attention.
The commissioner warns pensioners against
being misled by the seductive circular of the i-w->
agents Unless they feel absolutely certaia that
they are not receiving their just dues at present, as a re-examination may result in a decrease instead of an increase in the pension already received.
The attention
of the commissioner was
called to an editorial in a western New York
paper, suggesting that the Grand Army of th%
Republic and similar organizations should go
over the lists of names in
their districts and
ascertain, if possible, whether or not any of
the list were obtaining pensions finder misrepresentation. Geueral Dudley said the idea
was au excellent
one, and if adopted by ihe
veterans’ associations throughout the country
it would greatly aid the pension office in detecting frauds.

PINE LAND FRAUDS.
ludictmeuts Found Against Two of the
^ Chief Operators.
St. Paul, Minn., Oot. 15.—Last night the
United States grand jury brought in two inumimcuio

caused

iu

iud

A/uiutu

puns

lituu uiises mai

much excitement in this State last
August. True bills were found agaiust H. L.
Gordon, a Minneapolis millionaire, poet and
politician, and A. K. Lovejoy of Duluth, who
hired 27 Norwegians to go into the woods
north of Duluth and take up 4480 acres of pine
land, worth $20 an acre, with the understanding that they should asrign the titles, when
secured, to Gordou and Lovejoy. The editor
of the Duluth Tribune, E. C. Mitchell, a politician of considerable note and the newly appointed register of the Duluth laud office, was
arrested, but the jury acquitted him unaniso

mously.

Lovejoy

was

originally

a

government

witness and eudeavored, after filing his affidavit against Gordon, to sell his evidence to him
for $15,000. He did this in a room where Gordou had secreted three witnesses. Then he
went before the grand jury and committed flat
perjury. The grand jury was thoroughly well
posted on his movements and attempts to
treat with Gordon, and with the facts before
them could not do otherwise than indict him.
Subsequent to the indictment of Gordon tor
conspiracy to defraud the United States, he
had admitted his own part in this
conspiracy
and had
accepted the offer of immuuity
through ex-Gov. Marshall, the government inspector, if he would tell all he knew, and then
tried to sell out the government, whioh had
promised him immuu.ty. As to Mr. Mitchell,
the grand jury did not consider the oral evidence for their consideration justified. The
only thing proved was that he disbursed
money as a part of a friendly agent or representative when Gordon was absent from Duluth.
Lovejoy is said to have disappeared
during the night.

POLITICAL.
Ben. Butler Accepts the ti rue 11 liiicU-i.ilbor Party Notuiantiou.
Boston, Oct. 15.—Governor Butler in a letter accepting the nomination of the GreenbackLabor party for Governor, expresses his
pleasure at this mark of appreciation of his
labors
in behalf of Greenbackers and
laboring men.
Greenbacks be says become absolutely the currency pi the United States in the various forms
In which the government issues
The
money.
silver and gold certificates anl postal notes are
essentially greenbacks—that is, paper currency
based on a guarantee of the nation’s
good faith.
Upon that question Greenbackers have won
the fight after a long struggle
commencing in
obloquy and ending in victory. He attempted, he says, when he wrote the Greenback
convention last year to pay this
compliment
but his and their enemies took advauta»e of
his language to twist it for their nefarious
purThe party has a higher, nobler mission
poses.
.-

.vm.wuo
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and capital, just to both;
res'raiuing lawful
monopolies within the purposes for which they
received the sanction of law.
We are not enemies to honest capital, we are its true
friends,
because if capital becomes the oppressor of an
ednested and free people it will be 6wept away
and who shall it ought not.
Democratic Bally.
Barnstable, Oct. 15.—The Democratic canvass was opened this
oveningwitb a rally in
Agricultural Hall. On the arrival of the
evening train from Boston and extra trains
from Providence aud Sandwich a
procession
was formed
beaded by the Sandwich brass
band and a few torches and escorted Hou.
Nicholas Hathaway of Fall River 10 the hali
where the crowd bad already proceeded. HocT. B. Chase called to order and introduced
Hon. T. B. Phinney as president of the evening who predicted the re-election of Butler
by 10,000 more majority than last year. He
Chen introduced Hon. Nicholas
Hathaway who
snoke until the arrival of Gov. Butler from
Sandwich by a special 'car.
A committee
escorted the Governor from the depot to the
hall where he was well received and spoke in
his usual style to the audience present.

JLABOR AGITATIONS.
Threatened Strike of Bailroad Men.
St. Louis, Oct. 15.—Information was received hero late last night that the yard men engaged in the various railroad yards in East St.
Lonis held a secret meeting on
Saturday night
and decided to demand an increase of
wages.
It is understood, but not
definitely
known,
that they will demand an increase from 82 to
82.65 per day, and from 875 to 885 per month
for the foremen.
This is to be presented to
the officers of the railroads
ta-day, aud if not
complied with by noon, all the men are to go
out on strike.

[later.]
The switchmen on all railroads
centering at
St. Loais and East St. Louis
euji^^d the gane*
ral strike for shorter hours and IbBer
wages at
noon to-day. They demand 10 L
s as a day's
work, extra pay on Sundays r 30 cents per
hour on all time over 10 honrs*
per month
of 26 working days. They nm 1
about 600
men and
the strike will probau.y cause a
blockade of freight at East St. Louis.
Striker* (lowed by Armed Detective*.
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 15.—A special from
Bradford says the Beech Tree mints owned by
the Rochester and Pittsburg Railroad Company
Bianeu

up

luib

morning

wun iou

men.

jno

disturbance was made, the presence of an armed force of Pinkerton’s detectives evidently
having a good effect Upon the strikers. An attempt will be made to open the mines of the
company at Punxutawuey this afternoon and
their exteuBive mines at Dubois to-morrow.
A dispatch from Reynoldsvillo reports quiet
there.

CHINESE [IMMIGRATION,
The

New
Treaty Defective—Laborer*
with Tradesmen's Certificates Flocking
to Oar Shores.

_

Railway meu Robbed.
Kansas Cur, Oct. 15.—At 11 o’clock last
night Augustus Sawles, Treasurer of the Railway Conductors’ Association, and
Charles
Achteuacht, a conductor on the Missouri Pacific Railroad, were rubbed at the muzzle of
cocked revolvers by four highwaymen on the
Kaw River Bridge, between Kansas City and
Wyandotte. Sawles was relieved of a $200
watch and $700 of the funds of the association.
The robbers escaped. The money taken had
been subscribed toward the euiertainment of
the National Convention of Railway Conductors, which opens here on Wednesday next.
A

mysterious

Disease
Prevailing
Alabama.

iu

Mobile, Oct. 15.—Since Satdrday night
there have been five deaths from the prevailing fever at Brawton and five new cases reported during the time. Fever experts have arrived but reached no decision as to the nature
of the disease. Rev. R. P. Baker, a Methodist
minister who rendered such noble service
since the disease became epidemic is one of
those who have died since Saturday.

San Francisco, Oct. 15.- Suspicions have
for some time past been
expressed that many
Chinese have been permitted to land from
Chinese steamers, who under the restriction
act are not entitled to that
A loopprivilege.
hole has been discoverd to exist under the second article of the
treaty which permits a
Chinaman other than a laborer to come to the
United States if provided with a certificate issued by the Chinese
government identifying
him as being engaged iu other
pursuits than
that of a laborer. Steamer Rio Janeiro, which
arrived Saturday,
brought 132 Chinamen for
San Francisco, 77 of .whom held tradesmen’s
certificates issued by officials of the Chinese
government, notwithstanding the strongest
external evidence of their
being ignorant laborers. All with the
exception of six were
permuted to land
Steamer Coptic, which arrived last
month,
brought 114 Chinamen, 54 of whom held simi^ued by the Chinese officials.
h ully 90 per cent, of
both lots belonged to the
comtnou class of workmen.
When that circumstance was called to the attention of the
custom house officials here their reply was
that they had no power to
go back of the Chinese government’s certificates.
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The Earth in its Vigor.

the frozen north.

Pennsylvania

Freak of One of the

PRICE THREE CENTS.

u Large Hirer
Reported by
Capt. Healey of the Corwin.

DUcoTery ot

No doubt is felt in tbe Treasury Department
that these suits will all be won ultimately.
Congressman Uanuey has been instructed to
hasten the preparation of the bill in equity
against the directors, In order to try them for
negligence.l The decision in the Mechanics
Bank case of Newark, N. J., has settled the
law regarding tbe liability of directors, and If
that precedent Is followed the directors will be
liable to their last dollar.
Comptroller Knox
believes the depositors cannot do so well In
any other way ss to wait patiently, assured
that the government will obtain every cent for
them which can be realized.
When tbe cases
against the stockholders are decided, depositors can safely look for 30 or 40 per cent. more.

The Bind Not Yet—Linaa of ‘Weakness’’—
The bright Side of Recent Catastrophes.

Injured lUen.

Manchester,

Oct. 15 —The 6ub-committee
of the SeDate committee on education and labor this morning at 7 o’clock visited the factories. The mills of the Amoskeag and Manchester companies, the machinery observed
and processes of cloth making examined. The
vast extent and variety of machinery were a
wonder to Senator Pugh.
At 9 o’clock the committee returned to the
Manchester House and continued the examination of witnesses, among whom were William Stearns, Father Chevalier and Father

SISSfcttffiSgRt

1883.

CRAZED WITH PAIN.
Terrible Accident

PRESS.

Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 15.—While John Bley
and James Maloney, iwo switchmen, were repairing some damage to a freight car attached
to a train standing at
Demy station, Pennsylvania, on the Pennsylvania railroad yesterday,

the engineer, not being aware of their
presthe car, started the train. Bley
aud mangled beyoud recognition,
and died instantly.
Maloney was crushed
against the tender, and his scalp almost torn
from hiB head, and an atm and leg broken.
The train was quickly stopped and Maloney
carried to the engine and laid anon the floor.
The train men then started for Bley’s remains,
and were carrying them towards the engine,
when Maloney, crazed with pain, suddenly
jumped up and drew the throttle wide open.
The engine started with fearful rapidity down
the grade. When Latische was reached, 6 miles
from the scene of the accident, Maloney closed
the valve and fell unconscious to the fl >or of
the cab.
He was picked np and taken to a
hospital, where he is at present, with very
slight hopes of recovery.
ence under
was crushed

THE

CHURCHES.

Closing Proceeding!) of
al

the

Congregation-

Triennial Council.

Concord, Oct. 15.—In the Congregational
Council this morning, Rev. Dr. Savage of
Chicago made a report on the Chicago Theological Seminary showing cousideraole pro-

in relieving this institution from debt
since the last council was held.
lacpniia won) aibw ..... i■ «
of
various other seminaries controlled by tne
council all of which were referred to special
committees.
Rev. Dr. Little of Chicago, presented a memorial from the general association of Illinois,
asking that some provision be made for disabled ministers and families.
Referred to a
special committee to prepare a paper on the
snbjsct and present it at the next council.
Brief addresses were made by delegates expressing gratification at the success of the
council. Devotional exercises then followed.
At their conclusion business was resumed.
Rev. Robert Nourse of Lacrosse, Wis., was
added to the list of corresponding delegates to
the Congregational Union of Ontario and Quebec.
The publishing committee were anthorized
to print the sermons preached daring the sessions of the council.
The usual vote of thanks were passed and responses made and after player and benediction
the council adjourned, sine die. The next session will be held with the Union Bark Church,
Chicago, October 17,1880.
Protestant Fpiscopnl Convention.
gress

Washington, Ost. 15.-Capt. Healey, ot the
revenue steamer Corwin, has submitted bis report to the chief of the revenue marine, giv.
ing the particulars of the discovery of a large
river iu the Arctic regions, hitherto unknown,
save to the natives.
Ensign Storey and two
men, in a small boat, were sent from Hatbam
Inlet, July 23d, and under the guidance of a
native, the parti proceeded 23 miles along the
Northeastern

shore

of Hatham Inlet.

Here

they strnck the mouth of another river of considerable size, which the natives said was one
of the outlets of a larger river. Descending
this branch in a Southeasterly direction for
two days, they struck the main stream, which
provod to be a river three-quarters of a mile
wide, with nowhere less than 21-2 fathoms of
The party aswater, and at times 7 fathoms.
ceuded this river for a distance of 50 miles
from its month. Ikv found the banks steep
and thickly timb^Pf with birch, alder and
spruce; some of the trees being of a height of
forty feet and twelve inches in diameter at the
base.
Eack from the banks the undergrowth
formed an impassable jangle.
The current
was strong at its bends, reaching a rate of two
knots an hour. The natives reported that the
river held a depth of not less than two fathoms. and a width of half a mile ,foi 300 miles
beyond where Storey turned back.
It was further stated by the natives that by
making a small portage near the head of the
river, they could reach another stream Howl ug
Northward into the Polar Sea. Storey having

s£J£

to
two

with
other branches forms the delta on the
North side of Hatham Inlet. Everywhere the
natives were kind, harmless and hospitable,
many evidently having never seen a white
man before.
The heat was intense, the vegetation rank, and the natives scantily clad.
‘‘Tims far on the cruise
Capt. Heaiy says:
nothing was seen to show that either liquor
or breech-loading arms had been landed on the
American side by traders or others, while quite
the reverse is the case on the Siberian shores.”
/
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FOREIGN.

The French nml the
to

Chineee.

London, Oct. 15.—A Hong Kong despatch
the Standard

aarmanu is

says: Civil Commissioner
much depressed ou account of the

It has not life enough
is dead.
forth the tiniest mad volcano or
No throb ever
epnt ont the feeblest geyser.
reaches its surface, and not the faintest rumble

The
left to

moon

ooze

ever echoed from its jagged mountain sides.
No earthquake wave can ever sweep its island
shores, for earthquakes there are things of the
almost infinite past, and the last drop of water
quitted the surface of our planet seons ago.
Its very atmosphere has deserted it, and if, in-

is

deed, there were “a man in the moon,” he
coqld never hear the sound of his own voice.
Bat if by some means this mythical man could
have witnessed the "Ischia disaster,” and the
“Java catastrophe,” how
he would have

[Correspondence of the Boston Herald]

any such manifestations of life
were possible on his lifeless planet. That occurrences like these referred to are calamities
every one must admit, aud some may be apt to
maintain that man’s arrival in his earthly
home has been premature, aud that "Providence” would have acted more wisely and humanely had he postponed man’s advent on
the scene until the “internal tires” had
But when that hapexhausted themselves.
pens, geologists tell us, we may look upon it as
the beginning of the end. Not even the 600°
heat of the sun which beats npon every part
of the moon for a fortnight at a time is able to
ronse within its bosom the
faintest sign of
life. There is evidence enough to show that
at one period its volcanic activity must have
been of the most stupendous kind, far exceeding anything ever witnessed on its mother
earth. But that has gone with its water ana
its atmosphere, and taken with it all possibility

Dalton,

September 26, 1883,—Three
Pittsfield, at a point not far
from where that thrifty and clty-llke town
joins the great paper manufacturing village
of Dalton, is located oue of the most important adjuncts of the financial department of
the country to be found anywhere within its
confines.
Not even the gold and silver
miles east from

mines of the wdTId are more necessary for
the production of what is accepted as a circulating medium through the various nations thau is a certain unpretentious edifice
situated here on the banka of one of the
mountain tributaries to tbe Housatonlc riv-

As just intimated, It is Dot an imposing
edifice like the treasury department at Wash-

er.
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important feature

Muctin

sense, a

that extensive
bureau of the government. It is not an immense granite structure, with au elaborate
front supported by massive pillars, filled
with vaults that would require a lifetime to
break open, but, for all that, there is not a
single note from a 81 bill upward, or, In fact
a government bond or security of any kind,
but what has its birth in this modest structure. Recently it has also been called upon
to furnish all the paper upon which the new
very

postal

notes

are

of

printed, and, furthermore,

sufficient time has to be snatched from week
to week to manufacture all the bank note
paper of the Dominion, South American and
Italian governments.
Probably if one-half
the paper manufactures in America were
burned to-morrow the public inconvenience
would not be greater than if this little establishment was destroyed or permanently disabled. The reason of this is that the process
of manufacturing the peculiar and distinctive paper required by the government for
its securities, bonds, bank notes, etc., is
known only to the Cranes, who hold the
contract for a term of years for supplying
the several countries already mentioned.
Since 1870 they have continued to supply
the United States, and the contract has yet
several years to run. The simple process of
manufacturing the paper itself does not dif-
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the dying remains of what at the time must
have been a volcanic activity almost universal.
Instead of spasmodic eruptions at a few isolated
spots, we had a constant outpour of volcanic
matter from wide fissures extending across the
earth’s surface for many miles.
That the earth has not yet, however, entirely lost its vigor is evident from the Java outburst, which is the most stupendous phenomenon of the kind ou record.
So long as tbe old
eirth is equal to efforts of this kind we need
not mind its latter end.
When the blood
leaves the cold extremities and tbe heart has
not vigor enongh to send it to the surface, the
end is not far off; aud when volcanic and
earthquake manifestations cease from off the
face of the earth, the end may be within almost measurable distance.
Much of its ocean
water will have been absorbed by the underlying rocks, aQd the atmosphere may be rarer
aod less life-giving than it is now; by-nnd-by,
with the last ray of internal heat, the last drop
of water, and last particle of air, all life will

«
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Origin of ail the Bank Notes in the Country—Notone BUI Lost tout of Many Millions.

longed that

He has expressed
present position of affairs
the opinion to at France failed to act with due
Vaovra
niuli orl
unit
,1
J
I,
mi 11
n*..
when
she
had
an
energy
opportunity, and he
believes that the immensity of the present task
upon a dead moon. So long, then, as tbe mothTi——
n.a
ir
i..
tt
is the natnral result of her inaction
The
er of us all has any vigor left, we must
expect
Deputies to-day, a message from the House of Franco-Chineae merchants assert that France
her to manifest it occasionally as she has done
was
that
had
has
contwo
courses—to fall back on the
Bishops
read, stating
they
only
recently at Ischia aud Java; so that, lamentasented to a committee of coufereuce in the
Bouree treaty or prepare to march on Pekin.
ble and regretable as has beeu the loss of life
A riot has occurred at Foo Chow owing to
proposed division of the diocese of North Carat these places, the catastrophes are not entireolina.
the French Consul’s having objected to the
ly without their bright sides. Only when the
A message from the House of Bishops statburial in ground adjoining the foreign conearth is as de^d as the moon will such catasc 1 that they had adopted a resolutiou providcession of a Chinaman who had died from
trophes become impossible.
i.o; for the retirement of the bishop by reason cholera. The temper of the Chinese at all of
Geologists aud seismologists know pretty
o' advaueed age or bodily infirmities. The
the treaty ports is dangerous.
well the lines along which these manifestacommittee on Prayer Book reported that they
tions
ol the earth’s vigor are likely to occur;
Paris, Oct. 15.—A report has been received
were not prepared at
this this time to recomlines of weakness they call them, bat in view
at Touqaia that Black Fligs are massiog at
mend any form of prayer for Sunday schools,
0} the above considerations we might call
Bacuinb and a fight is expected to occur when
and they were discharged.
of
lines
Perthem,
rather,
French reinforcements arrive.
vigor.
Report number two of the committee on Panic in a
haps when they know still more they may be
Synagogue—Forty Woineu
canons, relating to the tentative use of alteraable to tell their fellows what places to avoid
Killed and Thirty Injured.
tions of the book of Common Prayer was conin plauting tbeir settlements and building
St. Petersburg, Oct. 15—During the sersidered, and the matter referred to the comtheir bouses. But it is doubtful if Bach telling
mittee on constitution.
vices iu a Jewia-i synagogue in Ziwouka, in
would be of much avail.
After the most deA message was read from the House of
the government of Padolia, on Saturday, a
structive outburts of Etna and Vesuvius, tbe
false
of
alarm
fire was raised in the women’s
Bishops, which stated that owiDg to the presdecimated inhabitants have crept back to their
sure of work it would
be impossible for them
gallery, which caused a panic. The people old locations, rebuilt tbeir huts, and planted
to be present on the occasion of the reception
rushed for the door, where there was a terrible
their vines heedless of the terrible lesson. Alto Lord Coleridge.
crush, during which forty women were killed
ready has building beguu again even ia shatThe House was again resolved into a comand thirty others injured.
tered Ischia, and if tbe proper kiud of woodeo
mittee of the whole.
Clause D, which proThe Policy of the New Spanish ministry.
bouse be used possibly tbe next shaking the
*
vides that “with” be submitted for "after” in
London, Oct. 15.—The Standard’s corre- island gets may lead to fewer calamities.
the rubric before general confession, shall so
We have said that tbe Java outburst is the
spondent at Madrid has had an interview with
read: “To be said by the whole congregation
most stupendous ou record.
Au island has
Senor Moret, the Minister of *the Interior, on
with the minister, all kneeling.”
been shattered aud sunk and sixteen others
the new Spanish Cabinet, who said in the
The House then met as a committee of the
have
raised
their
heads
above
the
course of the interview: “On economic trade
surrounding
whole on the revision of the Prayer Book,
waters.
Some hundred thousand people have
questions the past attests our desire to apJudge Sheffey in the chair.
been sacrificed to tbeir mother's auge.y buried
and America with friendly
proach
England
Bev. Dr. Hanson moved a substitute for all
beneath voicauic debris, or swept off the face
feelings, if we m6et with a
to grant
provisions for shortened services. The order fair concessions to cover ourdisposition
of the laud by the volcanic wave. Tbe floor of
wines ana colonial
is, morning prayer and evening prayer are
the oceau over a wide area to tbe southeast of
produce. Of France we expect the same corappointed tb be said daily throughout the year dial feelings that will dictate
Sumatra has been raised into a plain above tbe
our attitude now
upon week days, and morning service on Sunwaters, aud the effects of the general upheaval
that the difference between the two nations
days, when the holy communion is to follow, has been loyally settled.”
have been felt as far as the American coast of
the minister may omit as much as he thinks
the Pacific.
Punishment of Newnpaper Canards.
expedient that precedes the Lord’s Prayer that
There can be little doubt that the wave which
A despatch to the Post from St. Petersburg
follows the third Collect.
was felt along the coast of North America was
states that, owing to the impression that has
Rev. W, R. Huntington, D. D., secretary of
across the Pacific from the Java
propagated
been produced by statements made by corre- ! outbreak.—Londou
the committee, said if they had given the conTimes.
spondeuts of foreign newspapers of alleged
vention a book with no doctriuo in it, it would
be a mere milk and water affair.
discoveries of conspiracies in the Russian
It was proThe
Amherst
Gymnasium.
posed to keep the old lamp, the second form of army, which are officially denied, the government has resolved that in the luture it will
absolution had been letaiued in its traditional
place. It was proposed to Bhorten the form of prosecute the authors of similar statements if
absolution without changing the doctrine of ! they are domiciled in Russia.
Laying of tbe Corner Stone -Description
the church.
He was glad to say that the
Carey’* murderer.
of tbe New Structure.
burning question of absolution had never been
London; Oct. 15.—The recorder of the censo kindly discussed as at the convention.
tral criminal court
today ia charging the
A motion to omit the alternative form in the
giand jury in regard to the case of O’Donnell,
standard Prayer Book with the rubric precedsaid the prosecution claimed that the prisoner
Tbe ceremonies attending the laying of the
ing it, “Or this,” was not agreed to.
committed a deliberate murder of the worst
Rey. Dr. Norton’s resolution to strike oat
corner-stone of tbe new Pratt gymnasium
kind and it would be the sworn duty of the
the substitute was rejected by a vote of 76 yeas
jury to return a true bill for murder against occurred on Saturday afternoon, and were of a
to 179 nays, and the section as reported by the
O’Donnell. The grand jury will not return an
simple and striking character. At 2 o’clock
committee was adopted.
indictment against O’Donnell until WednesAfter considerable discussion the amendPresident Seelye, with members of tbe faculty
ment was rejected—yeas 21, nays 71,—and the
and invited guests, took seats npou tbe platGoneral Pryor, O’Donnell’s American counrnbric remains as at present in the Drayer
fnrm
Tho a tt ninr place than fnv
(I in
nnmi
sel, accompanied the other counsel today
book.
when it was arranged that a notion to postpone
circle
iu
rear.
the
Within
Rev. Dr. Huntington, secretary of the comdistance
hearing
the trial should be heard immediately after
miitee, said the embarrassiQg aud difficult powas an audience numbejing 500.
Dr. Hitchtue
lnaictinent
or
me prisoner snail nave
sition of the renort was nassed. ftactinn R was
been presented.
the pioneer in the physical training decock,
considered, which was to substitute for the
New Yoke, Oct. 15.—Phtrick Ford, editor
partment, then spoke a few words of congratupresent alternative, “Almighty and Merciful
and proprietor of tha Irish World, has received
Lord grant yon absolution and remission of
lation, and introduced Mr. Charles M. Pratt,
the
from
Geu.
now
cablegram
following
Pryor,
all our |sins, space for true repentance and
representing the American counsel for the de- ’79, of Brooklyn, the donor of the building.
amendment of life and the grace and consofence of O’Donnell, the slayer of Carey, the
Mr. Pratt read a carefully prepared statement,
lation of the Holy Spirit.”
informer: “The rumor that I advised against
in which he said that tbe best gymnasiums in
Rev. George C. McWhorter of ‘Central New
farther subscriptions for O’Donnell’s defence
York moved to amend by striking oat the
tire country had been inspected and drawn
is utterly
untrue.
Friends
of
the
prisoner
for”.
Lost.
work, “Space
from in the matter of improvements, and
must be on their guard against malicious reSection F was then considered, which is as
ports. Mouey is much needed to defray the
assured the college that the new gymnasium
Alter the rnbric before the Lord’s
follows:
of witnesses from distant parts and
should be ail that could be desired. He closed
Prayer, so it shall read, Then the minister expenses
other necessary outlay.
We are fighting to
shall kneel and say the Lord’s Prayer, the peoby expressing his great love for the profe ssors
postpone the trial till the middle of Novemple still kneeling and repeating with him,” ber.
and his Alma Mater, and feelingly alluded to
(Signed) Huger A. Pryor.”
both here and wheresoever else it is in this
the motives which induced him to present the
book appointed to be used, save at the beginForeign Notes.
Prince Bismarck has submitted to the Bunning of the communion service.
college with this splendid gift. His last words
Section F was agreed to, and section G was
desrath a bill extend.ng to Italy the reduction
consisted of a grateful tribute to Dr. Hitchconsidered as follows: Alter the rubric before
o, duties accorded to Spain by the new comcock.
His remarks were listened to with
the Veniieso it shall read “Then shall be sang
mercial treaty, which was adopted on Septemgreat interest, and were frequently applauded.
or said the psalm following, except on feasts
ber 4th.
Dr. Hitchcock then spoke at some length
for which the proper anthem is appointed,and
The Northern Telegraph Company has taken
respecting the advantages that would be
on the six days next
before Easter, but note
a contract to lay a cable
between Japan and
derived from the new edifice and the progress
that save on Sundays in Lent the latter porCorea.
of the college for tbe past quarter of a
tion of the Venite may be omitted.”
Mrs. Cq^es, on trial at Sherbrooke, P. Q.,
century. He said: "Twenty-four yeurs ago toRev. Dr. Watson of North Carolina moved
for poisoning her husband, has been acquitted.
day, and almost this very hour, a goodly comthe following amendment, “Then shall be
Mr. John Brady of Manchester, Eng., has
pany of 200 assembled at what was then tbe
or
said
this
been
on
Bang
psalm following except
northeast corner of the college grounds, to
appointed general secretary of the Irish
days for which proper anthems are appointed, National League of Great Britain.
witness the laying of the corner-stone of our
also on Ash Wednesday, six days next before
A Vienna despatch says Dr. Schreishofski,
good old Barrett gymnasium, which has
Easter day and when used in the course of
served ue so long. Today we assemole here to
formerly leader of the Zech party, is dead.
A St. Petersburg despatch says that General
psalms on the 19th day of the month.” Agreed
lay the corner-stone of a new gymnasium, preto.
Loris Melikoff will soon be appointed to a
sented by one of Amherst’s youngest sons. The
Rev. Mr. Roberts of New Hampshire moved
high position in the office of the Minister of vast improvement of the new over the old is
to amend the note to section G, striking oat
War.
in fall accord with the progress tbe college has
the word “may.” Not agreed to.
A brother of the Nihilist leader, Zlatpolski,
made during the intervening time. Amherst
Section H was considered aud agreed to as
has been arrested.
College is tbe mother; the students are tbe
follows: “Omit from Venite the two verses
The report that the Nihilists had sentenced
children, and as tbe children beautify tbe old
taken from Psalm 96, leave an open space aud
the Czar to death is untrue.
home of their parents, so the alumni endow
append the last four verses of Psalm 90.”
the college with everlasting testimonials of
Section I was next considered, which is as
their love and esteem.’’
He then called upou
follows: Change the rnbric following the
the students to assist him in placing the stone
MEXICO.
Venite so it shall read: “Then shall follow
iu position, and a committee of three from the
the portion of psalms as appointed, or one of
senior class, consisting of \V. E. Parker, J.
the selections of psalms, and at the end of
H Spofford and ,T. H. Tufts, then lowered the
Falling of a Bridge ou the V entral Rail- stone in its place, and Dr. Hitchcock proevery psalm, and likewise at the end of the
road-Fire men Killed.
Venite Benedicite, Benedictns Dominus, Deus
claimed the stone as well and truly laid. The
City ok Mexico, Oct. 15.—Sunday a twois
a
Jubilate, Benedictus Livari Ocnlos, may be,
stone
plain
granite block with
and at the end of the whole a portion or selec1883
it
in
upon
characters.
span briage on the Central Bailroad, near
large
tion from the Psalter shall be sang or said the
President Seelye then offered prayer, and the
Aguas Callientes, fell down, carrying with it
Gloria Patri.
a construction train of eighteen cars and two
exercises closed with siugiug the Doxology,
Mr. Mills of Northern New Jersey moved to
engines. Engineers Deleury and Hopkins and and three heaty cheers for Mr. Pratt and Dr.
add after Gloria Patri the words “Glory be to
three Mexicans were killed.
Hitchcock. Tbe gymnasium when completed
the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy
will be a substantial rather than elegant buildGhost; as it was in the beginning, is now and
ing. The greatest length of the building will
ever shall be, world without end, Amen.” The
uo
GENERAL. NEWS.
iuvUj
^1001.0011 niuiiu ui 1001, tuU3
amendment was agreed to by a vote of 106
making it the largest building connected with
to
96
yeab
the college. The foundation is of granite, and
nays.
rTKnn/.mmiGen
n.,J 11,
J
just above it will be a wall of bioken ashlar
It is estimated that the losses by the pool
jour lied.
The faciug will be
work, eight feet high.
swindle of Saturday will aggregate nearly
Congregational Semi-Animal Conference'
composed of pressed brick and Ohio stone trim$100,000. About $25,000 of this amount was at mings. The basement will contain a batting
Hopkinton, Mass., Oct. 15.—The South Coney Island, N. Y.
gallery, sparring, dressing and bath rooms,bowlMiddlesex Conference of churches holds its
Charles Skilbourn, a cheese manufacturer,
ing al leys, 300 lockers and a tenuis court. On the
semi-annual meeting at the First Congregafirst floor there will be the main hall, 80x60
at Dundee and Barrington, 111., has failed.
tional Church in the Hopkinton tomorrow.
the doctor’s private office, dry-rubbing
Liabilities
feet,
$30,000.
The morning services will consist of essays,
and shower-bath rooms.
Contingent with the
The paper mills of Godfrey & Clark, of Pittsdiscussions, etc. In-the afternoon there will
main hall will be the athletic room, 39x22 feet.
be an address and communion.
burg, Pa., located at Elkhorn, 30 miles south
floor
will
be
of
The
Southeru pine, with an
of Pittsburg, were burned yesterday. Loss
elaborately finished black-walnut rod around
$165,000.
it. Thirteen feet above the first floor, and exSPORTING.
Fire in Maiden Lane, New York, yesterday
tending around it will be a running track seven
afternoon, caused a loss of $60,000.
feet in width. On the second floor will be the
Hyanis Brothers, clothiers. No. 84 Reade visitors’ and students’ rooms, club-room and a
street, N. Y. have made an assignment.
The
billiard hall 24x28 feet. The main hall in the
A Crcat Event.
liabilities are $150,000. They claim to be able
centre of the building will be lighted by a skyWashington, Oct. 15.—The fajl races of the to pay in full. The cause of suspension is said
light, but the other rooms will have an abunNational Jockey Club, which opeu here toto be a private judgment for $78,000 against
dance of windows.
The gymnasium will be
morrow, promise to be the greatest racing
one of the firm who managed a
branch house
under the care of three students.
The buildeveut ever held here. One hundred and thirtyin San Francisco.
ing will cost $50,000, and the fixtures $13,000
five horses arrived this morning, which make
whicli
will
the
be given by
The International
college,
Workingmen’s additional,
upward of two hundred new on the field. The Association resumed Socialistic
with the aid of the Hon. Frederic Billiugs.
its sessions in Pittsburg
stables represented are McGuire’s, Lorillard'a,
The architect is Mr. E, L. Roberts of New
fifteen delegates
morning.
yesterday
Only
Kelley’s, Snedcker’a, Bowie's, Davis & Hall’s,
were present.
Papers were read from Milwau- .York, and he promises that the structure shall
Burck’s, Dwyer's, McMahon’s, Jennings’s, the
be completed by June 1, 1884.
kee, New York, Chicago, Baltimore, St. Louis,
two Dalys, Kelso, Sherman & Duffy’s. Among
St. Joseph, Omaba, Ohio and California. The
the nominations are Eole, Parole, Gen. MonThe Pacific National Bank.
paper from California urged the society to do
roe, Ella Warfield, Fair Count, Duke of Monthe utmost to form orgauiz itions over the
talbau, Miss Wood fold, Monitor and oiher well country and
A quarterty report, dated October 1st, has
for
the coming conflict,
prepare
known racers. The course is in excellent couhaving everything in readiness to strike at one been issued by Receiver Price, regarding the
ditiou.
as their action mast be simultaneous
time,
all
affairs of the Pacific Natioual Bank of Boston.
At Beacon Park—Pilot Knox Wine the
over the world.
It shows that $414,000 in cash has so far been
3.33 Class.
The St. Johnsbury, Vt., Choral Union will
the receiver, and the
Boston, Oct. 15.—There was a small at- hold a musical convention November 20th to collected,—$291,000 by
tendance at the first day of the October meetOf this
23, to be conducted by W. F. Sherwin of Cin- rest by the Treasury Department.
ing at Beacon Park. The summaries are:
cinnati.'
$100,791 has been paid to depositors, and the
was
Three minute class, purse $400, divided,
T. W. Greenslltt, assistant editor of the St.
Treasury holds something over $40,000, and
won
by ldlewiud; Faustina 2d. Best time Johnsbury,
Vt., Caledonian goes to Hartford, Mr. Price has enough iu his hands to make
2.29 1-4.
up
Conn., on the staff of the new daily paper to be
The 2.25 class, purse $400, divided, Pilot
$60,000. The rest has been paid out in vaBtarted there the first of November.
Knox won in three straight heats; Lady
rious ways for expenses, save an item of
Rev. I. H. B Headlv has resigned the pas$42,Thornton 2d; best time 2.25.
000 spent in buying up first liens to save the
torate of the Elmwood Congregational church
Base Ball.
bank’s interest in various real estate in which
at Providence, R. I.
At New York—Metropolitan 3; New York 2.
it held secured mortgages.
Of the assets not yet realized
Mr
upon
Price estimates $190,000 as “good,” $1 136 000
“Where our storms come from,” read Mr.
The river coal miners in convention at Pittsas “doubtful” and
as
$1,556,000
“worthless.”
burg yesterday decided almost unanimously Brougbue, in a scientific paper.““Well, I Besides these assets theie are ftie
know where a good many of them come from,’’
pending suits
against submitting all questions arising beagainst the stockholders amountiug to $961,he mentally eiacnlated, looking up and glanctween employer aud employed to the board of
300. This is the 100 per cent, assessment on
ing at his wife.—Norristown Herald.
arbitration for settlement.
the stock, of which but $500 has been paid in.
— — ——_

A Village of Paper.

fer very

materially from that employed in
making other kinds of paper. The rags are
ground into pulp after cleansing, and the
pulp in turn is thrown into the machine in a
cong.omerated soup; mass at one end of a
long room, and in a minute or two it is produued as perfect paper at the other end.
This process goes on steadily from one
year’s end to the other, and the number of
sheets produced within the space cf twelve
mouths is probably more than all the Butler

voters at the coming election could countduring the rest of their lives.
Though the process of manufacture is a
common one, yet there are many
peculiarities which enter into it, one of which is not
characteristic of any other paper manufactured ir the world.
To begin with, the
stock used is not commonly known as
“paper rag
Ouly new material is employed, and this is composed exclusively of
from
the
finest linen.
These are
cuttings
obtained from shirt and collar factories all
over the land; but if the
supply happens to
fall short of the demand, the uncut llntn is
purchased and ground up. Of course this
emergency does not very often happen, but
on the two or three occasions
when it has,
the O.-anes did not hesitate to
keep their
mills running even at the
extraordinary
sacrific of getting their material at the highpriced dry goods stores. The idea of using
such superior stock is to obtain the greatest
strength possible and wearing power of the
paper. Another important element which
enters into the manufacture of bafifr
note
and other fiao papers is a bountiful
supply--^
of pure water. This is secured in abuudance from the numerous spring*
among
the hills of eastern Berkshire. A few
yean
omouuuv,

yai

uco

WC1C

CllipiOyeu

lO

ascertain if a spring could not be found In a
certain suspected locality. They prospected
after their own fashion and reported unfavorably. Young Murray Crane, the member of the firm who has especial
charge of
the government mill, did not believe in their
so
as
others—so one day
reports
implicitly
he went to work himself and his Ideas were
verified by discovering in the locality rejected by the experts a never failing flow of
water as absolutely pure as it is possible for
the aqueous fluid to be.
The supply obtained from this source has contributed as
much as auythlng else to the satisfactory
and uniform character of the paper produced. Nothing can be nearer white than the
pulp which it helps to form. A lady who
took away a handful of it on the occasion of
the Herald correspondent’s visit has since
used it as the subject for a parody on “Beau-

n

tiful Snow.”

Excepting the mechanical, material and
productive features, which are superintended by Murray Crane, this mill is under the
< ontrol of the treasury department
The
various orders posted around it all bear the
signature of the secretary of the treasury.

The establishment even has a small array of
treasury girls employed it it—some 18 or 30
in number—who come from all sections of
the country. They earn about $3 per day,

I

and some of them live in the neighboring
town of Pittsfield and drive to and from
their work during this charming season of
the year. The duties of these girls are not
only to couut the sheets but to examine each
one closely and reject all imperfect ones.
The other government employes consist of
one superintendent, a captain of the watch,
four watchmen, one register man and one
laborer. The position of the register man is
all-important. An automatic register at the
end of the machine registers every sheet as
it is cut off and laid down. He takes them
away in even hundreds, and then they are
immediately counted in the drying room.
In all the various processes of finishing,
which follow up to the moment of shipment,
More than all this,
every sheet is counted.
they are again counted upon their receipt at
the treasury department in Washington. If
by any other cause whatever, any one of
these various counts fail to correspond with
the original automatic count on the machine
on which the paper was made, there is a lively searcn ror me missing sneei. aomeming
of an idea of the care with which the paper is
guarded may be imagined when it is stated
that while the average daily product is sufficient to make 500.000 bank bills, yet not a
single one has ever been lost during the five
years since the contract was awarded to the
Cranes. “But why should they be so particular about the loss of an insignificant
sheet of paper?” will be asked.
The explanation is an easy aud reasonable one.
The great protection of the government
against counterfeiting lies in the paper here
made, and on which all its bills, bouds, gold
and silver certificates, aud everything of a

security nature,

are

printed.

The distinctive feature is the introduction
of the colored silk threads into the body of
the paper while in the process of manufacture, in combination with a distributed silk
fibre of many colors. The threads are red
and blue in color, and the fibre is of various
colors, as described, and they are introduced
while the paper is in the pulp and carried
alone with it to the end of the machine,
where it is delivered as actual paper.
This
simple contrivance is effectual against imitation, and has been more fatal than any-

thing

else to the

professional

counterfeiters.

However skillful they may be in imitating
the engraving of the bill, they cannot duplicate this pecudar paper.
For this reason
the rule is imperative that every sheet
turne 1 off from the machine roust be produced or its
absence satisfactorily accounted for. The silk employed for the
purpose is partly manufactured in Pittsfield
and partly in Connecticut. When the sheets
are furnished there are a certain number of
thousands packed in strong iron-hooped

which are transported under guard to
the Adams express office in Pittsfield, and
the express company then becomes responsible for their delivery to the treasury department in Washington. There is a rather
formidable looking armory on the main floor
of the mill, aud there would most likely be
considerable ammunition expended on the
government side before any band of midnight raiders could make their escape with
any of the coveted paper.
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We do not read anonymous letters and com muni
The name and address of the writer are L
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publics
cations.

guarantee of good faith.
undertake to return or preserve
munioations that are not used.
tion but as a
We cannot

1
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Butler's Meannes3.
When a man has outraged righteousnes s
and honor so often and so
flagrantly as Gen
eial Butler has it is almost raoh to
say o j.
any one of his performances that it outrank s
the rest in

shamefulness;

but

we

in

are

dined to give that bad preeminence to hi
conduct in the matter of the late insuranc
commissioner Hon. Julius L. Clarke. Gen
eral Butler it
may be remembered i<
quested his resignation early in his admit
istration and it was put into his hands. H
nominated as the successor of Mr. Clarkf
the party manager of his campaign. Thi 3
person was a

jeweller

who

had

been

con

nected with insurance business as a Iocs
agent for a Pennsylvania company but
short time and there was naturally doub

concerning his qualifications for so irnpoi
taut a place. While the Governor’s counci I
were investigating his record, Mr. Clark
suddenly abandoned the office, in obedieno
to an imperative demand of the Governor
no satisfactory explanation being given
Mr.
was
twice
Pivmpton
rejectei I
council.
That
the
by the
rejec
tion was not on party grounds appear s
from the fact

that the nomination of Mi
Tarbox another Democrat, but a man o
certain

more

character and

ability,

was

a

j.
t

confirmed.
Mr. Clarke retired to private life say in;
nothing. He has taken no part in the cam
paign nor made any public or private ex
pression except to say to all that he wai
guilty of no official misconduct. Why hi
did not make a fight for the place was neve
once

kiinw.1

n.tll

_«T. J.

.1 ■

General Butler addressing his followers ii
Tremont Temple spoke as follows:
Welt, now I never have told anybody wliy h s
didn't flglit (applause), and 1 should not have don s
it

vxcepi

Lttai

nave

seen

a

puDlisne 1

pampmet

anonymously, but paid tor by the Republican com
mlttee, in which it is said that be was a ma: 1
“above suspicion.”
Now I am going to tell yoconfidentially (laughter) that if you will look ii 1
Council Record No. 50, you will find this entry
The petition of Julius L. Clarke, who is serving
sentence fer larceny in a prison in this common
wealth, being presented to the Council, bis pardon
was recommended, and he was pardoned.
And, be
lng a pardoned thief, be was thus fit to bo kept in
office by a Republican Council. (Great applause.)

This was all Ibe information vouchsafed.
Men who had known Mr. Clark as an honest and honorable man in every relation oi
life were amazed at first; but when the
whole truth became known they were most
amazed at the malignity and perfidy of General Butler. The facts are that when a
young man Mr. Clarke was convicted oi
stealing an overcoat and sentenced to jail.
Persons who knew him and all the circumstances interested themselves to obtain his
pardon. That was nearly fifty years ago.
From th-it time to the present so far as
known he has led an honorable life. As
long ago as General Banks was Governor,
the State Auditor, who knew all the circumstances and had assisted him to regain a
good name, make him a clerk in bis office.
He was so capable and faithful that he remained

many

years

in

subordidate and

confidential positions at the State house.
He was State insurance commissioner, then
State auditor, then insurance commissioner
rg&in. In privato life he has been without
reproach, a deacon in the church where he
lived, auditor of the city, member of the
school committee, leading a useful life and
so modest in his Wi-ys that few knew him
who were not brought into business connection with him.
To further his political projects, Governor
Butler, who overflows with self praise of
his tenderness to the weak and erring, who
ran over with anxiety lest the true character
of his witnesses in the Tewksbury case,
who he claimed had reformed, should he revealed, threatened this old man with a revelation to the world of h.U curly aio, to the
shame of his family,unless he would get oul
of his way. In moral quality the actior
does not differ muck from levying blackmail.

Mr.

Clarke to

his well

save

earner

good name resigned his office and retired tc
private life. If ever any man was undei
honorable obligation to protect another’s
secret and his name, Gsneral Butler was.
But the blackmailer is never to be trusted.
Yon may buy his silence with a price:
but he
will
sell
you
out, notwith
standing, whenever he can make something
by doing so. Because a political committee,
knowing nothing of course about Mr.
Clarke beyond his reputation as citizen and
public officer, said that he was beyond suspicion, General Butler brutally disclosed
what his spies had informed him of although
the fault was nearly fifty years old and had
been bravely lived down. This is but one
phase of that multiform dishonor in politics
which will long be known as Butleiisra.

A

Disqualified

Critic.

The Argus is dodging again. The question was concerning Butler whom the Argus
Is supporting as an illustrious example of
the typical Democratic reformer. Neglecting
that

issue, or avoiding it, the Argus svys
that apparently the Press has “ never heard
of the whiskey ring, the post-trader ship
ring, the Babcock ring, the Shepherd ring,
the navy ring, the treasury ring, etc., or of
Robeson, Roach, Brady, Dorsey &c. O yes,
we have heard 'something about these, and,
whatever of wrong was doing by these combinations, it is notorious that General Butler was cheek-by-jowl with the worst men in
them, never raising his voice or giving a
vote against them when the Republican party was engaged in crushing them out, which
however, it accomplished in spite of his support of the rogues.

Perhaps

we are

not so

ignorant

as

the Ar-

gus thinks. We have heard of some things
which it discreetly forgets to mention. For
example, we have heard that unscrupulous
men got rich trading in rebel cotton while
General Butler was in command at New Orleans, and that General Grant had to send an
honest soldier to North Carolina to stop the
illicit trading with rebels through the Union
lines going on under General Butler’s eyes.
We have heard of the Sanborn contracts
aim lue

jayue yiuuueiiug.

vy«

uayc

ucaiu

of the back-pay business, of the Farragut
prize-money divide, of the matters which
compelled Gov. Andrew’s letter to President Lincoln saying that “the whole course
of proceeding nnder Major General Butler
In this commonwealth seems to have been
designed and adopted to afford means to
persons of bad character to make money unscrupulously.” Ha4„the Argus ever heard
of these things?
When the Argus has once openly condemned any iniquity in the Democratic party, or any Democrat steeped in corruption;
when it has confessed its sin in supporting
repudiation and defending the infamous
conspiracy to steal the government of the
State; when it has once made an issue of
reform in its own party, or, an issue being

made,

it has once

ranged

itself

with

the

friends of honeBty and fair dealing instead
of with the with the baser crowd; when it
dares side with Bayard against Butler, with
Pendleton against the league of spoilsmen—
then, possibly, there may be somebody simple enough to regard its criticism of men and
papers that have struck blows for re form
But the Argus
with a degree of respect.
will remember that the fault-finding by
skulking spmpathizers with rebellion conthe conduct of the war on the loyal

cerning

side made no deep impression
Union men.

on

earnest

Mrs. Langtry has brought her mother with
her this time. It is to be hoped lhat the
old lady will see that her daughter conducts
herself with more propriety than heretofore.

van, emphasizing it with a proposition to
bet $10,000 that Sullivan could whip any
man in the world.
As his pocketbook contained $50,000 in bank bills his proposition
was something more than an empty boast,
and Cleary proceeded to make the most of
it. Articles of agreement were drawn
up
between Cleary, who alleged that he was authorized to represent Sullivan, and another
man, who claimed to represent Jem Mace.
The old man deposited $1,000 as an assurof

ance

good faith,

way and
auother $4000 more was got out of him. It
then dawned upon him that he had been
and

in one

swindled, aDd

a little investigation confirmed
this view. He lias now begun an action in
the New York courts, with the prospect
that initiation into the mysteries of New
York law may prove quite as expensive as
initiation into the ways of New York
thieves.

The total earnings of the great Brooklyn
and New York bridge for the first 19 weeks
since its opening were $69,663.
Deducting

expenses, and the net earning3 were only
$17,744.92. This is at the rate of about $50,000 a year. But the interest on the
bridge
bonds is $750,000 a year. As a financial investment the great bridge is, therefore, a
_

....

There is one mau at least In the country
who looks upon the opening of the Northern Pacific road as a calamity.
He is one of
the Aigonauts of ’49, aim his cruise for the
golden fleece was crowned with success.
Of late years he has been living in Portland,
Oregon. The completion of the Northern
Pacific railroad put it into hii head to pay a
visit to his friends in Ireland. Accordingly
he made the journey to New York, where
he spent a few days waiting for the stearaerThe fame of John L. Sullivan had
reached the Pacific coast and this old fortyntner had conceived a warm admiration for
the champion slugger of the world. Among
the New York acquaintances which he
made was a mau by the name of Cleary, and
to him he confided his high opinion of Sulli-

-U11—1-imnxMannum

precisely those qualities which he possesses
In perfection—picturesqueness, grace, artistic finish, pose; aud his mouthing articulation and indistinct enunciation, which ruin
him for so many people, are less apparent
hero than in Shakespearean plays. LawBarrett closes at the “Star” to make
room for him, after his very successful season with “Francesca da Bimini.”
George
Boker’s “Francesca” is not Silvio Pellico’s
wonderful play—my mind runs back to a
never-to-be-forgotten occasion under Italian
skies, when Salvinl and Rossi appeared together as Lanciotto and Paolo in that same
play—but it is fine enough to arouse strong
interest.
rence

Mr.

Irving being a personal friend of the
the Vanderbilt family it is to be predicted
that he will be lionized while here—and this,
all gratuitous assertions to the contrary notwithstanding—is not a mode of reception ex
tended to all artistic celebrities by New
Yorkers of position, by any manner of
Nilsson is the only singer who i3
means.
really received into New York society.
She has always been petted and courted by
fashionable people, both when here before
her marriage, twelve years si nee, and on returning last winter, and has had many
warm fripnds among them;—some of whom,
by-the-by, she has not hesitated to treat
with a sans faqon which is probably ascribed to the legitimate oapriciousncss of a
great artist, but which in lesser mortals

larly over the bridge, the receipts will probably be quadrupled, but this will not be
sufficient to make the investment a paying

friendships. Patti ha^been completely ignored socially. Once, last winter, a lady
who is noted for giving the best musicales in
town, invited Patti and Signor Niccolini to
one of her receptions, and was much talked
about for doing so.
Nothing yet to chronicle in the way of gaiety. People are chicfly^mt of town, still enjoying that country-house life of British flavor, which is so rapidly growing into favor

Senator Bayard in a speech at Wheeling
Saturday night characterized Butler as a
“man not to be trusted,” as an
“apostate,”
as

“double-tongued,”

applied the knife

of

and as the man “who

treachery

to the

Demo-

cratic party in 1860.”
Nevertheless, he was
not sure but the local interests of Massachusetts demanded such a leader 1 It would be

interesting

to know

what kind of

local in-

terests Senator

Bayard thinks may be advanced under the leadership of a “man not
to be trusted,” an
“apostate”, a traitor,
and a man with a double tongue.
The

man

with the

toughest constitution

record is probably the New York laborer
who has just completed the swallowing of
five dozen bottles of an alleged medicine prescribed by a quack and has vitality enough
left to bring a suit against the quack for $300,
the price of the medicine, which the
quack
stipulated should be refunded if the patient,
after he had taken the last spoonful, did not
admit that he had been benefited. The
quack undoubtedly expected his patient to
die long before he reached the last
spoonful,
and the wonder is that he was disappointed.
on

The court of Alabama claims,

which

is

again session, has more than 5000 caseB
awaiting its action. As It disposed of only
in

500

last year and must get through by
next July, the court will have to beat last
year’s record considerably. A good many
cases come under the decisions
already read
and will not cause much delay.
The aggregate or claims on file is about $27,000,000
and the amount of money to be distributed
is less than $10,000,000.
cases

usual appearance,
so

habitues,

many

nf
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and the presence,

of

instead,
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supposes, live in New York,
never meets!”
The time, ap-

one

but whom one

parently,

absence

to the

__J

__

••

know, who,

owing

is not far distant

when there will

brief New York season, as there is a
London season. And the rest of the year
the fashionable portion of the inhabitants
will pass at their suburban country homes,
South, in Europe, Jec. The ladies who aro
a

in town now

busy organizing various
methods for raising funds for the pedestal of
the Bartholdi statue. Mr. Parke Godwin,
son-in-law of the late William Cullen Bryant, and who has been prominent in the
matter from the first, is confident that,
are

with these feminine exertions in the way of
fairs, balls, &c., and other means, the $250,-

000 required will be raised by spring. A
goodly number of amateur theatricals are
contemplated for this winter. The private
theatrical craze has been raging some time
among a certain set of young married society women. But the fact is not fraught with
such disastrous consequences to friends as
usual, for a few of them, notably Mrs. Jimmy Potter and Mrs. Roosevelt, nee Shippen,
are excellent actresses.
People do not seem
to be looking forward to many large entertainments. The condition of finances is a
trifle shakv, a good many losses have been
sustained on the street recently, and a number will probably find it convenient to be a
little prudent.

Judging

from the appearance of the shops
Miss Flora McFlimsey is evidently not ex-

pected

expenditures. Women
who can afford the embossed plushes and
velvets, the satins, brocaded with figures
outlined in jet, the Buperb ottomans, the
sumptuous embroideries brought out for
dress occasions this year, may rest contented
in the consciousness that they are supreme-

ly well attired. Rich fabrics have certainly
been brought to a degree of noteworthy artistic perfection. For the street, however,
ply. Dark, tailor-made cloth suits are the
rule, close capote bonnets or English round
hats

match,

to

gloves,

tan

colored undressed kid

high linen collar and linen
cuffs. Some society girls have abandoned
bangs and curls, which are voted common,
and brush the hair loosely back from their
a

very

face.

Gossips have been busy with the approaching marriage of Postmaster General James’s
to a little actress of .the name of Susie
Parramore. The girl is the daughter of a
son

The Senate labor committee having gone
out of the business of interviewing cranks,
is now getting some valuable information in

since.
A funeral service,

to the condition of the

workingman.

waiter was

entirely “knocked out” by the

election._
Dr. Mary Walker is going to England to
reside. The anglophobists ought to be jubilant.
__

—————————

Letter From New York.
Society’s Winter Prospects—The Rival
Opera Houses—Theatrical NoveltiesSingers in Society—Private Theatricals
—Fashion’s

New

Freaks—a

Distin-

guished Clergyman’s Funeral.

[Special Corr. of the PortlandIPress.]
Newt Yoke, Oct. 13, 1883.
The present season opens in New York
with a fine “list of attractions;” but whether
a

it will be a successful one on all
points is
to be answered by time only.

question

In the way of theatrical and operatic venture much has been undertaken, and, considering that times are not as flush as they
were four years since, two opera houses
going at once, with Patti, Gerster, Nilsson,

Scalchi, Sembrich, Campaninl, Capoul, Del
Puente, Galassi, and an attendant galaxy,
all commanding salaries more or less in accordance with Mme. Patti’s modest allowof

$5,000

night,

make rather a load
for one city to carry. Prices at both houses
will be about the same. Boxes from $40 to
$00, and orchestra stalls $0. Mapleson has
ance

a

been promised the support of the old Academy stockholders, and doubtless will get it.
But the stockholders of the new Metropolitan may not be so ready to help Mr. Abbey
out of his difficulties, should he get into any,
after their recent subscriptions of $1,000,000 for the erection of the building;—it was
mortgaged for the extra $500,000 which it
cost. Whatever the financial issue of the
matter, however, genuine old lovers of Italian opera—a genus which is growing rather
demode—ought to be in Elysium. They
will hear the best living talent in all the old
time-honored tunes. A few novelties will
also be thrown in. Ponchielli’s “Gioconda,” produced in London last spring for the
first time, is one of them. Delibes’ “Lakme,” which the American prima donna,
Miss Van Zandt, made such a success in
Paris last winter, is another, and one which
all those who have been entranced by the
same composer’s delicious “Sylvia” ballet
music, ty which he is chiefly known here,
will be curious to hear. The Metropolitan
Opera House is massive, plain and commonplace outside. Inside it resembles the general plan of European opera houses, with
tier above tier of boxes. The eighty stockholders drew their boxes by lots, a reasonable and just arrangement which prevented
such men as the Asters and Vanderbilts
from buying up the best, to the detriment
of others who had gone into the thing with

equal rights.
Tickets for the Henry Irving, Ellen Terry
and London Lyceum company season are
selling fast. The engagement begins with
the “Bells,” in %hich Irving has achieved
one of his greatest successes, for it calls for

pressive,

took

place

most

this

when brought.
But a member of congress can not always
be at his dinner at the exact time.
The
house may sit late, or there
a caucus
or a committee meeting, or you may be detained by constituents, or a dozen things
Well last winmay happen to detain you.
ter, as you kuow, I took a furnished house
and brought my entire family here. I shut
up my house at home, but great Cesar! my
expenses drove me wild, the ugh I tried to
live very quietly and cheaply.
What I shall
do this winter heaven only knows.
1 supI
must go back to the boarding house.
pose
A congressman’s whole life is but a dog’s

mayjbe

life after all.”
And my friend said nothing but the truth.

is certainly no place for a poor
If he has a family he can hardly
make both ends meet, even though he does
not entertain.

St.

reverend doctor was

morning

over

the

Ignatius,
the rector, and
of

which the

which

for ten years has stood at the head of the
Ritualist churches of New York, was filled
with a dense crowd of sorrowing friends.
The services were conducted by the Rev.
Father Brown, of St. Mary the Virgin’s, and
by Dr. Morgan Dix, of Trinity. A large
number of clergymen, in their robes, filled
the centre of the church. The coffin, raised
on a catafalque, was covered with a
purple
pall, upon which were laid some beautiful
floral offerings. The reredos was^raped in
black. The services were in accordance
with the High Church ritual, including the
full choral celebration. Throughout the
church there were few dry eyes, and many
wept outright. Dr. Ewer’s influence, despite his great talents and wonderful eloquence, was, in part owing to the very cast
of those talents, not a wide one. But where
it was felt it was deep and intense. He was
an

enthusiast—fervid,

uncompromising,

fearless—and of such men the world seems
to hold fewer and fewer. The remains are
to be conveyed by special train to NantuckXtba.
et, Dr. Ewer’s birthplace.

Poor Congressmen.
The Difficulties They Find in Living on
Their Salaries.

A

Washington letter

Press says:

1 ran

to the

across

a

Philadelphia
Congressman

the other day who was looking for quarters
for himself and family during the coming
session. He is a poor man, who is obliged
to live on his salary, and who is, therefore,
compelled to count the cost of everything,
and cut his cloth close. A Congressman’s
sr.

aaa
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Satin

Plain

CaM and examine styles and prices; all goods shown with pleasure.

Oaht

and

BURNHAN,

of Violin and Cornet, may be found
at Piano Rooms of W. M. Furbush & Son,
Brown Block, 643 Congress St. where ho is prepared to receive beginners and advance! 1 pupils.

TEACHER

Elementary instruction

for Ladles, Gents and Children. Remember this is our specialty. We
carry one of the largest assortments in Portland. Von
always have the
privilege of returning whatever is uot satisfactory after taking home.

in this

goods.

department this week.

Our lot 87e Diess

Goods marked down to 50c.

a

specialty.

9© Park

CO., 509 Congress St.,

OCJ

Black

Silk

Street.

50

the French Ijuu91oom. Rene de P»ven CKelliale, at

Mondays.
Beginning
9th, in Phritiology by Dr*
Marnh Ellen Palmer, at 9.50 a.m. on Tuesdays.
Beginning Oct. 31th, on Natural 11 ietory by
Dr. t han D. Mini'll, at 12 m: on Wednesdays.
Beginning Oct. 25th, on the History of Ait by
Hrs. C’anwell, at 4 o’clock on Thursdays.
Tickets to either course of twenty lectures $5.00.
Single tickets 36 cents. Tickets may be obtained at
90 Park street bet ween the hours of two and three
m. on

PIECES

(GENUINE)

L.

NO.

DAVIS,

I,
2,
3,
4,

51 Monument Street,

Teacher of

Violin,

Pupil of Boston Conservatory of Music, and rpfers
by permission to Julius Eichberg, W. H. Dennett,
Charles Grimmer, and Ira C. Stockbridge.
seplO
dlw,teod2m*

ALBERT

E.

THE

FOi-EOWINO

UNPRECEDENTED EOW PRICES:

Bep29dtNovl

ANNE

AT

65c

75c
"

NO.

5,
7’
8,

$1.17
1.25
1.37 1-2

-

6

tfl85c
$1.00

1.50

Noonecan afford] to neglect this opportunity to obtain an excellent
Silk at a mere nominal price.

48

„10

Cultivatiou of the Voice.
Tuesdays, Wednesdays

&

Room 4.

Thursdays. 457Vfe

octlO

& 490 CONCRESS STREET-

143 Pearl Street.
dtf

THE

EVENING
—

OF

Portland

TEDS

TUESDAY
the 16th

Exposition of Foreign Goods
EXHIBITED UNDER ONE

SCHOOL

EVER
ROOF.
COVERING AN AREA OF SEVEN ACRES OF EXHIBITION SPACE.

—

Never

EVENING,

H

Hi

W

-

be

announced

good deal of money;'he must
pay for banners, transparencies, flags, brass
bands, hand bills, and I don’t know how
many other things, to say nothing of his
own expenses in the campaign.
Added to
all this, ten chances to one he has to pay
pretty dearly for his nomination—not, perhaps, in buying delegates, though that is often done, I am told, but in paying car fares,
hotel bills, etc. So you see that when a
Congressman comes to Washington he does
not have $5000 a year to his credit.
My friend, as I have said, is a poor man,
although he is one of the ablest men in the
House. He never made a dollar improperly,
and does not know how to be dishonest. He
stands as high as any member in the House.
Said he: “I don’t know what to do. 1 have
lived in every way. When I first came to

Washington I went to a hotel, with my wife,
leaving my children at home and at school.
I kept up my house at home, and my ex-

little less than if I had
My hotel expenses, including
washing and the outrageous extras one always finds on his bills, were never less thau

not
must be

forget they
sold, as we are closing

N.
Oval

B.

Also

TJpright

an

Truss

Brace

R.KMHSM BER
This is

First Season in these goods, and every Garment is entirely new, not one old style in our store. All the most desirable and
Latest Styles will be found at our s oic.
Our Prices suit the Closest
Bujers and are less than Portland People have been obliged to pay.
our

I

Vli

TRT

1

1 iniTfi.V

^

H

pW

g

n

FOB

a

magnificent

most

representing

in

New York

TVS

GUPPY
& CO.
sep29

eodtf

LADIES’

ent

we are

offering.

at pres-

■«

wo

*

rin

16, 1883.
CHANDLER.

Band Concert from 8 to 0 o'clock. The Order of
Dances have been kindly donated by the Boston A
Portland Clothing Co. Refreshments will be furnished in Reception Hall by T. L. Kimball, Caterer,
octll
dtd

M. C. $fl). Association.

AT

—

On which occasion an address will be delivered by
William M Pennell. Esq., a « ember of the
Association, after which su per will be served In
the u ain hall, at which time toasts will be offered
and respomled to
Ticket*
era »
(members
tickets 5 cents) to be had of Geo. A Harmon and
Carter Bros., Mechanics’ Buildiug, or K. B Swift,
Street.
Secretary, 616
Note.—Ticket* will be sent to widows of deceased
members, on < r before the lr»th. Any widow not
then in receipt of the same, will be supplied by calling on the Seoretai y.
A F. GERRTSH.
Committee
)
CHA9. H.
of
octl2dlw
It. B. SWIFT.
) Arrangements.

Congress

FAIR.

Will hold their annual sale

articles,

City Hall,

Undressed

ever

shown

Fine N. T. Boots in all the

25 cents.

Winter

PORTLAND
TWO

Friday

by

us.

Our

*

are

or

hereby cautioned against harcrew

as no bills of their contracting will be paid by
CHASE, LEAVITT &
tain or Consign©©®*

oct!5

Cap-

CO.

d3t*

Photographer
Fine Portraits

especially,J

9

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL

Manager,

Entire Chorus and Orchestra from
the Bijou Theatre, Mr. Henry
Braham, Conductor.
Sale of seats begins Wednesday, Oct. 17. Seats
and 5uc; gallery 35c.
octlBdlw

$1.00, 75c

Oity Hall.

Stoddard Lectures!
Oct. 29.—PARIS.

Nov. 12.—MUNICH and VIENNA.
Nov. 19.—CONSTANTINOPLE.
proved
Enormous Success

an

in

Brooklyn and Philadelphia, attended

by
Thousands
All

Scallop Top and Scailop Vamp, Box
Toe, Low Vamp, Cap Toe, Glove Foxed,
Button, in Curacoa Kid, and Oil Goat
Button.

of

People,

MEN’S

Seats and Standing Room.

Course Tickets Reserved Seats, $1.50 and $2.0C
Admission 50c., Reserved Seats 75o.
Course and Single Tickets at Stockbridge’s.
Burditt & North,
Managers
ootl6
TT&S3t

Fine, Stylish, Cloth Top, Button, Lace
and Congress Boots in all the leading
styles.

Men’s, Boys’ and Youths’

Rubber Boots

a

TEAMSTERS’
Gloves.

Misses’
School Boots at

481

CONGRESS ST.

BRAKEMEN’S

BROWN,
—

THE

Gloves.

7

—

FURNACE

SHOE DEALER

Gloves.

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

TELEPHONE

-

502.
eod tf

It’ you want

Jewelry

or

Watches, Clocks,

Silverware go to

The largest line of heavy Fall and Winter
ing Gloves ever seen in one stoie.

Fine

Driving
in

sell you at

deodtf

_

feet

long,

Ho., Custom House Wharf.

W

k

Gloves
and Street Gloves

Rid, Dogskin

and Castor.

MERRY,
tlatter,

237 Middle

Street

SIGN OF THE GOLD HAT.
bottom
004
eodtf

Hatches cleaned and warranted
for one year only $1.00
Mainspring, the best only $1.00,
warranted for one year.
All work

A Look of Wonder

strictly first-class.

overcasts

Me-

For Sale.
Thirty three
SCSEfR^CflT'
eleven feet breadth.
Inquire of
augiiatr

Una,An

with the famous Bijou cast.

OUR

prices.

*_

MATCHLESS

tilling

And ho will

Portland

persons
trust* g any of the
of the
ALLboring
German Bark “Pudel,”Parlow, Master, from Pillau

19 & 20.

'■VIRGINIA,',

MEW THE JEWELER

Atlas Line of Mail Steamers.

Notice.

NIGHTS,

Bijou Opera Company,

Tlao

grand excursions.

Steamers at the extreme low
price of $5 per «*ay* which includes all privileges
and living on board the whole time, or passengers
desiring to chaDge their route may transfer to any
other passenger steamer of the line they may meet
For passage apply to
on the voyage.
FIITI, FOR WOOD & CO., Agent*,
22, 24 State Street, New York.
oct5d3ni

THEATRE

Saturday, Oct.

THE

Resorts

by the Company’s

and

Boston

Children’s and

Market Square.

For BAHAMAS, JAMAICA, HAYTI, POllTO RICO, COLOMBIA, ISTHMUS OF PANAMA and
NICARAGU A- Tourists are invited to avail of
the?© trips, which they can make on any route taken

Children 15 cents.

400 pairs of Curacoa Kid Button that
must be pold to make room for Winter
Boots.

DEPARTMENT. I SOT HESITATE !
ALLEN & CO.,
St.,

Oct. 17 A 18

Frank Curtis.Proprietor and Manager.

leading

styles.

octl3

470 Congress
oct!3

fancy

and

THURSDAY EVENING, a PROMENADE CONCERT. Admission 35 cents. Afternoon free.
octl6
d3t*

Specialty.

and stock contains the
late novEmbroidered backs,
at
and
we
claim to pos$1.25, usual price $2.00. elties, show a
line of goods
itively
A special sale of Ten Doz.
in
and
style
Men’s Walkihg Gloves, two
quality differbuttons and Embroidered ent from that by other
backs at $1.00 a pair.
dealers.

!

useful

These Lectors s have

Men’s

ATTENTION

buttons

of
in

WEDNESDAY EVENING, the entertainment
will consist of HEADING and MUSIC. Admission

Woodmansee&Garsides’

.

two

AID

Nor. 5.—BERLIN A SANS-SOUCI.

Men’s, Boys’ and Youths’
Kip Boots.

buttons Em-

Frerc’s

Gloves,

best on the street.
Kent low.
Stock clean and well bought.
Money required. $16,OOu to $20,000. Fronts the last year
over $7,OuO.
On y reason for selling, other business of the owner
Adrequires hiB full attention.
dress B. X., care Box 235, Boston Mas i.
octI3
J2w

BI

Foxed Button.

«

WINTER STREET, BOSTON.

MALL,

October
m'fSIC

—

Rubber Boots.

is called to the other parts
of
this
advertisement
broidt
backs, every pair
where
mention
is made of
at $1.25, usual
warrai.
the
choicest line of goods
price $1.50. Genuine PerGloves

-ON-

AT

—

CITY

FALL & WINTER

w

high grade American Underwear, ever shown in

ducements

prices which defy comMen’s Walking
petition.

TRIllIIG STORE,
LOCATION

IMin

as-

ai

SALE,

Portland Police Deportment,

-THE-

We can at present disthe largest amount of
sortment, bewildering in play
Fine English Wool, Plain
variety, elegant in style, and Fancy
Balbriggan, and
the best Manin

Men’s Fine Gloves

q

—

In their Latest Success, entitled

MEN S FURNISHING

W

TUB

E, H. Hastings,

Cloth Top Button.
Ladies’ Walking
Boots. Ladies’ Side Lace Boots. Ladies’
Front Lace Boots.
Ladies’ Matt Kid,

Scarfs.

gggl

OF

ffrftni Uia PHnn Thonirn

Successors to Guppy, Kinsman &
Alden.

CO.,

and
Philadelphia. one stock in Portland.
Heavy Imported Paris De Gentlemen in search
of line
Joiuvilles, Extra English Winter
of
Underwear,
Satin De Joinvilles, Fancy
first class quality,
strictly
Italian De Toiuvilles.
An should
make no purchase
endless variety of the just- until
first viewing our
ly celebrated F. C. & F’s. stock and
learning the inClaudent Scarfs and Flexor

td

—

TT

M 1-AQ

II

City

§

10TH ANNUAL BALL

CHURCH OF THE MESSIAH,

Children’s and Misses’ Spring Heel
Boots; large sizes a specialty. Take vour
children to 421 Congress street and hare
them properly fitted.

ufacturers

”

Tlic Rink will continue open the remainder of the
season, every afternoon and Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday Evenings. Sessions: Afternoons from 2 to
4 30 o’c o?k; Evenings 7 46 to 10.1 6. Admission:
Afternoon.-* 15 cents; Evenings 25 cents. Skate
checks 10 cents. Package tickets 0 for $1.00. Juvenile assemblies every Saturday afternoon, when
children under 12 years will be admitted for 16
cents, including skates. The Elevator will run from
7.30 to 8.30 each evening.
octSdtf
€1. ■■. U flU IVEl Manager.

connected with the

SPECIALTIES:

9S§fj
b

New Skates. Tine Surface, 'llusic
by Clmmller.

—

Am

Opening* To-day

®Shh

Oponin*

will occurfon
der Braces. Do not
forget the Name and Thursday Evening, Oct. 18, at 7 O’clock,
Place.
MECHANICS’ HALL.

BOTANIC COUGH
BALSAM than of all other
Cough Remedies United.

Corner Brown.
Congress Street,
0819___eodt*

SM®M

RINK,

SATURDAY EVENING, OCT. 13.

*,av‘‘ opened an Immense Stock of CLOAKS, BOLIVIANS, JACKETS, ULSTERS, etc., to wliicli we invite the closest inspection.

499

Sega'
ggo|

octl&dtf

out Trusses and Shouh THE TRIENNIAL FESTIVAL

We sell more A DAMSON’S

future

the

LADIES’ OUTSIDE GARMENTS.

GeO. A. GAY &

agsg

In

dlaw3ml'u

0

m

to

_

Blank applications for admission may bo obtained
of the Janitor at the rooms,

0\

all

on

Classes will be formed in Reading, Penmanship,
Arithmetic, Grammar, Geography and Book-Keeping, and competent teachers have been engaged.

dim

Do

tonish you,

Blaine, Esq. Rev. C. F. Penny,
Col. Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. H.
W. Smith,* (all ot Augusta.

One Price »f Admission, 50 cents to the Entire Exhibition.
Excursions
Roads

day of October.

4 uud 5 Free Street Block.

O-rand.

as-

has the endorsement of Jas. G.

Equalled by any other Exhibition in America
EXCEPT THE GRAND CENTENNIAL OF 1876.

seven

o«13

win

Adamson’s Botanic
Cougli Balsam

The Most Elaborate

Fraternity
o’clock,

Will open at half-past

Key !

bills.

See small

ROLLER SKATING

REMEMBER THE PLACE.
Erhtt>ttton ot Foreign. Products, Arts and Manufactures,
OPENS IN BOSTON, SEPTEMBER 3rd, 1883.
SECRETARY,
PRESIDENT,
TREASURER,
C. B. Norton.
Nath’l J. Bradlee.
Frederic W. Lincoln.

COLCOM),

fan24

Popular prices.

Cor. Congress & Preble Sts. THE LADIES’

private|pupils by the subscriber

J. W.

mai

C. 1. (HIPPY k CO.

Con-

dlw*

to

Jerkin's Latch

BLAKE,}

Instruction in I ngiish and Classical Studies
given

entire change of bill. New
songs.new uctsaml new faces
an

«ii

Shoulder
Case for Sale.

Oratorio, English & Italian Singing
gress street.

a

and

TURWTBR" BROS.,

PENNELL,

•

rrices

Branch Silks

Long

500 Dollars worth
of Trusses and Shoulder Braces of all descriptions, sizes &c.,
from the best Manufacturers in America,
to be sold at once at
Wholesale
prices.
Persons in want of
such goods should call
at once, examine our
stock, and secure the
best at bottom prices.
Tt

TO-DAY

Oct

m.__

Sale!

TURNER^BROS.

Beginning Oct. 15th, in

MISS

eodtf

sep22aif

OFjPBR
guage by
4 o clock p.

Brown.

cor.

_

PARLOR LECTURES,

P-

BRACES,
TRUSSES.

MoNDAyToCT.15,’83

(Slawr Bros.’ Black)

XJ 1ST D B R WBA.R.

Special bargains

THEATRE I

VARSETY

and Playing the Best People in the Pro*
fes<ion.

Grreen.

~~

:o:EiiE2!®ga

ONLY

East of Boston,

SHOULDER

00U01,561 Congress St,

sept27

n Prosperous
Begiiiiiini;.

THE
<13m

TRUSSES,

Fringes, Laces, Ornaments and Buttons*

FRANK

Week ol'

Second

PORTLAND, MAINE.

(jrimps, Clienele

Beaded

and

C. E. Marwick.Proprietor ami Manager
Harvev Collins.Au’l and Stage Manager

3 Doors West Canal Nat’l Bank.

to exhibit my Fall Novelties in

octl_

GEO. A. GAY &

a

were

prepared

Broker,

NO. 194 MIDDLE STREET,

educational.

three or four or a half dozen county newspapers for printing tickets, a mere nominal

penses there
been there.

am now

Banker and

man.

-3

allowance ol $100,1 believe, for postage. I
cannot mefition the name of the one I allude to, but he has a wife and three children. His mileage amounts to about $200 or
$300 a year; so his whole income is less than
$5,500 a year. Out of this sum he must pay

service for

I

LirEUSi THEATRE.

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

FALL OPENING TO-DAY.

Congress

PROF. FRANK

■NTERTAIimENTS.

MANUAL.

__

solemn and im-

remains of the Rev. Ferdinand C. Ewer,
who was stricken down with paralysis while
preaching in Montreal on Sunday last. The
small church of

KMCBLLANE O OB.
_______

nearly always cold

were

New York women dress more and more sim-

village shoemaker, blonde,1 quite young, and
lather pretty. She was at one time engaged
in the same company as Mrs. Jenny Wall, of
the celebrated shooting affray of two years

Gen. Durbin Ward is to contest with
Pendleton for the Ohio Senatorship. Book-

they

to reduce her

Jay Gould denies that he intends to start
anew watering place.
The old watering
place, the office of the Western Union Telegraph Company, is good enough for him.

regard

fact. Then I was deprived of my wife’s
company, which, strange as it may seem. 1
still appreciate.' Well, that year, by close
economy and many deprivations, I came out
about even. The next year I hired rooms
and had meals sent in from a restaurant.
But this life was very unsatisfactory.
I had
to take mv breakfast at a certain
hour,
whether I wanted it or not, and my dinners
were served at the same time every day, and

at Jerome Park has not had at all its

course

be

Assistant Postmaster General Frank Hatton’s contemptuous allusions to civil ser.
vice reform were, it is reported, made a
subject of discussion at a cabinet meeeting
last Friday, and several members of the cabinet severely criticised them as
unbecoming
an officer of an administration which was
pledged to the reform. Mr. Hatton is audacious enough perhaps to tell the cabinet
that if they do not like his viewsthey can
resign. There is small prospect that he
will resign himself. He
belongs to the tribe
of hangers on. But the office will be exalted
in public respect when it
gets rid of him.

a month.
My expenses at home were
about half as mich; so you see I could not
stand that. The next winter I went to a
boarding house and left my family at home.
Of course I had to have a parlor and bed
room.
1 paid $100 a month at the
boarding
house.
But I did not live; it was simply a
miserable existence. A boarding house table may give good, well cooked food, but
you are obliged to meet and be polite to people you do not care for, whom you detest in

would be called extreme rudeness and bad
breeding. For Mme. Nilsson, while given
to violent fancies, is
q^tewhat fickle in her

mss-antf--tax

upon the two cities unless its receipts are
swelled to nearly 20 times their present dimensions. When the street cars run regu-

$300

MEW THE JEWELER,
547 CONGRESS

STREET,

Next above Brown's New Block.
•etc

utdec20

souri

the countenance of all who look at the
by the MisFair, Boston.

>'r?duct8 displayed
.2“ n1?r,as
Railway at American

Pacific

Did You Ever
products as shown by the Missouri Pacific
Railway from Arkansas and Texas at the American
Exposition, Boston.
oc 1 SdSw lm
see

such

THE

PRESS.

early advance. Transactions in this
quite heavy within two weeks,
to-day one of the largest firms in the country
(Buchanan & l.yall) notified jobbers here of a rise
of 3c ft ib on all grads* of
plug tobaccos, and 60
lb on all grades of
smoking tobaccs, excepting navy
clippings, the price of which remains the same. No
new features to note in
Breadstuffs and' Provisions,
the market being steady at Saturday’s quotations.
Sugars have been quiet; stocks at the four ports
in importers hands have been reduced
again and
rumors

artiole

of

an

have been

and

TUESDAY MORNING, OCT. 16.
THE PfriES*.
N. G
Depot#
May be obtained at the Periodi
Marquis. Brunell & Co.. Armstrong,
Went orth, Hodsoon, Robert C«wtello, Gilpatrick,
Jewett, Rose. McFarland, Watson, htrange, Stimr
•on, Gould, Lanagan, Boston & Maine Depot, and
Chisholm 8ros.,ou all trains that run out of the
city.
Auburn, Willard Small A Co
of

jaI

SFeawudun,

Augusta, .I. F. Pieroe.
Uangor, Bangor News Co.

Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.

Bath,

J. O. Sbaw.
Bidiieford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jelleiaoo.
Brunswick, B G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills. F. A. Verrtll.
Damarilsootta, E. w. Dunbar.
Freeport, W A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, K. C. Harmon.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington. D. H. Knowltoa.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorbain.Jas. H. Irish & Oo
Hallowell, C. I- .paulding,
Lewiston, Chandier & Estes
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge. E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L.
A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jellfcna,
.«■,
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Ai drew*.
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saocarappa, F. E. Webb,
Saoo, H. B. Kendriek & Co.,
Springvale, C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris. A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.

Crockett,

firm and confident

&c.

Flour,

drain.

Superfine and
B.M.Corn, ear lots.67
low grades. .3 60®4 601 Mix Corn,car lots @65
X Spring and
Corn, bag lots—70@72
XX Spring..6 00@6 00|New0ats, oar lots.-^l
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots.46

.68
Wheats ....7 60@8 00 Meal
Cottonseed,car lots 28 00
Michigan Wintor straights5 25@5 76 Cottonseed,bag lots30 00
Do roller... 6 26@6 60 SackedBran car lot,
19 60@20 00
St. Louis Winter straight. 6 00@6 26 ] do bag lots..,.
23 60
Do roller... 6 60@6 761 Mids, oar lots.
Winter Wheat
I
$24Vk@25Vh
atents.6 76@7 25l do hag lots
...26 50
Produce.
Provisions,
I Pork—
Cranberries, t> bbl—
Maine.... 11 00@12 001 Backs. .16 76gCape Cod.l2 50@13 501 Clear.16 75:1
Pea Beans,... 3 26@3 37
Mess.14 00'
Mediums....3 00@3 10 Mess Beef..11 (
Germanmed2 35@2 60| Ex Mess..12 (
Yellow Eyes3 37@3 60. Plate.12 76®
Onions Pbbl. 2 50<t 2 761 Ex Plate.13 76 a
Irish Potatoes
45@60;Hams
13V4®
SweetPotatoes3 00 a 3 7f> Hams covered 16
Eggs i? doz.25@26o LardTurkeys, lb.OOo Tub, m lb 8%
Chickens.lGffilSc
Tierces..
8 V-j
Fowl.14@15c Pail. 9%
..

Across the Desert.
M.

that prices will be
mainlined; refiners stock in New York is 18,982
tons, against 18,437 tons last year; and refiners
stook in Boston is 11,361 tons, against 10,686 tons
last year; the stock in four ports in ail hands is
99,485. against 109,110 tons last week and 96,497
tons last year. We quote granulated at 9o and Extra C at S'jfcc. Beans are firm and
generally higher.
Good Apples scarce and selling at fall prices;
No 1 Baldwins are offered at 3 60 and No 2s at
2 25. Cabbages are Jess active and
declining; saleB
have been made at 20
00@25 00 ^ ton. Cheese is
without quotable change here, while at Liverpool
a sharp decline will be
noticed, the ruling price today being 60s 6d, against 56s on Saturday.
The following are to day’s closing quotations of
are

Flour, Grain, Provisions,

Vinalhaven, H. M. Roberts.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Watervllle, J.8. Carter.
Tarmoutb, W. E. Smith.

^y

holders

E. RLANCHARD.

CHILD.

Where goest thou, my father, while the night
Circles around ub with delirious heat,
And the sands shudder to
thy fainting sight,
And sting with agony thine
aged feet,
And thy scant locks,
tell of the wav,
unkempt,
Dusty and long, and thy departing day?
FATHER.

White do 7%c;

standard A 8 %
related at 8%c;
9%c. ■ Cubes at
o.
Petroleum—unit e<i l 11 Vs.
°°/4lffi*
Tnl»ow is
steady;sales 85,000 lbs 7%@7 11-16. Pork
depressed;8aJea 860 bbls mess spot at 11 60@; 1 75;
100 bbls family mess at 15 00@ 16 26; 126 bbls of
short clear 16 76. I^ard 8@13 points lower and
fairly active speculative trade; sales 825 tcs prime
steam spot 7 76; 195 city steam at 7 70@746; refined for continent at 8 10; S A at 8 60. Butter
rather weak: State at 17@30c; Western at 11@30;
Penn. Creamery at i'8,a;29c.Cbeese declining; State
9@ll%c; Western flat 10(®11%.
Freights to Liverpool firmer—Wheat steam 4% d.

Chicago, Oct. 15.—Flour quiet. Wheat—regular
lower at 91 %o for October; 923/g(®92%o for November; 94%@948/8C for December;95%o for January; No 2 Chk ago Spring at 91ft91%o. No 3 at
82%c; No 2 Red Winter at l 00%. Corn generally lower at 48c cash and October; 47%®47%o tor
November. 46%c for December; 46%c for January. uats easy at 278/so for casb;277/so for October;
28%c for November; 28%c for December. Rye is
easy at 65c. Barley ia firmer at 6lc.
Pork lower
at 10 40@l<) 60 cash; 10 35 for October; 10 20®
10 2 Va for November; 10 10@10 12% December;
10 60^10 62Va for January. Lard weak at 7 36@
7 37% for cash and October; 7 16®7 17% for November and December; 7 20@7 22% for January.
Bulk Meats firm shoulders at 4 60; short rib 6 90:
short clear 6 70.
At the closing call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat advanced % for November and declined Vsc
for December. Corn advanced Vsc. Oats advanced
% for November. Pork declined 10c for October,
advanced 2%o for January. Lard advanced 2%c
for November and January.
Receipts—Flour 17,000 bbls, wheat 98,000 bush,
corn 212,000 bush, oatB 161,000 bu,
rye 28,000 bu,
barley 98,000 bush.
Shipments—Flourl 1,000 bbls.wheat 12.000 bush,
corn 270.000 bush, oats 130,000 bu, rye 73,000 bu.
barley 58,000 bush.
St. Louis,Oct. 15.—Flour is easier but not lcwer;
Wheat lower; No 2 Red Fall at 1 00@1 00% cash;
1 00% for October: 1 01 for November; 1 02% for
December; 1 04% for January; No 3 at 94@94%.
Lard dull 7 25.
Reoeipts—Flour 6,000 bbls, whea* 52,000 bush;
corn 27,000 bush, oats 30,000 bush,rye 6,000 bush,
barley 18,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 16,000 bbls, wheat 33,000 bu,
corn 5,000 bush, oats 9,000 bush, rye 1000, busb,
barley 0000 bush.
New Orleans, Oct. 15,—Cotton easy; Middling
uplands 10 7-16c.
Mobile, Oct. 15.—Cotton is weak; Middling uplands 103/8 C.
Memphis, Oct. 15.—Cotton easy; Middling uplands 10%c.
Savannah, Oct. 15.—Cotton is dull: Middling
uplands 10%o.

Creamery.31® 32c

pain,

Store.12@14c

Raisins.
Muscatel.1 90@2 76
London Lay’r 2 20@2 85

Cheese.

What! wouldst thou leave me, father, thus aloue
Amid the sands?—while through the gloom I hear

Apples.
Oranges.
ffi
Eatingbbl. 00®360 Valencia
ffl
EvaporatedIbl6y2@18V4 Florida.

The lion’s roar,

Dried

And Hunger wan, and Toil with leaden eye
And sullen brow, no other help is nigh.

Sugar.
Granulated i;)1 lb

striking yon brassy zone
Of ho'low sky, and, save the phantoms, Fear

Sliced

Apples_9 Vj@10 Messina.

...lOffilOVi

Palermo.6 60@6 00
Lemons.
Messina.4 50@6 00
Palermo
..4 60@6 00

9

....

ffi

ExtraC.8%

..

North

Gorham,

(Great

Parker, Esq«, Aretas P. Libby and
Reynolds, both of Windham.
In Gardiner, Sept. 12, Harrison H.

Miss

Thou’Jt scarcely grieve to miss thv father’s hand

Tallow.
Portland quotations

And think not that the dark to which I tend
Will quell a strength which long ha9 coped with
woe,
Or that thy fear at worst can apprehend
An ill more dire than those my journey know.
For he who long has bent life's load beneath,
Can feel no terror of the pangs of death.

—Boston Transcript.

AGRICULTURAL.

The following

are

vigorous growth.”
To

our mind
know to a

there is

certainty

a

great deal in it. We

sickly peach-trees
vigorous health by the
oldfashioned German farmers of Pennsylva
nia, by pouring boiling water on the ground
about the peach-trees. It cools, of course,
somewhat, before reaching many of the
roots.
Here, however, it is believed to be
beneficial by destroying parasitic insects
are

auu

that

often restored to

ramer

man

cnemicauy,
as suggested by the extract.
But let the
reasoning be what it may, we are willing to
endorse it as good practice.—Gardeners’
parasitic ruugi,

Monthly.

Preserving Salt Meat.
Much of the corned beef and salt pork put
up by farmers becomes tainted or completely spoiled during the summer and fall. The
injury is not caused by using too small an
amount of salt. At a rule, much more salt
is employed than is necessary to preserve
the meat. Some times it contains impurities that cause the meat to contract a bad
flavor. Pure salt should be employed for
preserving meat and dairy products. It
costs but little more than that which is impure, and it is more satisfactory in all respects. Meat packed in a barrel and covered
with brine becomes tainted or spoiled in
consequence of small portions of it or some
of the fat or blood it contains coming to the
top of the brine. The air comes in contact
with it there and decomposition takes place.
The products of decomposition of animal
substances always have au unpleasant taste
and smell, and these in the case of meat in a
barrel, are communicated to the brine and
from thence to the meat. Meat packed in
brlpe should be cut in pieces with a very
sharp knife. This will leave the edges
smooth. After it has been for a few days
iu the brine, the latter should be poured off
•and boiled. The boiling will cause all the
impurities to rise to the surface while the
blood will be coagulated. These substances
should then be skimmed off, and when the
brine is cold it can be returned to the barrel.
If the brine does not continue pure, the operation of boiling should be repeated. Special pains should be taken to keep the meat
under the brine at all times. A perforated
top or false cover, or a frame work, should
rest on the meat and be weighed down by
means of clean s ,one.
If these 'precautions
are employed the liability of spoiling will be

light.

___________

Wit and Wisdom.
In Mexico it is a penitentiary offence to refuse the nickel coin of the republic. We shall
have to borrow this idea for oar trade dollars.
They do some things well in Mexico.—Lowell
Citizen.

la Removed by the Use

of Gocoalne,

And it stimulates and promotes the
the hair.

Barnett’s Flavoring Extracts

are

growth

of

Millie L.

the best.

Avoid Fever, Ague and Biliousness by taking Golden’s Liqu'tl Beef tonic. Ask for
Colden’s of druggists.
If the oldest Inhabitant could be bound iu
oalf and kept on a shelf until wanted, be might
be nseful; but he can never be found when his
facts are required, and so ho goes for nothing.
—New Orleans Picayune.
‘‘THERE CAME A BIG SPIDER
AND SAT DOWN BESIDE HER.”
That is what the old poem says, and it goes
say that the big spider “frightened Miss
Moffett away.” In the case of our girl she
didn’t go away, hut staid till the spider who
sat down beside her had bitten her.
Then
she howled, and declared she was going to die.
Yet she did not die; nor did she howl very
long, for her good old aunt came with a bottle
of Perry Davis’s Pain Killer and took away
the pain of the venomous creature’s bite. Buy
a bottle, and don’t be without it in
the spider

on to

following quotations

Woolens and

are

wholesale

Fancy Goods,

corrected daily
168 Middle street:

ing, Milliken & Co.,

prices of

by

Deer

UNBLEACHED COTTONS.
8

Fine 7-4.... 13Vi@18
Fine 8-4.18g2l
Fine 9-4.22@2 Vi
Fine 10-4....26
@30

7Vi
6

8Vi

BLEACHED

OOfTONS.

Best 4-4 ..10% gs2% Fine 6-4.16
@18
Mod. 44.... 7 Vi or 10 Vi, Fine 7-4.j.8
@2 2 Vi
Light 4-4... 6 @7 ; Fine 8-4.20 @26
Fine 9-4. 2Vi @27 Vi
I Fine 10-4 ...25 @32%
TICKINGS, ETC.

Drills. 8@ 9
Corset Jeans. .6% a 8Vi
Satteens.s
(g
Cambrics. 5g 5%
Silesias.10Vi*18
(Jotton FlanneU.Brown

Tho Spartans were renowned for their courage, but evon Spartan heroism pales before the
oourage of tho woman who1 haB resolved that
her last year’s bonnet is good enough for this
fall.— Chicago Telegram.
Jelly Boll.—Ono cup sugar, two eggs, one
tablespoon butter, one cup milk, two teaspoons
Congress Yeast Powder, two and ono-half caps
floor.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
ly Wholesale market.
PORTLAND, OCt. 1G.
Tobaccos have attracted considerable attention
or some time past on account of a Bhort crop and
Da

16
18
18
Sarnia..Quebec
Liverpool.Oct 20
Sai rnatian.Quebee.Liverpool.... Oct 20
Samaria.Boston.Liverpool.Oct 20
City of Berlin.New York..Liverpool.Oct 20
Bolivia .New York..Glasgow.Oct 20
Donau.New York..Bremen.Oct 20
Switzerland.New York. .Antwerp. ..Oct 20
Santiago.New York..Havana.Oct 0
Arden.New York.. Port Prince. .Oct 23
Jerome
.New York.. Para.Oct 23
Pavouia.... .New York.. Liverpool.Oct 24
Britifh Empire... New York.. Havana
...Oct25
Britann.New York < v^rpool.Oct 27
Valencia.*.New York..Laguayra.Oct 27
New York Liverpool.Oct 27
City of Rome
...

Bleached, 8@l6mr
12 Vi
fritting.S@9@10 glO%@ Ll
Warps.. ......17,a26

....

NX.A.I vl_N; E
PORT OP

Receipt.,

Knilroad

NAO..
OCTOBE 16.
.6.16 High water ;A M ..11.06
6.15 ! Moon rises.
0 00

Portland, Oct. 13.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
44 cars miscellaneous merchandise: for connecting
roads, 115 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
Block market.
The following quotations of stocks are reported
and correoted daily by Woodbury & Moulton, cornet
of Middle and Exchange streets.
BOSTON STOCKS.
A. T.& S. F. 82%
Boston & Maine......164
Flint & Pere Marquette’common. 27%
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred.101
L. R. & Ft Smith. 27
Marquette, Hugh ton & Ont. common. 32
Mexican Central 7s. -60%
New York & New Eng. 20%
•NEW YORK STOCKS.
Denver & R. G... 23%
Missouri Pef..... 94%
Omaha common... 34 Vi
Wabash preferred.
31%
Omaha preferred. 94
Northern Pacflc prefe cd. 63Vi
Northern Pacific common. 27%
Pacific Mail
38
lx>ui8 & Nash.
47%

Vs

ISTE'WS.

PORTLAND.

MONDAY, Oct. 16.
Arrived*

Texas

..

Pacific.

—

do

vh

22%

New York Stock and

money IVIarket.
(By Telegraph.)
Oct.
16.—Money
York,
easy at 2.®2% on
call; prime mercanile paper at 6 a/7. Exchange is
481
and
at
%
for
for short. Gov484%
steady
long
ernments strong and higher.
State bonds featureNew

less. Railroad bonds lower.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggreat
ed 403.100 shares.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations on
Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s
100
do
do
do
4%s,Ereg. 114%
do
do
do
4V2»,coup.114%
do
do
do
4s, reg.121 Vs
do
do
do
4s, coup...,.121%
Pacific 6s, ’96.129
..

The following

are

the closing quotations Stocks:

.131
Chicago & Alton
Chicogo & Alton pref.145
Chicago, Burr & Quincy....123%

Erie.29%
Erie pref. ..'... 74
Illinois Central..
126%
Lake Shore. 97%
Michigan Central. 78%
80
New Jersey Central
Northwestern..119%
Northwestern pref.138%
New York Central.114%
120
Rock Island.
St. Paul. 98%
St. Paul pref.116Va
Union Pacific Stock..
87%
Western Union Tel
79
..

California

mining; 4tockn.
(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco, Oct. 16.—The following are the
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
Belcher.
1%
Alta
lVa
Best & Belcher.
3%
Eureka. |5
Gould & Curry. 2%
Hale & Norcross
2%
Mexican.
2%
6V2
Ophir
Savage. 1%
Northern Belle. 6
Sierra Nevada. 4%
Union Con.
3%
Yellow Jacket
3%
Union Con. levied assessment 60c share.
Boston Produce market.
Boston, Oct. 15.—The following were to-day’s
quotations o Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter—We quote We tern creameries at 28(a
30c for choice, 22@27c tor fair and good: Northern
creameries at 28@ Oc for choice. 22@27c tor fair
and good; New York
Vermont dairies 24(5)28c
dairy at 20@21c and Western ladle packed 16@18c
^ lb. choice grades Arm; other kinds have been in
moderate demand.

Beans—Large band-picked pea beans are quoted
90@3 00 p bush; choice New York State banddo at 3 00®3 12 *4; do Vermont at 3 00 oj
16, and choice screened do at 2 6o@2 80: handpicked medium at 2 95 a3 00, and choice screened
do at 2 80@2 90; common beans at 2 20@2 40;
choice improved yellow-eves at 3 40@3 45; old-

Winslow & Co.

Brig Castalia,

Jackson, Kennebec,
load for
Leavitt & Co.
Sch Avon, (Br) Comeau, Port Gilbert, N
F Yeaton & Co.
Sch Odell, Winslow, Frankfort, to load for Albany, NY—J Nickerson & Son.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, for Boothbay—D

Sicked

fashioned yellow-eyes at 3 30@3 35.
Cheese in steady demand; 12@13c for choice, 10
@11 c lor fair and good; 6@9c for common.
Eggs quoted at 26@27c for Eastern, 25@26 for
New York and Vermont, 24@25c for Nova Scotia
and PEI.
Potatoes—Eastern at 65@58c F bush.
---

Chicago Live Stock Market.
(By Telegraph.)
Chicago. Oct. 15—Bogs— Receipts 18 000 head;
shipments 3100 head; 10c lower, packing at 4 20@

4 60 packing and shipping at 4 05,a. 4 9c; light at
4 20@6 lO; skips at 3 00@4 00.
Cattle—Receipts 9.500 head; shipments 3,700 hd
best strong; others dull; exports 6 00@6 50; good
to choice slipping at 5 40@6 90.
Sheep—Receipts 1000 head; shipments 680 head;
best firm; common slow; inferior to fair 2 26®3 00:
good 3 76; choioe 4 00.
Domestic Markets.

^By Telegraph.)
York, Oct. 16.—Flour market—Receipts
27,712 bbls: exports 7324 bbls; still in buyers favor, prices, however, not quotable changed; sales
13 600 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 30@3 30; Superfine
Western and State at 3 16@3 65; common to good
extra Western and State 3 80@4 36; good to choice
do at 4 40@7 00; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 25@7 50; fancy do 7 10@7 25;
common to good extra Ohio at 3 80@6 60; commo
to choice extra St. Louis at 3 80@7 00: Paten
Minnesota! extra good to prime 6 60@6 60: choic
to double extra do at 6 80@7 35; including 1700
Vvcw

bbls

Oity

Mill

a

6

50@5

65 1200 bbls No 2 at 2 80

extra at b 70@7 00; 3800 bbls Minnesota extra at
3 70@7 35, Southern tiou steady icommon to fair at
3 90@o 10; good t» choice 5 5@0 62*4. Wheat

receipts 227,600 bush; exporwTG9,390 bush; spot
shade and options % a)%c lower with a moderate
export demand and fair speculative business,closing
firm with recovery of about %c; sales 6,112,000
bush futures, 247,000 bush on spot; No 4 Red 91c;
No 3 Red 1 02y* and 1 03 y2 delivered; No 2 Red
at 1 09 in store. 1 loy2 in elev, 1 ll@l 12% afloat
and delivered; No 1 Red State atl 17; White do at
firm. €«ru—spot y2@»/4c and options
118. fe
%@%c lower, closing firm with a slight recovery
and fair export demand;moderate speculative trade,
201.903 bush; sales
receipts 503,47^ bush; exports
1,048,0(H) bush future, 249 000 on the spot; No 3
at 66%@5G$fec; No 2 at 68% in store, 59@59y4C
afloat; No 2 White 69c. Oatx %@ygc and mod
eratelylactive; receipts 216,700 bu. sales 400,000
bush; futures 116,000 bush spot: No 3 at
33%c; Wbite 36y2c. No 2 at34%@34%c; White
at 37%c;No 1 at 36c;White 46c; Mixed Western at
33@36c; White |36%@43c; White State 38@44c.
Sugar steady; refining 6 11-16@6 13-16c; refined
—

to

Philadelphia—Chase,

Choate.
SAILED—Barones Tatay, John Jonnson; brigs
9
Anita Owen, Nellie Ware, and Shannon; sehs ME
Newbury, Sebago, Commander, and others.
FROM

OUR

CORRESPONDENT.

BOOTHBAY, Oct 13—Ar,

Mt Vernon, Free
thy, Bluehill for Boston; Tamerlane, Hodgkins, Bar
Harbor for do.
Oct 14—Ar, echs

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
PREPARED BY

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Maes.

Sold by all druggists.

schs

Cordova, Allen, Boston

for

Deer

Isle; Brilliant, Allen,

Portland for St George.
In port, schs Clyde, Wood, St George;
Henry.
Wood. Bangor f6r Boston; Pierce. Lord, do for New
Bedford.

TTS&wnm

sepll

£. GROVER, of Boston, Practical Piano*
Forte Maker;
who for a period of IB years,
with close application, gave his personal attention
directly to the manufacture of tho Piaho-Forte;
its nature and conception: from the beeinning to
tneir nnai completion; ana in tact, made it ms
study in all that pertains to them as a musical instrument; but during the past thirteen years, he
has been giving his attention to the wants of the
musical portion of the community, by introducing a
class of Piano-Forte-Wobk (in connection with
his former experience) which has been, and is at the
present day, very much needed in every town, citv
and State in the Union. In this, the undersigned,
having had that experience as a maker, with a practical knowledge in the various departments, both of
their mechanism and design, which operate to constitute the merits of a musical instrument, is therefore prepared to offer advantages which he regards
an opportunity for special consideration.
Mr. Grover announces to the citizens of Portland that he
has made arrangements to visit their city monthly
and all orders for tuning or other branches included
as may be ^squired, left at W. P. Hastings’ Mutdc
booms, 14
Exchange street, will receive due attention.
oct6eodlm
STEPHEN GROVER.

MEDAL, PAULS, 1878.

GOLD

Breakfast Cocoa.

IFROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.!
Ar at Matanzas 14th, barque Au Sable Andrews,
Portland.
Ar at Iloilo prev to 9th inst, ship Sooloo, Allen,
Boston.

Warranted absolutely Vur%.
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oil has been removed. It has three

nE.HOBANDA.
Ship Peru, McIntyre, irom Huanillos for United
Kingdom, which put into Valparaiso in distress,
encountered strong gales and heavy seas on the passage; nad decks swept and lost everything movable
on deck; also started a light leak.
Cost of repairs

cal.

assistance.
Sch Mary E Amsden, Maguire, from St John, NB,
for New York, was towed into Calais 15th leaking
and part of keel gone, having been ashore.
Sch Ella, of Bucksport from Rockland, with lime,

sprung aleak at Belfast 15th, and the cargo will be
a total loss.
The missing boat of ship St Mark, with her crew,
has arrived at Colwyn.
Montevideo, Aug '20—The cargo of Blanche How,
which put in here In distress, will be transshipped
for Valparaiso by steamer.
FISHERMEN.
Ar at Boothbay 11th. sob Magnolia, Eldridge, fm
Western Banks, with 960 qtls fish.
Ar at do 12th, sch Lettie S lieed, Spofford. Port-

land.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
A PALACHICOLA—Cld 8th. sch Herald, Gray,
Philadelphia, (and sailed 15th.)
MOBILE—Cld 12th, sch J A Hatry, Moloney,
^
Port 1 sabel
PENSACOLA—Ar 12th, sch L A Burnham, Harding, Boston

BRUNSWICK, GA—Ar 8th, brig Angelia, Evans,

New York.
Cld 9th, sch Carrie S Bailey, Rivers, New York.
WILMINGTON—Cld 11th, sch Maud Seward,
Owen, Baltimore.
Cld 11th, scb Hattie Turner, Balauo, Thoraaston
via Vineyard Haven.
RICHMOND—Sid 13tb,

scbs W H

Allison,

Ken-

nisttn, Boston; Warner Moore, Crockett, Portland.
GEORGETOWN, DU—Ar 12th. sch Win Mason,
Chase, Portland; Cbas A Briggs. Hammel, Portland
BALTIMORE—Cld 13th, sch Isaac Orbeton,Trim,
Bangor; Austin D Knight Drinkwater, Pensacola;
Geo M Adams. Standhb, Boston; White Foam, Farrow, Gardiner Wm Wilson. Berry, New Havon.
Ar 13th, ship Columbia. Fernald, Havre; sch Nellie A Drury, Wilson, Boston.
Sid 10th, sch Victor Puig.
In the Bay, barque Mignon, Paterson, from Port

Ppain for Washington.

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 13th, brig Caroline Gray,
Pillsbury, St Thomas ; sch Kit Carson. Harding,
BaDgor; C R Campbell, Hanson, Kennebec.
Ar 16tb, brig Antolope, Bryant, Bath.
Passed up. barque Fred E Riohards, Thorndike,
from Dunkirk for Philadelphia.
NEW YORK—Ar 13th, sch
Fanny G Gorham,
Welch, Jacksonville, 10 days; N J Miller, Jones,
Boston.
Ar 14th, ships Lucille, Talbot,
Liverpool 29 days;
Charter Oak, Lafiin, London; Martha Cobb, Greenbank, Antwerp 34 days; barques Ocean Pearl, Henley, Matanzas 13 days; Ibis, Sawver, Brunswick;
schs Jas Slater, Tooker, Para; Olive Crosby, Hutchinson, Antigua; Mauna Loa, Jasper, Cow Bay; Addie E Snow, Flanders, Norfolk; Milford York, from

Georgetown.
Cld 13tb, ship Carondelet, Stetson, Yokohama;
barque W S Massey, Hanson, Dunkirk; Daring,
stover. Matanzas; schs Standard. Bennett, Fernaudina; E H ilerriman, Wood, Pensacola.
Passed the Gate i3tb, schs W H Archer,
Bellatty,
from New York for Boston: Jennie Gfeenbank,
from Rondout for Bostor.
Passed the Gate 14th, sch Olive, Pendleton, from
New York for Portland; Elizabeth DeHart and
Kate Foster, fm Hoboken fordo; Douglas Haynes
Elizabethport for do; Helen G Kiug. Port Johnson
fordo; John Bird, Amboy for Portsmonth
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 12th, sch Canton, Whittier, and Westerloo, Whittier. Providence
for New York; City of Ellsworth. Meaus. do do do
Ar 12th, brig
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Kaluna*.
Coftin. Georgetown for Boston: schs Carrie Walker
Weehawken for do: Fleetwing, New Bedford for
Portland; Quoddy, Windsor, Ns. for New York.
Returned, sche Uranus, and Charlotte Augusta.
BOSTON—Ar

Plymouth.

13th,

sch

a

D

Price, Nightingale

13th, schs Alice Montgomery, Lavender, for
New Orleans.
Ar 14th, barque Albert Russell, Curtis, Singapore
Jennie Cushman, Titoomb, Cape de Verde; schs E L
Cld

Far

ping at 7.30

times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economiIt

as

«

0

Bhia,
a. m.

dose connections made at Westbrook Janelion with through trains of Me. Central K. B., and
It GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trams of Grand Trunk R. B.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot oflcee and at I tolling A Adams’ No. 22 Ex-

OF

W. D. AMES.
2

Market

change Street.
. Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETEBS.’Supt.
juB

Square,
MAINE

Boston & Maine Railroad,

TO THE PUBLIC,
If in want of

new furnace I beg to direct your
Kohler Hot Air Furnace.
Its superiority ove- all others I will demonstrate if you
will call at my store. The following well known
persons ha* e the Kohler:
attention to tli

On and after Monday, Oet. 15, 1883,

at 10.45,
-"—a. m., 1.15, 5.10, and 7.15 p. m.
BOSTON FOR PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
12.30. 3 .30, aud 7.00 p. m., arriving at Portland
at
8.05 and 11.00 } p. m.
1.00,
6.00,
PORTLAND FOR SfARBOBO, PINE
POINT AND OLD ORCHARD REACH
at 6.16, 8.46. a. m.. 3.00, 5.45 p m. (See note.)
FOR (SACO AND BIDDEFORD at 6.15,
8.4 6 a. m., l.< 0, 3 00, 3 30 and 5.45 p. m. FOR
KENNEBUNKat6.lfi.8 45 a.m., 1.00,3.00
and 5.45 p. m. FOR WELLS at 6.15, 8.45 a.
m. and 3 00 p.m.
(See note) FOR NORTH
B!< KVVICK AN D DOVER, at 6.15,8.45 a.
m., 1.00, 3.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOR (SALMON
FALLS and ORE %T FALLS, at 6.15, 8.45
a. m., 1 00 and 3.00 p.m.
FOR NEWMARKET at 6.16, 8.46 a.m., 3.30* p.m. FOB EX-

ETER,

Notb—Tlie 3.30 p. ra. train from Portland will
not stop at Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard or
Wells, and the 1.00 p. m. train will stop at these
stations only to take passengers for Boston.
*
Change at Dover and take next train following.

KP"*The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects with (Sound Line Steamers for New
York and all Bail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p. m., train with all Rail Linen for New York
and the South and West.

S.

Parlor Cart on all through
secured in advance at Depot

WOLFE’S

All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston

THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at VTniou
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Snpt.
S .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
>
octll
dtf

or other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
A public

MISE OESTRAL RAILKOAI).

saltr of over 30 years duration in every
section of

On and

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by

by

Fredericton, Arooateoh
County, and all
stations on H. & Piscataquis K. R., 1.25
1.30
m.,
£11.15
p.
p.
m.,
p.
m.;
for
and
Belfast
1.26
Mkowhegan
1.30
in.,
£11.16
p.
p.
m.,
p.
m.;
Wateiwille, 7.00 a. m. 1.25 p.m,, 1.30
p. m. 11.15 p.m and on Saturdays at 6.15 p. m.
August**, Uallo well,4»ur«iinerand Bruns
wick
1.30
7.C0 a. m.,
p. m.,
6.15,
£11.16 p. m.; Bath 7.00 a. m.
m., 6.16
p. m. and on Saturdays only at ll.l6 p. m.
Rockland, and HLuox 4 Lincoln R.
7.00 a. in., 1.30 p. m. Auburn and Lewiston, 8.15 a. m. 1.26 p. m., 6,06 p. m. Lewiston via Brunswick 7.00 a.m., £11.15 p.m.;

any other alcoholic distillation have

insured for it the reputation of salubrity
For sale by all Druggist

claimed for it.
and Grocers.

persons in health.

1.30p.

i

i

Farmington,

18 BEAVER

•‘TELES LEADERS

THE

dly

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON
8.10 a. m.t 6.15 p. m.; Mt. John,
8.30 a. m., 9.00 p.m.; SJoulton. 9.30 a. in.,
8.30 p. m.; Mt. htepben. 10,16 A. m.,
9.30 p. in.; Vanceboro, 1.35 a. m. 1.30
p. m,; Bucksport, 6.40 a. m. 1.30 p. m.;
Bangor, 7.15 a. m., 7.45 p. m.; Dexter, 7.00
a.m,5.10p. m. Belfast, 6.30 a. m., 3.05p.m.;
Mkowhegan, 8.20 a. m. 3.15 p. m.; Water
rille, 9.15 a. m. 1.55 and 10.00 p.m.; and on
Mondays at 5.15., a. m. Augusta, 6.00 a.
m.
10.00 a. in., 2.45, and
11.55
p. m.
Bardiner. 6.17 a. in., 10.18 a. m„ 8.07,
and 11.14 p*. m.: Bath. 6.55 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.;
4.00 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.55 p. m.
Brunswick, 7.25 and 11.30 a. m., 4,30
p. m. 12.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland, 8.16 a. m.,
l. 15 pm. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m. 11.10 a.m.,
4.16p. m. 11.20 pm.; Phillips, 6.65 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 a. m.; Winthrop, 10.13 a.
m. being due In Portland as follows :The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.36 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The dav trains from
Bangor, and all Intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.40 and 12.45 p. m. The
afternoon trains from Waterviile, Augusta, Bath,
Rookland and Lewiston at 5.40 p.m.
The
Night Pullman Express train at 1.60 a. m.

From

McMAIN,

For sale by Geo. C.Frye, Timmons & Hawes, H. P.
Gould, B. W. Jones, T. F. B Percy, Falmouth Hoseplld3m
tel, E. Dana, Jr., and J. B. Totten.
S.

L. O. Emerson's new book for Singing Classes and
Conventions, wins golden opinions from all who examine it.
am very much pleased with it indeed,” from a
recent letter, indicates the general feeling.
192 pages. 160 tunes. Good instructive course,
including the new and favorite manual .Signs
and other improvements.
76 cents will bring you a specimen copy. Liberal
redaction for quantities.

NEW, BEAUTIFUL AND EASY CANTATAS:
By D. F. Hodges. Includes
old Bible story, has fine
aaa easy music, pretty oriental costuming and stage
arrangements and cannot fail to be a great attraction.
A Nn RfU7 (65 cents.) By E. A. Andrews.
PI IT U flnU
nUIn
Brings before us the rurallife
of olaen times, and a'glimpse at Bethlehem and its
harvest fields, and has easy and sweet music,
(65 cents.)

prpCPpA

ntULuli/i

PIT A Q

II

A’BOTnAI

uuau!

XX.

V/ XALliXVSIl ,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.
Domestic

Coals

a

Specialty,

Lowest

at

322 Commercial
Brown’s
Orders

aug7

Market

Street,

DU"/.,

I k [/ M C

LimlllU

H. P. S.

for

singers,

young

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Bostoi..
octloTuTS&wtf

d

WINES &
of

BY

PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
E. BOOTHSY, Gen’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.

OnuflonH

Aflf

V)

1UUQ

QHff

Eastern Railroad.

R. STANLEY & SON,

Importers.

410 NEW NO. FORE STREET,

PORT-

Also, General Managers for NewiEngland,
FOICTHE CELEBRATED

Apothecary,

Summit

Spring Water,

Mineral

PROM (I ARRIMOIN, MAINE.
auglO

13
Persons recovering from wasting diseases, such as malaria, fevers, etc., will be
benefited by the use of Brown’s
ron Bitters, a true tonic.
1
Owenton, Kt.—Rev. J. N. Beck says:
‘I have used Brown’3 Iron Bitters and
consider it one of the best tonic3 Bold.”
Codokus, Pa.—Rev. J. D. Zehring says:
“I was paralyzed in my right side. The
use of Brown’a Iron Bitters enabled me to
walk.”
t'

freatly

FISTULA AND PILES
v/’ured without the Use of the Knife.

WILLIAM READ (M. D., Harv.cd, 1842), and
ROBERT M. READ (M.D., Hai ,ard, 1870), ofllcr.,
Evans House, 175 Trcniont street, Bfoston,
give special attention to the treatment of FISTIJ-

■iA,P1LEN AND ALL DU EANEN OF
THE RECTUM, without detention from business. Abundant references given.
Pamphlet sent
on

application.

Office Honrs—11
feblOdlv

a.m/to 4 p.m.( except Suidsyi).

WITH

—

Reed’s Sectional

use.

Address

WINN,

Cumberland Center.

Any

one can

*71

put it

on.

Cheap. Call

Covering.

Fireproof, Eight and

and

see

Samples

at

street.
Union
JARVIS ENGINEERING CO.

ootlG

*J

a.

dtf

Sian Francisco

and all

p. m.,

York.

connecting with

Fall River Line

for

New

Trains Leave Boston
At

7.30,

9.00 a. m., and arrive in Portland at 11.66
a. m. and 1.00 u. m.
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
in Portland 6.00 p. m
At 7.00 p
ai.
trails,
and arrive in Portland at 11.00
p. m.

Cars

.JOSEPH HICKSON, General Maraeer.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.

Rimiford Falls & Buc&iield

0ct."l4,

1). W. SANBOHN,
Master oi Trans.
octlSdtf

to

MAINESTEAMSHIP COMPANY
For Hew York,
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, on Wednesday*
and Saturdays at 6 p. m..
Returning leave Pier 341,
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4p.m.
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l

Ag’t.

sep21

dtf

IIOiSTOA

STAGE CONNECTIONS

with p.

train for Turner, Chase Mills, West
Britton’s Mills, Peru, Dixflein
Mexico
L. L. LINCOLN. Sain

ru.

and Rumford Falls.
octl 5

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R
ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.
—TO—

BURLINGTON

The elegant new steamer TRRMONT and favorite
steamer JOHN BROOKS will alternately leavu
FRANKLIN WHaRF, Portland, at 7
p. m.

at

AND MONTREAL.
wm

iviiuuj

8.23 A. M.—For Fabvan’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
and all points on B. 0. M. K. It., St.
Burlington, Ogdensburg and all points on O. & L,
C. K. K., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.

Johnabuiy,

Portland

10.45 a.m.—from Bartlett and local

stations.

m.—Express fro*i Montreal, Burlington,
Ogdensburg &c.

J. U AMI ETON .Superintendent.
( HAS. IV. FOIE, Q. T. A.
oct2
dtf

l READING B. I

Bound Brook Route.
-BETWEEN-

New York, Trenton &

Freight

taken

as

usual.

J. B. COYLE, Jr., General Agent.
dtf

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.
T0

Philadelphia.

"Sandwich

Stations in Philadelphia
NINTH AND GRKEIV S BEETS,
BERKS STS.

Express Trains, Double Track, Stona Balias
lie

sure

t buy ticket* (at any railroad
boat office in New England) via

BOUND

BROOK

or

steam-

CALiF0RftiA’

jmpan.

iaiandu,

china.
Zealand

ifew

ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands. New Zealand
and Australia,
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and furthn
information, apply to or address the Qeneral Em

Agents,

tern

C. L. BARTLETT A CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad Hi., Boeton.
or

fehBdtf

to W. D. LITTLE A

CO.,

31 Exchange St., Portland.

Harpsweli Steamboat Co.
Change

of Time.

and after Sept. 17. 1883, the steamer Gordo*
will leave Harpsweli
daily, Monday’s excepted
at 8 a. m.,
arriving at Portland a* 10 a. m. Returning leave Custom House VVh rf, Portland at 3 p. m.
arriving at Harpsweli at 5 p. m.
For Freight or Passage apply on board to

ON

CAPT. SOOTT OLIVER,

sepia

ROUTE

and

Australia.

Steamers soil from Now York for Asplnwall aa
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month,
carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.
AND THIRD AND

«r-

—

night.

_±eU&iiiL,-'

:

10 00 p.

mm

*-

HTTickew and Staterooms for tale at D. H«
272 Middle Street.
Ticket* to New York, via the various
Ball and Sound Lines for sale.

3.00 p.in. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.
in

-•-»

YOUNG’S,
Through

1983, until farther notice Paoaenger
Train* leave Portland a* follow*:

Train* arrive

p'eloek

~

VT.,

nitva

FARE $1.00*
—

(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by tbit line are reminded that they so*
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

OGDEKSBUBG, N. V.,
kmu

Steamers!

dtf

dtf

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
sale of pattssage tickets by the Whit. Star,
Cunard. Anchor, State, American, Red Star,
North German Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all ilrst elan

FOR
50.
4.00.

f One Way,
New York and Philadelphia, \ Excnr» ion,
NKW EROLAilDAOEHY,

$11

WasUiisgtoBi Street, Boston.

J. E. WOOTTEN,
C.G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Manager.
Gen. Pass. & Tick. Agt.
H. P. BALDWIN. Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt.
CITY

ADVERTISEMENTS.

October 13,1883.

petition of C. A. and B. P. Kennard for
permission to erect and maintain a stationary
steam engiue at their pumping station, No. 272
Commercial street, of fifty horse power, notice is
hereby given that a hearing will be given by the
Mayor ax d Aldermen to ali parties interested in the
abo>e petition at their room, City Building, on
MONDAY. November 6. A. D. 1883. at 7V* o’clock
p. m.

ON

the

octl3eod3t

GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.

Non.BesidPnt Taxes iu the Town
of Deering, in the County of
rnm!.nrliin.l

Yam

<Iia

Value.

Tax.

Unfinished house and
lot N. E. side Gray road adjoining Henrietta Carter
$260.00
Brewster, Charles E. house and
lot north side Shattuck road..
250.00Bucknam, Charles H. lot Noll
recorded plan Deering La. d Co.
cor. Deering and Fessenden St.. 200.00
Clark, F W. building and land at
Libby’s Corner, north sido of
Congress St. adjoining Portland
line
2300.00
Campbell, Grace C., house and lot
northerly side Woodfords’ St.

$4.00
4.00
3.20

ijoining N. M. Woodman.1800,00
Colley, James A., lot No. 13.
Deoring s>t., bounded southerly
by Charles R. Bucknam... 200.00
Cleavelaud. John R., lot on east
side Winslow St. adjoining Roba

ert Lucas.

steamers, to and from all point* In

Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage on.ward and
prepaid tickets from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid tickets from Inland places In Europe' to inland places In the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rate*
Choioe Cumberland and Aoadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing scheme*
he. and other information apply to J L. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box 979.
TanlO
ly
U. 8. and Royal Mall Steamen
to Liverpool via Queenstown.
Rates reduced for Fall and WinJ
ter. These steamers take the ex■■mnMsmsfams" treme southerly routes,avoiding
all dangers from iceberg*. Cabin $60, $80 and 100:
Retnrn tickets $120, $144 and
12w
and $144; Steerage at low rate*.
The sailing* are

JSv

5*i\\

m

lSO;iixcumons

follow*:
Britannic.Sent 22 | Republic.Sept. 27
Geltio.Get. 6 [ Germanic..;. .eft*, m
For Bailing lists, cabin plans, passage rate* and
drafts, apply to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St.
doll#
dly

aa

■ fifill

........

The following list of taxes on real estate of non*
resident owners in the town of Deering, for the year
1882, in bills committed to Daniel D. Chenery. collector of said town, on the 26th day of July, 1882,
have been returned to me as remaining unpaid on the
24th day of July, 1883, and now remaining unpaid.
Notice is hereby given, that if the said Taxes and
interest and charges are not paid into the Treasury
of the said town within eighteen mouths from the
date of the commitment of the said bills, so much < f
the real estate taxed as will be sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor,
including interest •and
charges, will be sold at public auction, at the Selectmen’s office, in said town, on the 28th day of January, 1884, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.

Names,
Babb, W. F.

fast passage

WHITE STAR LINE.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

50xlU0. 200.00

Every Wednesday and Satnrday,

From PHILADELPHIA

Every Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 8
m.
From Pino Street Wharf
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. B. R.. and
South
connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Passage Tea Dollars. Hound Trip 818
Meslr, and Boom Included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. NAiHFMON, Agent,
70 l.oug Wharf, Ho.loa.
deSltf
p.

Philadelphia,

by

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
desiring to nd for friends In the Old Country will save money by buying their prepaid
steerage tickets at the General Ocean Steamship
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street.(don’t mistake, he
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at prs
sent reduced rates by tbeCunard and other fast nrs,

3.20

lot on north
side Elm St. bounded northerly by Abel Chase^. 500.00
Eaton. T. U., house and lot on
north side Mechanic St-, adjoining H. Green. 60x140. 1600.00
Fessenden, J. D. & others, house
and lot ou east side Forest Avenue bounded southerly by j.
N. Winslow. 600.00
Heald, John S., lot of laud on
Plains road between Clark St.
and Central Avenue .1600.00
Horr, Addle B., house, stable and
laud
side Ocean St.,
bounded south westerly by P. &
R- R- R. 2000.00
Haven, Minnie S., lot 23x25 recorded plan Deering Laud Co.
north side Williams St.
400.00
Mclntire, Joseph, h »use and lot
sou'h side Forest St., adjoining
Peter Lunt’s est. t>5xl 2. 600.00
Merrill, 0. B., house and lot in
rear C W. Plummer’s est. on
road from Morrill’s to Abbott’s
Corner. 600.00
Presumpscot Park Association.
lium uu wesi
siue ruui)8#roaa
bounded southerly by J. Murphy’s est. and Samuel Jordan’s
with buildings thereon.9000.00
Purriugion, Geo. W., lot of land
south side Presmnpscot Falls
road, bounded easterly by J.
Huston’s est.with farm thereon 900.00
Thomas, Charles E., lots 36, 37,
38 & 61 & 52, Files plan on

Direct Steamship Linc.|
From BO T »N

28.80
3.20

Delno, Charles N.,

PHILADELPHIA

36.80

8.00
25.60

8.C0

ALL

class mail steamers coming direct across tt-e oceaia
on the warm Golf Stream route, thus avoiding aZl
dangers from Ice and icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; London, Bristol, Cardiit and Galwa>. $24.00; Ham-

burg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Be
terdam, Paris, Bremen and Har ngen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Christi igand, Bergen
Trondbjem. Goteborg, Malino, $28 JO; children on
der 12 half

fare.

SterlinL' and Scandinavian

change at low rates.
jan 24dtf

ex-

J. L. FARMER, Agent,
22 Exchange St.

24.00

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

northerly

32.00
6.40

Eastport, 91c., Calais, 91c., St.
John, N.B., Halifax, 9, S., Ac.
SPUING
THREE

8.00

144.C0

14.40

AKKANGC.VICNTS.

TRIPS*PER

WEEK.

ON AND AFTER IRON.
II
a DAT, MAT 14th Fteameve
af
Ihi. Lie. will
A^SSsJahwwJMs Leave Bailroad Wharf,
foot of State etreet, every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 8 p. m., for
Eastport and 84.
John, with oonnectfons for Calais, Robbinston, SI.

SZJ

■

9.60

Andrews, Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstock Grand
Menan, Campnbelle, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Monoton, Newoastle, Arnhem.
Pietou, Sbediae, Bathurst, Dalheusle, Char
lottetown Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and othet

nations

ob

the New Brunswick and Canada, Inter,

colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Coun-

Clark St.1000.00
18.00
F. C. Mrs
lots 39, 41
and 43, recorded plan 1 «eerine
Land Co. on west side Falmoutli
St. with building material
thereon.1000.00
10.00
Woolman, Jennie S., Land on
south side Ocean St., bounded
33.60
westerly by H. W. Smith.2100.00
Sawyer, John It., two houses and
lot east side Peering St. adjoin64.00
ing Samuel Jordan’s est..4000.00
Jackson, Isaac Est. lot of land on
south side Pleasant St. adjoining W. P. Ayer, 240x133. 1600.00
24.00
Lord, Charles O., house and lot
on Leland St. adjoining Josiah
Simpson, 100 ft. front.. 1600.00
24.00
Mansheld, T. 1L, lot on corner of
Deering and Lincoln St. adjoin9.60
ing A. W. Jordan 100x64. 600.00
ELIAS M. JACOBS. Treas. town of Deering.
dlaw3wTu
Deering, Oct. 9th, 1883.

Turner,

ties, Ball Bonds, and Stage Bootee.
received up to 4 p.m. and any inST'Frmght
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Bailroad Wharf.
For Circulate, with Excursion Routes, Ticket*
State RoomB and farther information apply a
Company’s Office, 40 Exohange St.
T. 0. HKB8EY. President, and Manager'
mavl2
dtf
M. J3L JX XX QODI

A Book for Every man !
Young, middleaged and Old.
The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early lite may be alleviated and cured.
Thoce
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the new medical work pnblishea
the Peabod’
ITIediral I nmiinte, Boston, entitled The Mel*
euro of Life; or, Nelf-Preservation.
It Is
not only a complete and perfect treatise on Manhood.
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and
Physical Debility
Premature Decide in man, Errors or Youth,
etcN
but it contains one hundred and twenty-five prescriptions for acute and chronic diseases, each one
of which is in valuable.so proved by the author
whose
for 21 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
It
contains 300 pages, bound in beautiful embossed
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest
steel engravings, guaranteed to be a finer work in

by

i>tt.

1a. C. \\ j.m

SiNh.uV

5AM>

Li.Aia

i.k-Ak

MENT, a guaranteed spec ficlor Jiystena, Dizziness
Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache.
Nervous Prostration caus' d hy the use of alcohol
or tobacco, Wakefulness, Mental Depression, Softof the Brain resulting i.i Insanity and leading
ening
to nusen% decay and death. Premature Old Age,
Tmpotentv \Veafcn<*<* in either s?:c, Invr.luntaty
Los'.'-s and 8jwr'mrcrrhcea c o-ed b ; ov« r-cr.ertion
s-Jf abuse or over-indulgence. Each
of the brai
box contains one n nth’.-* treatment. $1. abex «r
6 boxes for $5.10; s. nt by m iiip.epaid oa receipt of
nrice. We guarantee 6 box. s to cure any cas2. With
each order received for 6 boxes accompanied with $5.
we will send the purchaser our written
guarantee
if the treatment
to refund the
a cure. J. C. VV est &
antees through II. II. HAY & CO.,

does

nol

effect

Co., Proprietors, issue guarDruggists, only
agents. Portland.Me.,junction Middle and Free Sts-

Dr. KMUiYS

a. m.

1883

GEORGE L. DAY,
Treas. and General Ticket Ageat
E. CUSHING, General Agent
Portland, Oct. 1,1883.
oot2d»f

~

Through Pullman Sleeping Cars
On Trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Port-

^Through Ticket*

freight

..Connections via Grand Trank Rail’
t way leave Portland for Buckfleld and
~^-»r*Canton, 7.40 a. m.f 1.30 p. m.
Leave Jauton for Portland 4.1 o and
9.45 a. m.

On Trains leaving Boston 9
a.m., 12.30 and 7.00 p.
m. and Por.land 8.46 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m.

land 2.00

Railroad Wharf, Portland, every
saSTSsTUESDAY Evening, at 11.16
o clock or on arrival of Steamboat
Exprea* Train*
from Boston, for
Rockland, Caatlne, Dwr lala,
Sedgwick, (stage from 'Cdvwiek to Bine Hill on ar*
rival of Steamer^ South West and Bar Harbor a.
Mil bridge. Will leave san e wharf acerr FRIDAY
Evening lor Machlaaport via all landings.
Connect at ROCKLAND with steamer for BLUE
HILL, SURREY and ELLSWORTH.
At BAR
HARBOR with steamer for QOULDSBORO’ LAMOINE HANCOCK, SULLfVAN
Ei.LSWORTH each trip.
Also with B. & B. Steamers at
Rockland, going
*
*
East, for River Landings.
RETl’R.NIN.s. wl" leave Machlasport at 4.30
a. m. Monday, and
Millbridge every .Monday and
Thursday at 8.00 a m., touching at intermediate
landings,and connecting at Portland with Pullman
and early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
from Bangor and River IjuuUngs for rort-

Northwest, West and -outliwest.

Sumner,

RICHMOND,

'vSJDtl_f»Capt. Wo. fi. Dennison, will lean

I.

points In the

m.

Pullman Parlor

COVER YOUR STEAM PIPES
—

Winter Board for Horses.
boarded for the winter at reasonable

Trainti leave Portland
Dally (Night Pullman) for Saeo,
Blddoford, Kennebunk, Conway Junct., Kittery,
Portsmouth. Newburyport, Salem, Lynn fcnd
Boston, arriving at 6.30 a. m.
At 8,45 a. m. for Cape Elizabeth. Scarhoro, Saco,
Blddoford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport,
Newburyport. and
Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
Lynn, Chelsea
At 1.00 p. in. for Scarboro. Saco, Biddeford,
Kennebunk, Wells, No. Berwick,
Conway
Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 5.10 p. m..
connecting with Sound and Rail Lines for all
Southern and Western points.
At 6.00 p. m. (Express), for Boston and
principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 9 30 p.m.,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p. m. Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30
At

I.AND, MAINE.

IK A

F.

LIQUORS

ORIGINAL. PACKAGES,

SALE BY-

Cor. Myrtle & Congress Sts.
dtf
sepl7

*
ocfclodlw*

Limited Tickets first and second class for
Mt.Jolui and Halifax on sale at reduced
rates.

all hinds, ill the

-FOB SALB

CENTS.

rates. One horse boarded for its
HORSES

1

Halifax,

IMPORTED

Best Cigar in the Market for

GOULD,

opera by Delibes. Given every
Price, $2.00.

FOREST JUBILEE CHOIR.

Guaranteed Havana Filled.

FOR

new

where.

Bird songs, Sic. All the girls|uud boys will like It.
Any book mailed for retail price

HIDALGO CIGAR I
The

The

Wharf, Portland,

received by Telephone. No. 644,

FIVE

charming

the

Winthrop

beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

A Pure Havana Cigar,

NcNAIN Sc WESTON, Westfield, Ha

Monmouth,

Oakland and Worth Anson, 1.25 p.m. Far
miogiou, via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
tThe 11.15 p. mifcrain is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or

STREET,

NEW YORK.

Prices.

after

MONDAY, Oct.
15tli, Passenger Trains will run
as follows
Leave
Portland for Dexter,
Bangor
and
Vanceboro, Mt John, Halifax
the Province*, Mt, Andrew*, Mt.Stephen

country of Udoipho Wolfe's

our

WAV

BOSTON FOR

m.

connect with all
running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macliias, Eastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Truuk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.

general beverage and necessary

other alcoholic preparation.

Paul, Malt Cake City,

Denver,

Trams on Boston & Maine roaa

corrective of water rendered impure by

as

m.

steamers

SCHNAPPS.
vegetable decomposition

RAM TON and

STATIONS at 1.00 p,
PORTLAND at 6.00 p.

Schiedam Aromatic
a

trains.
Seats
Ticket Office.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
PORTLAND FOR

As

St.

naw,

LAWRENCE

MORNING TRAINS FOR PORTLAND
LEAVE K ENNRBUNK at 7.25, and DOVER at 8.00 ARRIVINGatPOBTLAND
at 8.30 and 10.05.

dtf

A.

HAVERHILL,

AND LOWELL at 6.16, 8.45 a. m., 1.00
and 3.30 p. m. FOR ROCHESTER. FAR
MINGTONt Ns H., AND ALTON BAY. at
8.45 a.m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m.
FOR MANCHESTER AND CONCORD, N. H., (via
New Market Jet.) at 6.16 a.m., 3.30 p.m., (via
Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m.

Confess

W.

Conarfa, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, Si. l<oni*, timaba Sagi-

PAN<4EN«EKTRA1NM WILL LEAVE
PORTLAND for BOSTON
and 3 30

ftSSSSKSAat 8.15, 8.46 a. m., 1.00
m., arriving at Boston
feTrfcgSggap.
75-sr

....

|

RATES

—TO—

___

W. T. Sargent,.148 Spring Street.
J. F. sherry,.4&7 Congress Street.
C. C. Eaton,.23 Pine Street.
J. S Libby,..150 Park Street.
*J. F. Clark.14 Mellon Street.
O. K. Gerrish, ...212 state Street.
Samuel Kolfe, .98 State Street.
Wm. G. Hart,.266 State Street.
Sidney Thaxter,.74 Deering Street.
Joseph Russell,.31 Higti street.
Addison Libby.
.64 Clark Stxeet.
Alfred Stap es,.175 Neal Street.
R P. S Gould,.387 Congress
Thos. Edwards, (Berlin Mills Co ) 117 Franklin St.
H. B Brown, (Artist,)
4')U Danforth Street.
B. B. Farnsworth,.357 Spring Street.
Charles Goodridge,.
Deering
C. H. Gilbert. Canton Steam Mills Co.
Y. E. Gilbert,...Canton St< am Mills Co.
J. B. Vance,...Alfred. Me.
W. G. Spring,.Fryeburg, Me.
J. S. Spring,.Fryeburg, Me.
B. B. Murry,..,..Pembroke, Me.
F. C. Johnston,.469 Cumberland St.
A. B. Holden, .84 Lincoln Street.
A. L. Merry,.144 Pine Street.
S. W. Thaxter,.22 Deering Street.
F. W. McKenney,...152 Spring Street.
Mrs. David Keazer .83 State Street.
Zenas Thompson, Jr.124 Pearl Street.
C. E. Snow, .280 Brackett Street.
C. E. Barrett,..6 Deering Street.
Dr. Gardner Ludwig,. 604
Street.
H. T. Blackstone.....Canal Bank.

¥. BAKER & CO,, Dorchester, Mass.

TF.

at

*<5.30 p. ns.
The 1.03 p. m. tialn from Portland oonneets at
Yye- June, with Hoosae Tnnnel House for
tleWest, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
*ItOpringOeld, also with N. Y. & N. E. It.
H .(“Steamer Maryland Konto”) for PbiladelBaltimore, Washington, and the
oath and with Boston Hr Ylbanv R ft. for
the West. Parlor Cars on train leaving ] Portland
at 1.05 p.m. and train leaving Worcester at 8.00

ft

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

of the firm of McMain & Weston,
• would call the attention of
buyers and smokers
to the New Cigar which they are introducing to this
market. It is a tube cigar, free from flavoring or
coloring oi the stock, and absolutely free from poi.
It is a first-class, clean, and guarson of any kind.
anteed to be of the best Havana. Call for I. NT.
Weston’s “Leader,’* striotlv hand made. Also, in
connection, a brand called “Cupid” a Five Cent
Cigar. Smokers who value their health should try
the “Leader,” and note the difference between the
pure and the imitation. Address

1.03 p. m.
and points North

a.m., and 8.36 p.m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
Ear t.orhain, Haccarappa. C.nbcrland
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
mills,
at7.30 a. m., 1.03, (t.HO and (mlxedl

is delicious, nourishing,

for

and

m.

For RocbftBler. SorinovAlp. 4H7ppJ.
erboro and Saco Hirer.7.30 a. m.f 1.05

strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
wel‘1

a. ra.

Stiuncheeter, Concord

1.03 p.

the medieal faculty and a sale unequalec

BAKER’S

under attachment and foi threatento the officer In charge.

about S800.
Brig Shasta, Foss, from Boston, arrived at Apalachicola 9th inst, 40 days from Boston. She has
been roported a missing vessel 1.
Schs Jos Hilton, Capt O P Rogers, sailed from
Fernandina Sept 4 for Newburyport, and the Earl
H Poter, Capt. E O D'zer, sailed from Pensacola for
New York san e day. both loaded with lumber, and
have not arrived. The lighthouse keeper at Hatteias Inlet reports that three lumber loaded vessels,
bottom up, went ashore m that vicinity 4th inst.
Sob Levin a Campbell, Franklin from Philadelphia for Boston, is ashore at Block Island, on a sandy bottom. The Boston Towboat Co have sent

H

Repairing, Remodeling, Regulating,
Toning and Tuning.

was

ing violence

Per

PIANO-FORTE

Capt T B Adams, of ship Richard III, was held in
$3,000 bonds at San Francisce Sept 29th by the U S
Come issiOD, on charge of having left Tacoma while
his vessel

Clinton, Ayer Jane., Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Eg-

es

sep8

mechanically and scientifically; in every department; through every phase of their construction;

Cleared.

..

uuuai

membered by everybody.

Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse to
J B Covle, Jr.
Steamer State of Maine, Pike, Boston for Eastport and St John, KB.
Barque Oneata, (Br) Cooper, Salt (Jay, TI—salt to
Dana & Co. Vessel to Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Barque Hypatia, (Br) Marr, Cow Bay, CB—coal to
Grand Trunk Railway Co. Vessel to Chase, Leavitt
& Co.
sch Mabel Hall, Hall, New York—coal to Randali

& McAllister.
Sch Millville, Ham, Salem.
Sch M*ry Willey, Williams, Portsmouth.
Soh Lizzie Clark, Rich, Kennebunkport.
Sch A M How, (Br) Richardson, Grand Marian—
dry fish to Dana & Co.
Sch Brunette. Colson, Belfast for Boston,
Sch Alice Oakes, Littlejohn, Gardiner for NYork.
Sch Estella. Marshall, Franklin for Boston.
Schs Emma, Spurling, off shore, with 150 bbls
mackerel; J M Plammer, Conarv, 160 do; Georgie
Willurd, 160 do; Robt Byron, 150 do.

m.

PORTLAND,

AT”REDlJCED

Fall Arrangement in Effect Oct. 15, ’83.

of Trains.

On and after Haidar, June IN,
1S83, Passenger Trains will leave
Portland at 7,30 n. m., and
1.03 jp. ns., arriving at Worcester
It 2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Onion Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m, and 11.16 a.
n., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p.m. and 6.40 p.

©

medicine that only requires to be taken in
small doses, is pleasant to the taste, and is
needed in every bouse where there arc
children, as there is nothing so good as
AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL for treatment of Croup and Whooping Cough.
These are all plain facts, which can be
verified by anybody, and should be re-

10.00
-ilO.17
t4.52
U0.41
t6.16
tl0.47
t6.22
tl0.63
t6.28
6.43
11,08
11.16
6.60
oct2dtf

Depot

Exchange Street, and
Foot of India Street.

TICKETS SOLU

Oct. 2d.

Steamer CITY OF

ftmnm*.

^d

TICKET OFFICES:

71

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R

m

OFFICE

ARRIVALS
From Letriilon aid Auburn, 8.35 a. m.,
3 16 and 5.40 p. m.
From Gorham, 9.45,3.35 a. m. and 5.15 p. m.
‘From Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,
12 35 p m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cara ou niglit train and
Parlor Cara on'day train between Portland and Mon*

octlStf

Arrangement

G Pink

P. M.
3.00
4.46

Portland and Worcester Line.

dlyr

AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL has,
in numberless instances, cured obstinate
cases of chronic Bronchitis, Larnygitis,
and even acute Pneumonia, and has
saved many patients iu the earlier stages
of Pulmonary Consumption. It is a

KAA.il

San riseSan w*.„

Amarvelo pnrkv

tion with the multitude of low test, short
weight
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans.
Royal BAKQ.-G Powder Co.. 106 Wall
St., N. Y.
mch6

Is not a new claimant for popular confidence, but a medicine which is to-day
saving the lives of the third generation
who nave come into being since it was
first offered to the public.
There is not a household in which this
invaluable remedy has once been introduced where its use has ever been
abandoned, and there is not a person
who has ever given it a proper trial
for any throat or lung disease susceptible of cure, who has not been made
well bv it.

...

4UN1&X

This Powder never varies.

Pectoral

Cherry

17

4.00

Conum-Mclng

l.twUtoa,

10 00

A. M.
8.26

Ingall’s Road,
Sandy Creek,
Bridgton—Arrive
t Flag Stations.

strength and wholesomeness. More economical than
the ordinary kirn’s, and cannot be sold in
competi-

AYER’S

16
16
17

8.60

Portland-Leave
Bridgton Junction—Leave
Rankin's
Sebago (Witham’s,)
East Denmaik (Perley’s Mills,)

Absolutely Pure.

serious bronchial and pulmonary affections.”

FOR

t3.23
t3.27
f3.66

Portland—Arrive
10.46
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.

DUWii IIIIIUUUUH. IUI11

glTbO

i8.07
t8.13
t8.17
f8.45

Denmark (Perley’s Mills,)
Sebago (Witham’s,)
Rankin’s,
Bridgton Junction—Arrive
East

Pectoral, for treatment of diseases of tbo
throat and lungs. It not only breaks up colds
and- cures severe coughs, but is more effective
than anything else in relieving even the most

....

Heavy 36in. 7 @
Med. 36 in. 6% ®
Light 36 in. 6Vi
Fine 40 in. 7
@

Ings ll’s Road,

The same opinion is expressed by the
well-known Dr.L. J. Addison, of Chicago,
111., who says:—
“I have never found, in thirtv-five years of
continuous study and practice of medicine, any
preparation of so great value as Ayer’s Cherry

...

@3 30;1400 bbls Superfine at 3 16(®3 70; 1200 bbls
low extra at 3 0@4 20
3400 bbls Winter Wheat

season.

Portland

Wtioiexate market.

FROM

Sandy Creek,

And JNocklas Steamboat Company.

FALL ARRANGEMENT

UIPABTIRES:
For Auburn and
7.20 a. id., 1.15
and 5.15 p. m.
For (doihiim, 7.40 a. m.,4.00 and 5.15 p. m.
For Uorhaui, Moaireal, Quebrc nnd Chicago. 1.30 p. m.

p.

7.45
7.52

Portim, Bangor, It. Desert

1X8.'I,

treal.
M.
2.65
3.02
t3 17

A. M.

mid works so sure a cure in all affections
of this class. That eminent physician.
Prof. F. Sweetzer, of the Maine Medical
School, Brunswick, Me., says:—
*‘Medical science has produced no other anodyne expectorant so good as Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral. It is invaluable for diseases of tho
throat and lungs.”

SAILING DaVN OS' STEAMSHIPS,
Arizona.....New York..Liverpool... Oct
Aivo.New York. .Kingston, Ja..Oct
Bothnia. New York..Liverpool.Oct
Werra.New York. Bremen.
..Get
City of Merida.New York. .Havana.Oot
Adriatic..New York. .Liverpool
.Oct
Hammonia.New York..Hamburg
.Oct

TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.

The fatal* rapidity with which
slight
Colds and Coughs frequently develop
into the gravest maladies of the throat
and lungs, is a consideration widen should
impel every prudent person to keep at
hand, as a household remedy, a bottle of
AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL.
VlOb

President.
Ben. Pass. Ag,.

_-

Bridgton—Leave

A Safeguard.

In Deering, Oct. 15, Mrs. Minnie Roberts, wife of
E. E. Carleton, aged 26 years.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at her late residence, Oak street. Deering.
In San Francisco, Willard. H. Francis, formerly
of Bangor, youDgeat son of the late Maj. William
Francis of Portland.
In Augusta Oct. 6, Samuel M. Nickerson, aged 61
years 7 months.

at 2

There is an old proverb which says, “You
cannot get more oat of a bottle than was put in
it.” This is a mistake. A man can get all
that was put in the bottle, and in addition can
get 810 or thirty days.

*

lb

Calfskins.10c
lb
Light *ud Deacon Skins. 26 to 40c each
Rendered Tallow.
•. 7 Vi c^1 lb
The

■

Hides

^ lb
5Vic|> lb
6Vic|> lb
^ lb

Dr* 4 wood*

Hot Water Treatment for Plants.
A correspondent calls our attention to the
following from The Garden, and inquires
whether there is anything it it: “The F orist
asks, Has any one tried hot water as a restorative for sickly plants? and then proceeds to say that M. Willermorz some time
since related that plants in pots may be restored to health by means of hot water. Ill
health, he maintains, ensues from acid
substances in the soil, which, being absorbed by the roots, act as poison.
The small
roots wither and ceased to act, and the upand
shoots
per
younger
consequently turn
yellow and become spotted, indicative of
their morbid state. In such cases the usual
remedy is to transplant into fresh soil, in
clean pots, with good drainage, and this
often with the best results. But his experieuce of several years has proved the unfailing efficacy of the simpler treatment, which
consists in watering abundantly with hot
water at a temperature of about 145° Fahrenheit, having previously stirred the soil of
the pots so far as may be done without inWater is then given
jury to the roots.
until it runs freely from the pots.
In his
experiments the water at first comes out
cl ar, afterward it was sensibly tinged with
brown, and gave an appreciable acid reaction. After this thorough washing, the pots
were kept warm, and the plants very soon
made new roots, immediately followed by

on

and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hid'S over 90 lbs weight.. 7c
Ox and Steer Hides between 80@90 lbs. .6c
Steer Hides under 90 lbs.
Cow Hides, all weights.
Bull aud Stag Hides, all weights. 4e

mg.PEBBV,

J. A. BENNETT,

o

DEATHS.

Slides and

the World,

Stage connection at Bridgton for North Bridgton.
Harrison and Waterford.

Philadelphia.

Oct 10. off Fortune Island, sch Stephen
from Boothtay for-,

Bridgton Junction.

R. R. at

Only first-class 2-feet ftnoge Railroad in

SPOKEN.

Hunt and Miss
Nellie F. Braun, both of West Gardiner.
In Gardiner, Sept. 19 James McGuion and Miss
Lucy B. Potter, both of Pittston.

Foreign Imports.
GRAND MENAN
Schr A M IHnw—9000 hfizcs
herring 76 qtls hake to Dana & Co.
SALT CAY, TI. Bark Oneata—23,028 bU8h salt
to Dana & Co.

Connects with Portland & Ogdeus-

Sept 4th, lat G 08 S, Ion 30 68 W, barque WakeUeld, Crowell, from Dunedin and Lyttleton.

FATHER.

Nay, child, with Love I leave thee and with Joy,
And high A mbitiou of the eagle gaze,
Who. cheering thee, thy sorrow shall decoy,
And lead thee onward through their devious ways.
And though the
night be long, and sere the land,

October 1st, 1883.

Mary O’Neil, Hart,

ham, Blake,

CHANGE OF TIME.
Ou nml nfier MONO AV,OA r. I3«h,
Trains will run as follows :

TAKES EFFECT

FOREIGN FOR H.
At Calcutta Sept 8, ship L L Sturgis, Linnekin,
for New Fork; Oakland, Mitchell, from Bombay.
Sid fm Ardrossan 2d inst, barque Isaac Hall,
Stone Demarara.
At Victoria, BO, 4tb inst, barque Edwin Reed,
Cote, from Nanamo for San Francisco.
Ar at Hull Sept 21, ship Levi G Burgess, Starrett,
San FranclBoo.
Ar at Glasgow 1st inst, brig Ernestine, Norton,
Portland.
Ar at Drogheda 3d inst, barque Ormus, Frost, fm
St .John, NB.
At Bahia Sept 12. ship Lydia Skolfleld, Miller,
from Cardiff.
At Rio Janeiro Sept 22d, barque Nina Sheldon,
Colson, from Iquiquefor Falmouth; brig Havlllab,
Coombs, for New Fork; H B Cleaves, Charleson,
from 1-biladelpbls, ar 20th.
Cld at Havana Gth, barque
Havana, Mitcnell, for
Delaware Breakwater; brig John H Crandon, Sinnett, New Fork.
At Cal; arien 2d inst, barque Fannie H Lortng,
Hillman, for North of Hatteras, 12 days, Idg.
Ar at Cow Bay 8th inst, barque Lotliair, Desmond,
Portland, to load for Bangor,
At Sydney, CB, 10th inst, barque Herbert C Hall,
Doty, for Portland, ldg; sch F L Richardson, Delay,
for Boston, do.
Passed Low Point, CB, 12th inst, ship Golden
Rule, from Sydney for Portland.
Old at Lockport, NS. 12th inst, sch Nellie Marrow, Harding, B W Indies.
Cld at St John. NB, 13th, sobs
Windsor, NS; S F Bird, Farrell,

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

ARRANGEMENT,

WINTER

burg

STEAMERS.

KUMtOA’iS.

Brdgloa & SuBMilver Railrvad,

barque Onaway.

fURTOMOUTH— Ar 12th, scb Lizzie Guptill,
Smith, Rockland.
w»^wVsc^s B ^ Branpcorab, Bangor for Newark;
H M Barbour, do for Baltimore;
Mary Lymburner,
do for New Bedford; Addle J, Steuben for Boston;
Lizzie C Rich, fm Kennebunk for Portland; Globe,
Bangor for Wareham; Altavela, Ellsworth for Readout; J C Harraden Millbridge for Fall River; Medford, and Susie J Sawyer.

by J. W.

Falls)

RAILROADS.

York.

MARRIAGES.--—In

nisrELUNKora.

Wallace, from

SALEM—Ar 14th, sch Lawrence
Haynes^Lewis.
Port Johnson; Mary
Langdon, Rockland fat New

Cotton market
LivuRPOOiy
easier; uplands 6 1 16d; Orleans at 6 3-16d; sales
12,000 bnles; speculation and export 2.000 bales.

Vermont —10l/2@13%
N Y Fact’y..loya'al3y2 OndaraVal.. 10% @11 y2

CHILD.

Sid

Seeds.

GUt Edge Ver....29a30o Red Top.3 00@3 26
Choice.22@23o Timothy.1 U6@l 80
Good.15 a 16c Clover.10
@11

Babbi(^e’ Belfast; Eldora,

*

15th. barque Henry Warner, Reed, Buenos
Ayres; sobs Orissa B Kimball, Kimball, Newburyport.

Enropenn Markets.

Butler.

I go, my child, to seek a cavern
vast.
In a strange country lying to the
west,
Where, one by one, the mighty of the past •
have entered, groping for oblivion’s rest.
Nor can I pause, though faint with thirst and
Nor, save a little space, thy hand retain.

Bangor
Ar

nil Point. South and

PAYSON TCCKEK,
General Manager.
I 276 Middle
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Oct. 22nd.
Gen’l Pass’r A gent
1

aug2tt

OFFICE,
St., open from Oct. 13th to
iitl

experience

every sense—mechanical, literary, or professional—
than any other work retailed in this
country for
$2.60, or the money will be refunded. Price only
$1.25 by mail. Gold Medal awarded by the National Medical Association to ‘he officers of which
the author refers. Illustrated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now.
•Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or
Dr. W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bultinch Street, Boston,
Mass. The author may be consulted on all diseases
requiring skill and experience.
my30dAwlySlil
«ivkiv, that the

in hebery
Notice
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
of Administratrix of the

esupon herself the trust
tate of
JOSEPH E. AIoDONAND, late of Standish
in theCouDty of Cumberland, deceased and given
All persons having debonds as the law directs.

mands upon the estate of said deceased, are reto exhibit the same; and all persons Indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment 1

quiiid

JULIA A. McDonald, Administratrix.
oot2dlaw3w*T
Standish, Sept. 18,1883.
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The Opening

VICINITY.

ADVERTIMEiTlKNTN TO DAY.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

has obtained

in Portland.

subject ot the opeuing lecture was “Madrid and Lisbon.”
Custom House Trials,
Over the Mountains, Curious People, Burgos,
the Cid; a Dark
Reception, Hunting for
Rooms, the Cathedral Lacework in Stone, the
“Christ of Burgos,” the Gateway of the Sun,
peasants and priests, sweet idleness, Cervantes
the palace, a magnificent staircase, a multitude of clocks, the throne of Spain, Alfonso,
and his recent unpleasantness in Paris, the
Queen’s drawing room, the Prado, and evening parties, all were depicted with life-like
faithfulness of detail and vividness of presentation, and the lecturer paused awhile in the
colonnades of Madrid’s picture gallery, which
he claims is the tiuest in Europe.
Before visiting it, he said he had seen Murillo’a “Madonna and Child” at Paris, and
thought he had
seen the great painter’s greatest and
purest
but
here he beheld hundreds of his
conception,
paintings of equal and perhaps in some instances superior merit.
Murillo, so the tradition
ran, painted his flesh tints iu mingled milk and
however
that
blood;
might be, the secrete of
his art died with him, for the glorious
productions of his genius onceflieheld left a strangely
lasting impression of their beauty and truth to
nature on the mind of him who had
gazed.
Then came the Escorial, that colossal building
in which the sometimes pious and always
bigoted Philip II. attempted to imitate the gridiron oa which St. Lawrence on the same
spot
hundreds of years before was roasted to death
by the pagans to whom he brought the Gospel.
Au immense granite structure it is, surrounding a hollow square, crossed by loDg, high,
narrow galleries,
representing the gridiron
bt.rs recrossed by a central bar, from which
out
the
juts
high-domed royal apartments, and
pointed on each corner by a sharp-spired tower
i be

15, Itteil.

OFFICE HOURS:
From 8.00 a. m. to 9.30 p. m.t Sundays
Sundays, open for Carriers and General
from 9 to 10 a. m.

excepted.
Delivery

MAILS.
Boston ana intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.10
9.00 p.
p. m. Closa at 8.16 a. m., 12.00 m. and
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF

m.

Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.10, 6.10,8.20,
at 8.16
a. m.t 12.00

and 11.10 p. m.
Close
m., 6.00 and 9.00 p. m.

Way Mails, via Boston & Maine
8.20 p. m. Close at
8.15 a. m. and 12.00 m.
Great Southern & Western—Arrive at 12.10 5.10,
or

at 1.10 and

8.20 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m.f 12.00
m. 6.00 and 9.90 p. m.
Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.00 p.
m.
Close at 12.00 m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 1.00 p. m.
Close at 12.00 m. and 4.45
and 9.00 p. m.
Morning Northwestern, by Grand Trunk Railway
Arrive at 8.45 a. m. Close at 7.10 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburp—Arrive at 2.05 and 9.00 a.
m. and 1.00 p. m.
Close at 6.30 a. m., 12.00 m.,
4.45 and 9.00 p. m.
Castine. Deer lsie, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert, J ones port, _Machias, Machiasport, East Maand Bar Harbor, via each steamer
chias,
—Arrive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p. in.
via
each
steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a. in
Eastport,

Millbridge

%

previous to sail

Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East—Arrive

2.06

he

Brooklyn journal:

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

via New York, day
ine oi steamers—Close at 8.16 a. m.

popularity

at

Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the nonn~
Arrive at 1.00 p. m. Close at 12.00 m.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via Gf. T. R.—Arrive at 12.45 p. m. Close at 12.45
p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island—Close at
12.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Swanton, Vt., and intermediate offices, via P. & O.
R. R.—Arrive at 10.15 p. m. Close at 7.46 a. m.
uartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P. &
a. m.

representing

the

gridiron spikes.

Away into the interior the lecturer led his
hearers, showing them
grand passages,
wondrously tessalated, and long vistas of
beautiful arches filled, aB he declared, with a

S?SUh!V’ 4WWfeiuAi>g»Ml!Wl«BlBh

beneath which the bones of Philip lay; Burely
a fitting
resting-place for the champion of the
Inquisition, Bhut out forever from the free air
of heaven, the singing of birds and the tiniest
ray of God’s sunshine. The portrait, too, of
Philip, with its finely-chiseled
features,
banghly eyes and half-sneering, half-smiling
m oath was
and
a
thrill
of hate ran
displayed,
through the spectators as they gazed on the
■oaiuicu ui

iuo ujiin

wuu

iaugueu

uut

uuuu,

aiiu

Remember the usual Gospel temperance
meeting at Gospel Mission to-night, at 7.30
o’clock. All are cordially invited.
The report of the Rolling Mills Company
was too previous. The appraisers of the ma-

that when he heard of the Massacre of St.
Bartholomew’s Day, and all were glad to torn
to the other side of the picture and see him, in
imagination, listening to tidings of the destruction of that Armada which had cost him
eighteen years of his life and hundreds of
millions of ducats to construct.
Leaving behind the gloomy shades of Philip
and the Escorial L» Grandja, the Summer
Palace of Spanish Royalty was nextreaohed.
Here on a plain, 4,000 feet above the sea and
surrounded by mountains many thousand feet
higher, a massive marble pile lifts its head
from gardens decked with rare statuary and
grand fountains, fed by limpid mountain rills;
and here royalty, relaxed from cares of State,
hunts and drives and dances the days and
nights away. Royal apartments haunted by
historic memories of Bourbon and internecine
intrigues were barely peeped into ere
the lecturer led his followers onward to view
Segovia and the ruined Alcazar, and pause before the aqueduct of Trojan, that stupendous
monument of Roman architecture, which has
supplied Segovia with pure water for 1,700
years, yet shows no signs of ruin. This was
perhaps, the most impressive work observed
Two rows of arches one surthroughout.
mounting the other, rUing 250 feet from the
in
some
ground
places, built of great blocks of
stone, uumorticed together and merely held by
their wondrouB equipoise, extended for miles,
carrying the aqueduct from a far-off hill to the
city, a work to strike the stranger who saw it
for the first time dumb with admiration. Vo
wonder the common people ascribe to it a supernatural origin. A woman, they say, hundreds of years ago, tired of carrying water up
the long bill that leads to the city, carelessly
called on the devil to help her.
He appeared,
was pleasant, and said that he would
supply
the city with water forever, if she would
She consented, but
give him her soul.
got frightened when she reflected, and
her
told
trouble
to
the priest.
The
holy father, anxious to save his parishioner,
sought and obtained an interview with bis
Satanic majesty, the result of which was an
agreement that if an aqueduct, fitted to stand
forever, were not completed between sunset
and sunrise, the woman’s soul was to be f.ee
from her promise. Tired with his exertions
when nearing the close of his labors at three
o’clock in the morning, the devil, who had
lent bis watch, asked the priest what the time
was, and his reverence replied, “One o’clock.”
“Oh,” said the devil, “I’ve plenty of time to
spare,” and worked more slowly. One stone
was unlaid when daylight surprised the spirit
of darkness and the woman’s soul was saved.
The devil bowled and said it was not a square
daul, but tbaro waa no raforoo and tho priest
laughed at him. Whether the good Father’s
own soul was ultimately forfeited for lying is
not recorded.
The next view of Lisbon, a beautiful vision
of picturesque hills clad in marble palaces and
belted by the broad Tagus with its shipping.
Glimpses of wonderful architecture were
caught here—stonework so exquisite that the
figures on a single yard of its surface were often worth hours of study—one glorious window in particular with carved lattice work
framed in fruits and flowers,
intertwined
around fantastic animals and heads of men.
How disgusting after this was the sight of the
lazy modern Portuguese!
Every beautiful

chinery will not begin

ami Portugal spoke

O. R. R.—Arrive at 11.* 0 a. m. Close at 2.30 p. m.
Worcester, mass., aim in term eaiate omces, via r.
8c R. R. K.—Arrive at 1.35 p. m. Close at 12.30
p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P.
8c R. R. R.—Close at 7.00 a. m.
Carriers’ deliveries are made daily (Sundays excepted.) in the business portion of the city at 7.00
and 10.00 a. m., and 2.00 p. m. In other sections
at 8.00 a. m., 2.00 p. m.
Collections are made on
weekdays at 7.0 0 and 11.00 a. m. and 4.00 and
8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 6.00 p. m.

Superior Court.
BEFORE

JUDGE

BONNEY.

Moitoat.—JothamF. Clark

J.

vs.

Wilbur Locke.

Assumpsit upon a promissory note for $102 on
four months, signed by defendant and payable to
the order of the plaintiff.
Defense, that the note was given for the premium
upon a policy for life insurance, and that the defendant never has received the policy or
any notice that
he is insured. Plaintiff says he, as
agent of the
company, receive! defendant’s policy, retained it
in his hands for

over four months, or until after the
note, when, as the note was unpaid*
he returned the policy to the home office. Decision
reserved.
W. M. Payson for plaintiff.
Hubbard & Brackett for defendant.
Oscar Stacy vs. Hiram Tripp. Assumpsit upon a
promissory note for $100, dated May 10, 1877,
signed by defendant and payable to the order of
Lucy D. A. Elweil, and by her assigned to the

maturity of

the

plaintiff.
Defendant admitted the signature to the note,
but claimed that it was never put there for the purposes of a note; that the note was improperly written above the

Plaintiff,

on

signature subsequent to the signing.
the other hand, claimed that the

payee loaned tiie defendant the money and

saw

him

sign the note. Decision reserved.
E. S. Kidlon for plaintiff.
George F. Clifford for defendant.
Brief Jottings.

decided change of weather yesterday, the mercury falling 36 degrees. The
glass indicated 40° at sunrise, 47® at noon, 41°
at sunset; wind North; bright and clear.
Mr. Henry P. Wood, of San Francisco, is
visiting Portland.
There was

a

Mr. Charles A. Rrnwn baa gone on a. trip to
Aurora, 111.
Mr. Calvert, of the Lewiston Gazette, was in
the city yesterday.

Mayor Deering left town yesterday
the Newbury centennial.
There

were

to attend

525 peodle attended the Art So-

ciety exhibition Saturday.

work until to

day.

A horse, attached to a phaeton, belonging to
Frank Hayes, ran away on Congress street
Sunday night, and smashed the carriage.
Monday, Oct. 15th, was the 93d anniversary
of the birth of the Hon. John Mnssey.
The
occasion was celebrated by a family dinner
at the old homestead.
Dr. Charles A. Meserve of this city, who has
been connected with the medical and surgical
staff at the Maine General Hospital, goes to

Worcester, Mass, this week

locate.
He deserves success and will no doubt obtain it.
A meetidg of the creditors of Kimball Bros.
& Co., carriage dealers, 113 Sudbury street,
Boston, was held on Saturday afternoon.
After considerable discussion the meeting
voted to accept 50 cents on SI, the firm to
pay
all the expenses which have been incurred.
to

The ether day a teacher in one of the public
schools in our State informed her pupils that
State Superintendent Luce would visit the
school

in the afternoou.

One little girl ran
home, and, wild-eyed with excitement, in
formed her mother that the State Superintendent was loose, and was comiDg to the school
that afternoon.
Church of the Messiah.
The ladies of the Chnrch of the Messiah
will hold their annual sale Wednesday and

Thursday evenings at City Hall. There will
be a large assortment of useful and fancy articles for sale.
On Wednesday evening next
there will be a delightful concert.
The music
will be given by a class of graduates from the
Cumberland street grammar school, conducted

by Miss Minnie A. Noyes.

The following will

*be the programme:
Chorus—Abeles. Class
Reading—Selection.Mr. David Moulton

Reading—“Brier Rose,”. ..Hjalmas Hjortli Boyesen

Emma Wyer Moseley.
Chorus—“Mark the Soft Falling Snotv.*’... Sullivan

Reading—"The Raven”.Poe
Reading

Rev. Henry Blanchard.
-“The Ride of Jennie M’Neal

..

.......Will Car'e’.on
Miss Minnie A.

Noyes.

Chorus—“Freedom’s Flag”.Adam Geibel

Reading—The

Class.
Death of the Old Squire.
Emma Wyer Mosely.

n_Jl_A*

Chorus

_

T \-1 .4

Vf.11._

Railway Notes.
The Maine Central directors have voted to
build a new railroad station at Richmond immediately. The new depot will occapy the
aite of the old one.
It is quite probable that the rumors that the
Grand Trunk is desirious of securing control
of the West Shore Road grew out of the fact
that negotiations are at present under way between the two concerns relating to an interchange of traffic, by means of a new fast
freight line to operate between Boston and
New York and Western points.
The trustees of the bondholders of the South
eastern Railway Company, now in control of
the road, have called for a tax of 5 per cent
on the bondholders generally, to pay off the arrears of wages due the laborers on the line.
The Spencer Escape.
Yesterday afternoon the Spencer tire escape
was exhibited at the High School building by
Mr. Van Zandt, the agent, in the presence of
Chief Littlefield, the Board of Assistant En-

gineers, Alderman Emery and Councilman
Turner of the Committee on Fire Department.
The esoape was exhibited at the Falmouth and
City Hotels last summer with great success,
as will be remembered. The apparatus is now
fitted to a truck, with life line, gun and arrows
and the line is shot over the building and then
caught by the occupants and the escane hauled
to the desired spot.
Accidents.
Mr. Richard M. Libby, with Woodbury,
Latham & Co., had one of his feet badly injured by one of his horses stepping npon.it,

Saturday.

£
Mr. Joseph Bradford, the tool maker, while
was
Sunday,
at
Gorham
harnessing a horse
quite badly injured by the horse turning suddenly around upon him, severely injuring

ankle-

great past, when a
chivalrous, fiery, haughty Lrace, bold in conception, great in achievement, dwelt in both
countries, and of a greater might-have-been
foiled by the misguided bigotry which expelled the Moors and Jews, burned all other
heretics, and gave the conquerors a wilderness
where the conquered had left a garden. Surethe spirits of Philip’s martyrs must look down
in pity on the indolent, effeminate and ignorant descendants of their persecutors.

one

a

Electric Lights in City Ball.
The Consolidated Electric Light Company
of Maine have placed five electric lights in

City Hal), and they were tried laBt night for
the first time. During the lecture the hall was
of course darkened, the electric lights being
switched off.

At the close of the lecture the
current was put on and the pure white light of
the American system flooded the hall with
brilliancy. The audience present viewed the

light asthey passed through and

oat of the hall
observe its appearance and effect on the
colors and to compare its brilliancy with other
illuminators. Judging from casual remarks on
all sides the opinion was pretty general that
the light was even more brilliant than before,
while its effect upon the tints of the walls and
ceiling was to bring out the colors with greater
distinctness. Another point in favor of the
electric light in city hall or in any public hall,is
its freedom from heat and its equal freedom
from any vitiating effects upon the atmosphere.
A committee from the Maine Charitable Meto

chanic’s Association was present at the close
of the lecture to observe the points, advantageous or otherwise, about the new light. They
were so well pleased with its appearance and
effect that they ordered Supt. Sawyer to place
the Consolidated Company’s light in their hall
and it will be used there for the first time on
Thursday evening. There are also in the city
building three other lights of this company, one
at the head of the main stairway, one in the
Aldermen’s room and one in the room of the
Common Council. These are sufficient for experimental purposes, but the company is confident that they will give such satisfaction that
there will be an early demand that other parts
of the building shall have an equal advantage*

Explosion of

“Three UhafeiB*’.Class

Reading—Selectioa.Rev. Henry Blanchard
Chant—Lord’s Prayer.Class

of

a

THE

NEW

Locomotive Boiler.

Yesterday morning engineer Charles Pear-

Annual Me'‘ting.

GREAT BARGAIN

ALL WOOL DRESS G003S.
We offer TO-DAY

NOTES.

this country from his first wife aud was wedded to Miss Dunning a number of years ago.
but the marriage, though legal here, was not
good in English law until the hnsbaud was
freed from his first bonds in Great Britain
Miss Dunning is now a leading actress.
Lawrence Barrett’s engagement at the Park
Theatre, Boston, will begin on November 12
(one week later than Edwin Booth’s at tht
Globp), and will continue three weeks. “Fran
cesca da Rimiui,” which has reached its 50tl

KINES

the tender, and his

by flying

glass.

thrown out of the cab and
The fireman
struck on his shoulder in a ditch by the side
of the track. Tne two men ran back and sig-

city, or rather what was left of it. The
engineer says he had only 90 pounds of Bteam
to

on

thiB

at the time of the

“Temporary Home”

For
Children-

Women

anc

This institution has been gradually and un
ostentatiously working its way into publii
notice, literally carrying out the injunction,
“By their works shall ye know them.” Thi
purpose of the institution is to provide shelte
and employment for the women and childrei
of the State of Maine, who may be found oi
the streets, in bad homes, in stations or
pub
lie institutions, or are reduced to dependeuci
upon public charity, aud
----WU.J/.BWVU

who need to be pioWV»

iwn,

W 11111

the institution is felt to be an active agent in s
humane and reformatory direction, it is no

generally understood; and many of those win
at first were prejudiced,or who honestly doubt
ed its practical value, are inquiring into oui

especial need of assistance.

First of all,

w<

wish to say to our friends throughout th<
State, that our “Home” is open to all win
need
our
care
wherever
and wheneve
bronght to our notice, and we would cordially
and earnestly invite ladies visiting our city ti
show their interest by inspection and personal
Investigation into the merits of the institution
In so doing they will learn that our littli
“Home"

is

our needs
sadly inadequate
With the approach of winter there is increase!
demand for funds to meet the want of fuel
clothing, food and shelter for a large numboi
of women ard children, friendless, and bu
for ns, homeless.
The work of carrying on this insti tution ii
to

cheerfully

done by Portland women, sustaiuec
by generous aid from citizens, bat we wan
every town and township in the State to lent
a hand.
We beg the ladies of our auxiliary commit
tee to
urge upon the good, warm-hearted
of their town to become members, and
to form circles, that will with busy
finger!
work for our women and babies, with the as
surance that they are being made better and
women

happier by

their kind bounty. We desire the
philanthropic men of our State, those whe
wish to lessen pauperism and vice, to give uf
the means to provide a suitable house for oui

inmates, where there shall be facilities foi
work, where our rescued women shall be
strengthened and encouraged by being employed and taught the meaus of maiutainance.
A laundry, a sewing room,
a
knitting
machine, a garden, where women and children
can raise vegetables and fruit for their own

and for sale are all needed. The benevolent gentlemen who have donated for out
use a fine lot of land
for our building,
have taken the first step in this good and—tc
and
now
we
feel sure that we
be—groat work,
have only to send forth this appeal to bring a
hearty and generous response.
Mbs Bion Bbadbwby, PreSinent.
use

Policemen’s Ball.

City Hall will be filled with a brilliant party
to-night on the occasion of the policemen’s
ball. There is still opportunity afforded foi
all who have not purchased tickets to secure

Brunswick—Samuel R. Jackson to Charles
M. Herring, land. *100.
Simeon C. Coffin to William D. Finkham,
land and buildings.
*100.
Otisfield—Nellie L. Frost to Charles Scribner, laud and buildings. 81,000.
Persia T. Scribner to Nellie L. Frost, land
and buildings. *1,000.

Wo

All

premium pays about 3Vi

a

Policies Won-Forfeitable under

THE MAINE NON-FORFEITURE LAW.
These policies require the payment of twenty-five
annual premiums. At the end of the twenty-fifth
year, the insured is entitled to one of three options,
—an annuity during
a definite and stated cash
t;a/Mc(independent entirely or dividend earnings],
if
or,
insurable,
policy. These policies
are subject to the Maine
Law, contain no restrictions upon travel and residence, and,
after three
none upon employment, and are
years,
incontestable. They are entitled to dividends in reduction of the fifth aEd subsequent annual premiums,

life,

apaid-up
Non-forfeiture

We have three

tn

styles in extra quality

Driving Gloves particularly desirable for
Thysicians or Business Men who wish a

first-class article that will fit well and do
good service.

Push

for

This is

which gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
interest, from which you may withdraw your deany time, or neglect to make it.
to make money than to save it.

posit at

as

It is easier

has paid over 13,300
THE NORTHWESTERN
Besides giving in
000 matured endowments.
surance these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 6% per cent, compound interest.
THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in
vested in the most productive and solid securties of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses anti taxes, an
average of 4.27 per cent Interest.
THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over a 4 per
cent, reserve is $3,022,012,
SINCE 1876 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
better by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.
The above

LEWIS

Endowment
Cor sale by

Policies

PRICE $2 PER PAIR.

FERRIS,

Manager

for Me. & N. H.

Agencies, Portland.

octl3

eodtf

Special Agent.

Owen,
octlG
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Connecticut Mutual
INSURANl
—

OF

f

ALL

wilbosu coffipomro of
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COD LIVER}
k OIL AND LIME. J
■

Wilbor’* Cod Liver Oil and Lime—Person*
who have been taking Cod Liver Oil will be pleased
to learn fh <t Dr. Wilbor has succeeded, from directions of several professional gentlemen, in combining the pure Oil and Lime in such a manner that it
is pleasant to the taste, and its effects in Lung complaints are truly wonderful.
Very many persons
whose case^were pronounced hopeless, and who had
taken the clear Oil for a long time without marked
effect. have been entirely cured by using this preparation. Be sure and get the genuine. Mar ufaotured
by A. B. Wilbor, Chemist, Boston.

only
all

Sold by

druggists.

Cau lion.
hereby cautioned against haror
boring trusting any of the crew of the Br.
bark “Hypatia
Marr, master, lately arrived at
this port from Cow Bav, 0. B., as no bills of their
contracting will be paid by captain or consignees
octl 6d3t
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.

A

are

Wanted.
CLERK iu fancy goods department
BILLdry and fancy goods
Jobbing house; must

shown in this city,
consisting of Steel Engravever

—OF—

"ourTariety
-OF-

li BIES’ WALKING
BOOTS.
French Goat Button, mat kid top.
Straight Goat Button, Dongoia top, tip
toe.
Pebble Goat Button, common sense last.
Pebble Goat Button, iiiand made (Bart’s)
French Calf Button, cork sole.
GENUINE DONGOLA Button.
Curacoa Kid Button, patent leather top.
Curacoa Kid Button, common sense.
Curacoa Kid Button, cloth top.
Straight Goat Front La e, mat kid top.
Curacoa Kid Front Lace, mat kid top.
Curacoa Kid Front Lace, cloth top.
A FI LL LINE OF

DRESS

BOOTS

in French and Mat Kid, and Patent
Leather; also all the Latest Styles
in Evening Slippers.

M. G. PALMER,
No. 230

MIDDLE ST.

cctlS

eod4w

DRESS

GOODS.

—

TO
octlCdtf

in
be

a
a

<>irls W anted
factory; steady employment given.
Inquire at JOHN B, CURTIS’S,
Cor.

all its branches. Fine GOLD
and BRONZE work a specialty.

Fore and Deer streets.

RUBBER

bbl:
Important

lo

We are now ready to display the finest
•assortment of Fall and Winter Dress
doods that we have ever kept, and we
call special attention to the various
styles we are selling at $1.00 per yard.
They are very choice goods for that

[ug. J. T.

ajhvlMse Belting.

400
sep26

tons Ac.

J. M. DYER & CO’S

Our Brocade Velvets in colors, at $2.25
per yard, are great bargains.
An elegant line of Black Dress floods
constantly on hand.

of Rubber

CHAMBERLIN k HOISTED,
Congress Street.

dtf

the

without surrender or care on the part of
an amount also Indorsed on each
a part of it, and participating in

Insured, for

Policy,

surplus.
For Cash and paid Policy values, inquire of

Nice steady

employment (or spare time) at
own homes, in city or
country, distance no
objection, with good salary: all work sent by mail,
free of charge! No peddling! No
canvassing!
Apply at once with stamp, for further particulars.
your

Jength

of time.

wear more

than

oct3_

Premiums

and

double the

on

173 & 175 Afevonsl:

“ARCHIBALD’S EXTRA”
Flour, the pioneer of all the
tent Hours in America.

application.

CO.,

57 Reade St., Now York.
Factories at Cliilsen, ITIass.

Oct 13

“ESTABROOK & EATOA’S”

GREAT BARGAINS

Genuine La Normandi

-AT-

CIGARS!
a©

Temple St.

astonishimrlT

low

prices

at

the

MARINE

PIANO and ORGAN

Losses

Retail

\
(L.

eodtf

Days

J, D. JONES, President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President.
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President*
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

PORTLAND:

J. W.

'^EXCHANGE
MUNCER,

ST.

—

Samuel Thurston
(No. 8.)

PORTLAND FILE WORKS.

AT

SQ.,

(DAILY)

MANUFACTURES

Herbert O.

AND FILES.

We manufacture and carry a large stook of good
hand-cut Files* and Kanp*, and ask consumers to
We also lie-cut Files and
favor us with a trial.
Hasps in the best manner and as cheap as good work
Orders by mail or otherwise
can be done for.
promptly attedded to.

L. BRODICAN & CO.
octC

Sextette,

—

—

AND

—

SCHUBERTMALE QUARTETTE
Can be engaged collectively or separately. Additional vocalists and talent also furnlBbed for Concerts, Conventions, L;ceum Entertainments See.
For terms, address

K.

HAWES,

Music

ITT HUDDLE ST.,

ocU___

Dealer,

PORTL <SD
eodlm

Portland, Me
dim

Is one of the best iu the market,
for sale and rental Wm. P. Hastings’ 144 1-2 Exchange St. I have
two well famished chambers to
rent at 22 Wilmot Street.

001*_
S. It.

FineChocolatelDrops

1

—

WS-.BEK CLCB, Twenty Male Voices.

d2w

NILES,

Advertising Agent,

230 " Asm «TO.\ ST.,
BOSTON
Contracts for Advertisement, in Newspapers in a
Bitiea and towns of tlie United igtatef ud the
aritUU Provinces.

103

or

AND

—

OF

—

No. 93

Exchange St, Portland,

Me.

EF*All business relating to Patents promptly and
executed.
ju!2dtf

faithfully

GIVE HIM A CALL !
my30

dtf

f\ I

Sole Agent for the new Pnr
B flk B
ker Trap Gun.Frank Wes.1 § ra
*i£^2
B Mi Vr son’s Pocket KiUri, ana the
celebrated “Holubird’’ Hunting Wuita. Suits
made to measure and samples of cloth furnished.
Also, the new composition Target IIaIIn; better
and cheaper than Glass. English and American Dou-

X

ble and Single
ment of

Guns, together

with

a

general

Spring St.

Holler and Ice Skates.
Agent for DuPont’* Powder, Sporting and
Blasting; Atlas Powder, Caps and Fuse. Orders
from the trade tilled at lowest prices.

STEPHEN BERRY.
Book, Card and Job Printer.

G.

L.

oct2

dtf

Agent for the “Henley’
iep3

Holler Skate.

MALE.

FOR SALE.
desirable real estate
Middle street, for
VERY
sale at
great bargain. The lot being 90
on

a

feet

Middle street, by 120, containing about
11,000 square, on the corner of Middle and Chatham streets. A 2Ya siory brick
building, with
•tores and tenement over stores.
This lot is 36 feet
by 82, next on Middle street, three wooden steres
and stable in rear, this lot is 66 feet by 120. A 2Vfe
story brick house on Chatham street, No. 9, lot 36
by 40. This property is suie to increase in value
as it is in the center of the city and can be used for
houses or stores; This property will be sold at a
great bargain, as the owner is about to leave tbe
on

State.

Terms to suit

Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR,
No. 93 Exchange Street.

purchaser.

For Sale.
Very desirable Hmnd for Hotel, Hummer
Boardiog fl u»e,or Country Home.
Homestead of the late Oliver Dow, situated
at West Buxton Village, on the Saco River:
containing fifty acres excellent land, two story
brick bou^e and “L,” barn,
stable, wood house, ice
house, sheds Ac. The buildings will be sold separate from the land if desired. For terms. Ac. aDDlv
to CYRUS F. DAVIS, West
Buxton, Maine/

THE

aug28eodtf

__

IMMENSE
OF

SALE

—

Assignee's

Sale!

I will ofter for sale at Public Auction, at NORWOOD, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., on tbe SEVENTH
DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1883, at 10 o’clock a. m. all
the Real and Personal property of the lato NORWOOD LUMBER COMPANY
consisting in part o
the following property;

43 ,410 acres of limber
Lands, situate on and near
Racket River; three Gang Saw
Mills, Box and Tub
Factory, Sash and Door Factory, with water rights
and booming privilege ample to accommodate
tbe
mills. 3,500,000 feet Pine Lumber, 4.000,000 feet
-ovi uo

QliltCSi

^UU

personal property. The above property is in
good condition.
For further and more minute
description, address
LOREN R. ASHLEY, Assignee,
Norwood, St. Lawrence Co* N.Y.
*
Dated Oct. 5th,
1883.
octlldlw
_

For Sale.

AT

TELEPHONE 114.

WE

HITRROWES,

lias removed to the corner of Preble and Kennobec street, directly opposite the Portland and Hoch
eater Depot.
au4dtf
Biojt

Bradbury.

a.

W. Bradbury

BRADBURY,
Counsellors at Law.
31 Exchange street,
jy27

I

OKTEAJVP, H1A11VE,

SEE HEKE!
show any
in want of
nice
Can
great bargains at Gorham Village.
One 2
one

—

Gorham,

—

ors.

MRS. I. P. JOHNSON,
7 Clapp’s Block, Congress St.

of land.

Me.

jy3 ldtf

DIAMOND ISLAND.
lots bougnt and sold
by
V.'. F

Building

WALDitON,

aa821

Inspection.

eC'r£r^er

residence

acre

fruit trees, nice water.
One 2
story house, new, never has been occupied, very nice lot 00x115, fruit trees, currants
«c.. nice water.
Send for plans and descriptions to
G. i). WEEKS, Auc. and Real Estate
Agent.
50

WHouse lots for Sa

Mrs. I. P. Johnson invites
your attention to her
stock of Fall and Winter
Millinery, which was nevor ruore attractive
than at present.
ant assortment of Birds’ Breasts
and Ostrich Plumes to be found in Portland.
Also
a tine line of Velvet
Kibbous in all widths aud col-

OCtlO

a

story house, “Lt” and stable,

d3m

BONNETS & HATS
Now open for

Cumberland Mills, near the depot, the two
and half story house, lately occupied by Mrs.
Phinehas Barnes, on main road from Saccarappa to
Portland. Contains 10 rooms with ample closet
room, in good repair. A pleasant sunny house in
desirable neighborhood, Sebago water ou both
floors, perfect draluage, lot of land 50x150. For
sale at a bargain, immediate
possession given.
Terms easy, inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
oct9d3w
93 Exchange St., Portland.

180 Middle St.
dtf

FOR
At
\

SALE
BAR.&AIN,
desirable two

A

ER\

story house in the westthe city; first-class location;
f"
frescoed throughout In oil; in perfect repair: a gem
jf a home, large new
furnace, hot and cold wator
upon both floors; ten rooms w ith bath room. For
full
at the house, 125 Emery st. or
particulars
apply
to N. S. GARDINER, 93 Exc-hauge St. sep20dtf
*

®^n.f,art

Hotel.

BAILEY.

octOdtf

^

all the large
are located, in dry
other Glasses of goods. Fitted up
goods, Fancy
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator, Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect
repair. Heateo by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 334
Brackett St. where the keys may]be found.

No. 37 Plum Street.

291 Middle Street
Opp. Falmoutli

separately

the Post Office where
BELOW
Wholesale Jobbing Houses
and

FZ

assort-

Hunting and Fishing Goods.

>

—

Shingle:1,500 cords Wood; Logs in river; a quantity of Hemlock, Ash and Cherry Lumber, also
Wagons, Sleighs, Harnesses, 23 Horses. Camp
Equipage, Cars, 1 Fire Engine, Hose and Cart and
all

BRADBURY &

A Great Variety of OtheriSFirstclass ton lectio aery.

OB

will be rented

to let;
Store Nos. 11? & 119 Middle St.

Briggs,

BUILDER,

Lime’Juice Tablets,

—

ALSO THE

room**

LUMBER PROPERTY!

BUSINESS CARDS.

Caramels,

BAND

LET,

CORRESPONDENT

—

13 MARKET

THE HALLET S DAVIS PIANOFORTE

HAND-CUT

RASPS

OR

pat

—

eodlm

—

Clarinet Soloist*

Chandler’s Orchestral

been

sep3eod3n_

W. ATWOOD.

G. 0. HUDSON

with-

—

CONGRESS and Casco streets, having
in thorough repair is now offered to
the public for Lectures, Concerts and
Dancing. For
to
the Agent, R. B. SWIFT. 613
terms, apply
Congress street.
oct4eodlm
/~10R.

43

(FALMOUTH HOTEL,

8epl!)

Fannie M. Hawes,
Soprano Vocalist.
William E. Chandler,

Pa in Thirty
After roof.

—

L, C. GILSON,
J. H. WHITNEY,
®. H" HAY & SOJf,
L. J. PERKINS & SON.
J. K. LENT A CO.

and

ME.

Premiums.$5,929,538

American & Foreign patents,

HINDS,

Wholesale

STREET,

BRASS

To Let.
A few desirable Knoiia iu the St. Julian
Hotel, No. IttO Middle Ml. Hotel recently
r«nv*.i«<i in every particular. Apply to
JANITOR.
octl2dlw

1,616,844 86

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

C. H. GUPPY & CO.,
H. P. S. GOOLD,

SICAL.

—

_TO LET._

68

40 PER CENT.

(CONANT, PATRICK & CO.

STUBBS BROS.,

$4,412,683

Dividend to Policy
Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1882,

\

Boston.

A large and new assortment, of Pottery
for decoration. Artists’ Materials,
Cabinet Frames and all the
uoyelties in my

CHANDLER'S

ON

FOR

8ix Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. #, 1883.

( W. & C. R. MILLIKEN,

Wholesale

FineGold Bronze Frames

1 U

AGAINST

ASSETS,==
$13,171^676.0 2

lowing places:

Engravings, Photos, and Framing
Material,

PORTLAND,

Found.
the first of October, a thirteen foot dory.
Owner can have the same by proving property
and paying charges. Call at K. BROWN, east end
of E street, Knightville.
octlOdlw*

Middle

-rsj

insurance uo.

Premiums on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1882.

Can be found at the fol-

The Largest Assortment of

°ct15_

liberally

The

ecwllm

eod3m

Retail,

COVERS,

pa-

This flour is made from Selected
Hard Spring Wheat by the miller
who first introduced it to the public, and is withont a superior in
the market. Ask your grocer for
it and take no other.
Verify the Brand by the Above Cut,

St., Boston.

*’»*e

SOME

on

Total Marine

We will Warrant

quotations furnished

*W

_1882.

The above cut is an EXACT FAC
SIMILE of

West

Lost.

Marine Risks from 1st
January 1882, to 31st December,

Satisfaction.
Samples

•

i'emple Street.

two months ago, a valise from the United
States Hotel, containing Dental Goods. Gent’s
Neck Tie. Shirts,-Collars, Vests Ac.
The finder
will be
rewarded by leaving the same at
the Hotel
octiudlw

ATLANTIC
ti uumi

^

House No. 175 State Street.
FCRNINHED
OR
INFIRNIMHED,

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and iiaue
policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.

separate.

Try Our Giant Belt.

36

_

CIKLS WAITED.
Portland Star jtlatch Co.,
Commercial Street.

TO

lr

d3w

Wanted.
Uf sell Eagle Wringers on install^lANVASSERS
ments. Good salary or coinmision paid. Also
Agents to sell Wildes, Patent Button. Apply
B. B. MARTIN, Manager,

mechanic Hall To Let.
KInngor.
eodlm

open

For

cannot

Immediately.

Telegraph Co. 280 Washington St., Boston.

FAIRBANKS,

RISKS ONLY.

heavy main belts you will find
Tt superior to anything made. It is also
supenorsfcr
Endless Belts, as we stitch the splice in such a
way that it

cod3t*

Kf | YOUNG LADIES and 75 gentlemen to learn
9J\ w Telegraphy, a business that affords unequal
ed
for steady and pa>ing employment.
Salaues to competent operators are from $46 to
$126 monthly and there is a great and continuous
demand for our graduates. Over ««.0 fl ling paying
situations. Wo are the oldest institution in New
England and our facilities and equipments are unexcelled.
For particulars call or address with
stamp Boston Telegraph Institute and Metropolitan

dtf

made in the

We believe it will

way.

Portland, Me.

sepl8

INSURE

OLD STAND OB’

assortment

Congress St.

H. N.
General Agent,

octidtf

WANTED-Young Ladies & Gents.

and made

OF YEW YORK

line.

large.andllelegnnt

STUBBS,

FLOUR.

Belting
ordinary
way, and the plies being so firmly stitched, as well
as frictioned together, that the belt cannot
separate
as many belts made in the old
way will, after being
used for a time, especially when run at a
great
•peod or in damp places.
We particularly call tbe attention of all Mill owners to this Belt as being in the end the
cheapest belt
they can buy, while the first cost Is only about ten
cent
more
than
per
belting made in the ordinary
case

East of

A

Policies,

Wanted.

boat but little used and good model.
AGQpD
Address A, ibis office.
octl2dlw
row

—

apart
with cotton cord, which has a pulling strength of
fifty pounds. It Is then stretched in its plastic
state, drawing the plies so close together, that
with the strong cord with which it is stitched material strength is added to the belt, and the stitches
are so drawn into the plastic
rubber, that they oannot wear off on the outside. The outside cover is
then put on seamless, so that it cannot open, as is

We also call attention to our line of
Plain and Brocade Velvets, both black
and colors.

499 Fore Strce
eodtl

EN and

They

_

Belting is made up with the usual plies of
Duck and Rubber, and, before putting on tbe out
side cover, it Is stitched in seams 'one inch

C.

Sealskin and Matelasse Cloakings,
Blankets and Sheeting Flannel,
Hosiery, Gloves, Underwear, But-

Wanted.
WOMEN to start a new business at
tlieir own homes. No peddling; 60 cents an
hour made; send 10 cents for 12 samples and instructions.
Address H. G. FAY, Rutland, Vermont.
octl3dlw

\f
iv-l

a part of it.
reserve than the policies

W. G. CLIFFORD, Special Agt.

price.

»er>2I)

based upon a LARGER

This

sep28

451

are

edch Policy and made

of any other company of this country, thas giving
Additional Security and Value. They participate in the division of the surplus earned during
their entire continuance.
Thev are Non-forfeiting, becoming, in case of lapse after the payment of two or more annual premiums, Paid-up

GIANT BELTING.

the

the term of years for which the
period
Guaranteed Cash Value In-

50 Exchange Kneel,

We have just patented a new article In Rubber
Belting which is sold under the name of

CHAMBERLIN & HOISTED.

ctoo.v

Cloth, Ottoman, Tricotte,
Cardinette, I)rap de Alma, Brocade, Bianitz, Plain and Brocade
Velvets, Velveteens and Plushes,

Wanted
FIRST-CLASS Salesman in

a retail grocery
store in this city. He must be active and experienced in the business. Address with references
octlEdtf
“GROCER," Press Office, Portland.

A

LOST AND FOUND.

payable; or of any subsequent
a

y

___my!2-dtf

They are written ;for the whole term of life, thus
continuing the insurance without limit, or for so
long as it may be desirable,or they may be surren-

on

oct8dtf

WANTS.

L.OWEST WET COST.

dorsed

Utl>

Consignments solicited

m.

aug30dtf_

which afford

of live years, for

W«.

0. >.

Regular sale ot Furniture and Oenera Merebandise every Laturday, commencing at 10 o'clock
a.

—

Limited Premium Life Policies

are

n»’e

opportunities

1846.

ASSETS, January 1,1883.$61,002,422.78
Surplus by Connecticut Standard..
3,724,844.21
Surplus by New York Standard (estimated!
0,860,000.00
Ratio of expense of management to receipts in
1882, 8.75 per cent.

premiums

Etchings, Photogravures, Artists’ Proofs, Photographs
and Water Colors. My stock
of Mouldings is now complete, and I am prepared to do framing in

a

REVERB RUBBER

WILL YOU CALL

Bison

Saimnau IS. Kxc»
». O. BAILS V

Wanted

HARTFORD, CONN.

octltieod&wlm

3 Free St. Block, PORTLAND,

MONDAY, OCTOBER 1st.

d3t

ootl6

octll_

dered at the end of

ings,

rapid penman, quick at figures and furnish good
recommendations. Address Box 1392.
octlCd3t«

work in

invoice of the latest publications, direct from the importers, some of the finest
new

have ever offered

we

F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers

-AT THE-

persons

the best stocks

TRUST NO OTHERS! NONE CAN COMPETE
WITH US!
LOCK BOX 27, Rochester, N. H.

CO.,

THE NEW

of

Place, Portland, Maine.

THE

—

one

Persian, Bahndour, Doghestan, Curd, z and Koala
Rugs aud Carpets, in antique and modern styles and
colors. We invite an examination on TUESDAY,
ltith Inst. Catalogues on app ioatlon.

LADIES

A ¥¥ATT¥Cli'MT?¥rr t

PERFECT PROTECTION

:

Ex-

to call and examine the Franco American Fo.m, a perfect instrument ami
system
for Dress cutting and tltttng. Patented July 1888.
Gives perlect lit.
French Dart and Adjustable
Sleeve learned easily.
Dress cutting and fitting
a specialty.
MDLLE. E. E. WOOD, No. 2 Tolmsn

This Company has established an
Agency in this city and offers

dtf

&

Wanted.

T. T. MERRY, STATE AGENT.
jne23eodtf

JACOB L. GREENE, President.
JOHN M. TAYLOR, Secretary.

Moore & Co.

Salesroom,

Boat

McLELLAN, GORHAM,

Organized

J. F.

—

P. W. B AlLEt & CO.,
luctioiuw.M and Commission Nferciiam

by comparison of result*.

shown

Business.

o>*

change Street.

lifg>_

a

annuity r»f $1 OOf a crash value of $] ,386.70, or, If
insurable, a paid up life-policy of $3,230.
On Table No. 2, the premium for same age is
$79.43. Twenty-five premiums entitle the insured
to a life-annuity of $200, a cash value of $2,771.40
or a paid-up for $6,470.
Table No. 3 gives the results of a payment of
twenty-five annual premiums of $60 each, at all
ages. At age 20, the results would be a life annuity of $144, a cash value of $1,992.60, or a paid:up
policy for $4,660.
This plan is fully and and clearly described in the
Ccmpauy’s^aublications, which will be furnished
upon application to the home office, or any of its
agencies. It will be found, upon examination, that
it possesses especially ailvantageous features, and
covers all desirable farms of
insurance, being particularly adapted to meet the precise wants of the individual insurer.
Sw^In the hands of active, energetic, industrious
agents, it cannot fail to be productive of a large and
profitable busiuess.
The Company is ready to negotiate with, and will
make liberal contracts for good territory with
agents who will energetically

at

cent. In-

per

___

PUBLIC OPENING

511 Congress Street,

Residence,

The Uniou Mutnal Nou-Forfeiture Investment Plan.

DRIVING GLOVES

Warerooms of

octl

Restriction* Upon Travel.
or Occupation.

Twpntv.flrft nrptninmi abHHb lha inmiro.l

presentation.

GH.AIV1}

Deeds:
Portland—Thomas F. Foss to John S. Foss,
land. $2,000.
Thomas F. Foss to Walter T. Foss, land.

Whiob at

—

& Thursday, Oct. 17
per cent. Government Bond Wednesday
18, at 10 a. iu. and 3 p. m.,

Better than a

Results Accomplished.

On Table No. 1. at age 20, the premium lg 844.86.

Wedding Anniversary.

time followed the

Vluinut.

Policies.

Incontestable

STREETS.

TEMPLE

presented him
A general good

Purely

Assets Over Nix Jlilliou Dollars.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

The expense is small but the
them to-day.
assistance afforded the department by the sale

accident._

Clara Bond to Jennie W. Berry, land and
buildings. *300.
Westbrook—Rufus King et ala to Anthony
Brown, land. *1.
Scarboro—Alvin B. Plummer to Charles
Lord, land. *35.
Solomon Libby to Randolph C. McKenney,
land. *1.

Thirty-four If earn Ol*.

>t.

scenery gotten up for it in New York will bt
used at the Park.
One of the rumors cleverly set afloat abou
Gilbert and Snllivan’s next opera is to tin
effect that one of the leading features of tht
new libretto will be a skit upon
the fair stu
dents ot Girton College.
In “Patience” Mr
Gilbert satirized the so-ca!le4 aesthetic youth
not because be was aesthetic, but because h(
was a nuoiDug, ana pretended to despise
thi
sweets of life in favor of a shadowy idea h<
called art. The ladies are now, it report lx
true, to come under castigation.
In satirizing
the [higher education of women craze, th<
shafts of wit will, of course, be aimed chiefly
at those who pretend to despise marriage, ant
love, and family life, at the fair blue stockings, at the champions of so-called rational
dress, and so forth. By the way, there is no
the smallest truth m the report that th<
forthcoming comic opera will be the last Sii
Arthur Sullivan will write. Sir Arthur is no
so foolish aB to resign a
good thing, and bott
he aud Mr. Gilbert are nnder a contract to Mr
D’Oyly.Carte for a term of years.
Preparations for the production of Sims anc
Pettit’s new drama, “In the Ranks; or, Thi
Soldier’s Wife,” are going on very rapidly a
the Boston Museum.
The models for thi
scenery have been received from the Loader
Adelphi, where the piece was brought ou
with great success on the 6th iust., and ar<
being exchanged as fast as they can be utilizer
by Manager Field and Messrs. Brooks & Dick
inson, who are to present the piece at the Nev
York Standard Theatre simultaneously witl
its production at the Museum. The cost o
the stage settiog at each theatre will exceec
$10,000, as the Bcenery is very elaborate am
every trick of mechauical invention known tr
the stage is called into requisition. Prison
are changed
into caverns, gloomy attics inti
gas-lighted streets and country farmhouse
into wild woodlands and leafy dingles, in
twinkling of an eye and without dropping thi
curtain. The cast is a long one and a host o
supernumeraries are required. The lead in;
part will be played at the Museum by Mr
Charles Barrou, and at the Standard by Mr
Frederic Bryton.
During the first week of Edwin Booth’s eu
gagoment at the Globe Theatre, Boston, begin
niug Nov. 5, he will play Richelieu on Momia;
and Tuesday evenings and Saturday afternoon
Macbeth ou Wednesday evening end Kiu;
Lear on Thursday and Friday. During thi
second week, he wfll play Othello on Moudaj
evening, Iago on Tuesday evening and Satur
day afternoon, Bertuccio in “The Fool’
Revenge” on Wednesday and Thursday even
ings, aud Shylock and Petruchio on Thursda;
and Friday. Mr. Booth will not act on Satur
dap evenings, and his company will appear ir
some play to be announced hereafter.

Keal Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
oounty have been recorded at the Registry st

*2,000.

JOHN E. DeWlTT, President.

probably be the opening play, and the

was

naled the next train. Neither of them was
seriously hurt. The engine was brought back

PORTLAND, MAINE.
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cut

CASCO

k

octlG

sary occurred yesterday, and
with several handsome gifts.

on

measure

BROS.,

COR CONGRESS

PIANO

considerably

actually

This week we shall close balance of our Oiled and
Enameled Table Coverings at only 25 cents per yard.
We have customers every day now who remember having paid us 50 cents per yard for same goods.

Last evening a party of the letter carriers
made a call at the residence of Mr. Wescott,
one of their number, whose wedding anniver-

the pile of coal

pieces of

TABLE COVERINGS 25 CENTS.

Bhut off steam. Almost immediately the boiler exploded with a tremendous report, and a
poition weighing some 250 pounds was hurled
about 150 yards. The engineer was blown
was

strictly

Bugs aud Carpets

OOMPMY.

IMJRAJICE
4

Better than Tontine Policies in
other Companies.

of tickets enables tbe men to provide themAn exselves with many needed articles.
cellent supper will be provided to-night, and
Chandler will furnish the best of music.

face

of 50

purchase

LIFE

4S inches in width. They are assorted in best selling
Colors in the market and same qualities bring everywhere from 85 to 90 cents per yard.

new

“Moths,” Mr. Hamilton’s dramatization ol
“Ouida’s” novel of the same title, which ran
100 nights at the London Glebe, and is still be
ing played in the provinces, was produced foi
the first time in this country last evening al
Wallack’s Theatre, New York.
William Horace Lingard and Alice Dun
ning were remarried in London about a fortnight since. The former obtained a divorce in

mi

Mutual

as

IISIM MTIi.tl
French Dress Woods at 59 cts. per yard.
Lift BIIKE COM.
These
all wool and will

Messrs.
ly pleased by her grace and voice.
Reynolds and Arnold, the change artists, were

-l- a*

Turkish and Persian

terest.

are

The new bill at the Lyceum drew a first-rate
house last night.
All the various featuros
were loudly applauded but the new seriocomic artist, Miss Florence Marshall, especial-

new

—

/

Widows’

and the transaction of such
may legally come before said meeting,
will take place at tbelr offioe, City BuildiDg, on i
WEDNESDAY Evening, Oct. 31, A. D. 1883, at i
seven and a half o’clock.
S. H. COLES WORTHY, Secretary.
octl5d2w
Portland, Oct. 1«41883.

OF

—

Portland Widows’ Wood Society.

business

LYCEUM THEATRE.

...

IMPORTERS’ MICTION SALE

;-IN|THE-

ensuing year,

and finely rendered. In the first and
fourth acts he convnlsed tie house. As Mrs.
O’Kelly Mr. James E. Flaherty was irresist
ible. The scene between him and Con in the
second act provoked the greatest laughter and
applause. The wake scene in the third act
was unique.
Mr. McCallum was called before
the curtain at the end of the second act. The
Grattans are to be congratulated on the success
of the entertainment.

will

ENDOWMENT INSURANCE

on

Annual meeting of tlie Portland
THEWood
Society for the choice of officers for the
other

I3ST

original

the

(HX'TIOX SUB),

DanThomas,
St.,
Tuesday, October 16th, at half past
three in the afternoon.
A11 BY S. BARRETT,
Secretary.
Portland, Oct. 8,1883.
oct9
dtd
forth

McCallum as the Shaughraun was excellent.
The large audience applauded his fine acting
with generous and well merited applause. Mr.
J. P. Welch’s conception of the Sergeant was

see

subscribers

insurance.

of Mr. W.

fit of Mr. P. ,J. McCallum. The house was
filled to overflowing with an appreciative and
enthusiastic audienca. The drama was acted
and staged in a manner that did not differ
materially from that of last spring. Mr. P. J.

Be sure aud go aud

Annual

to the
Meeting of the
Female Orphan Asylum of Portland, will be
THE
held at the house
103
W.

•

Literary Society presented
Boncicanlt’s Irish drama, The Shaughraun, at
the Portland Theatre last evening for the bene-

immense.
company.

MEETING*).

SHAUGHRAUN.

son'and Fireman Bntler of the Grand Trnnk
road left Portland for Gorham, N. H., with
locomotive No. 117 which they had been ordered to place in the repair shop at that village.
When they reached Yarmouth at 4 30 o’clock,
the engineer ran the engine on the siding and

against

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The Grattan

We give partly as a literary curiosity, a rewhich first appeared, we believe, in a

^be

Foreign mails,

Stoddard

port

F. O. Bailey & Co. have a fiue stock ot
Oriental rugs and carpets on exhibition at
their rooms on Exchange street.
They are to
sold at auction Wednesday and Thursday
*of next week.

Intermediate

Lecture of the
Course.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Mr. Stoddard was greeted wijh a very cultivated and appreciative audience last evening
at the inauguration of his lecture course in
the

AUCTION SALES.
200 Turkish and Perfian
ltugs and Carpets.

Railway—Arrive

LISBON.

City Hall, and received with strong proofs of

Fair—The Ladies’ Aid.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
Great Bargain—Rines Bros.
Notice—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Driving Gloves O wen, Moore & Co.
Wilbor'i Co<1 Liver Oil and Lime.
Wanted—Bill Clerk.
Girls Warned.

Oct.

AND

MADRID

Farm For Sale or To Let.
best farms
the County of Cumber
ONEland,the
situated in ’ape Elizabeth, known
the
of

in

<

as

‘Brooks Farm” will be sold at ^ great bargain 8
L. CARLETON, Att’y at Law, 1«T> Middle St. Portand, Me.
mar8dtf
**
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